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S9T IFANTYE IALION.

AVD-.*I 2 _y6

SUBJECT: Operational 2epert.of 9th Infantry Division for Period Ending

30-" l 1968, RCS CSFOR-65 (R1) (U) 7
Commanding General, II Field Force Vietnam, ATTN: AVFBC-RE-H, APO 96266
Commanding General, United States Army Vietnam, ATTN: AVHGC(DST), APO 96375
Commanding General, United States Army Pe.cifio, ATTNz GPOP-DT, APO 96558

1. (C) Section 1. Operations: Significant Activities.

-a. (C) Introduction.

(1) During this reporting period 1 Feb - 30 Apr 68, the 9th Infantry
Division continued operations'in support of missions and tasks either
specified or implied by the III Corps/II Field Force Combined Campaign
Plan 1968, 15 Dec 67, and the RVNAF, JGS/FiACV Combined Campaign Plan 1968
AB 143, 1 Nov 67. The 9th Inf Div also conducted operations specified by
II FFORCEV either during (1 - 10 Feb 68) or as a result of (10 Feb to
date) the VC/NVA Tet Campaign. Division Headquarters remained at Camp
Martin Cox (YS 1799) except when control of major operations in the Dinh
Tuong Province within the division's tactical area of interest (TAOI)
dictated displacement of a tactical forward command post to Don Tam Base
Camp (XS 4143). On 21 Apr the division's TAOI was increased to include
the Go Cong and Kien Hoe Provinces and reduced by the loss of the Rung
Sat Speclal Zone as depicted on Inclosure 3, Map of Division Tactical
Area of terest (TAOI)o

(2) The mission of the Inf Div islto conduct strike operations
to locate and destroy the V1t Cong (VC) and North Vietnamese (NVA) main
and 1 al force units and teir installations and infrastructure in the
TAOI fonduct consolidatio and pacification operations to identify and

destroy VC guerrilla unit and infrastructure and secure population
centers snd lines of co icatn in clo coordination and cooperation
with government of VietM (CVi) Forces;|*6uct support operations to
further assist the gove ment of Vietnam Pacification Programby enhancing

DOwlIGRADED AT 3 YR INTrERVALSDECLA>IFIaD AFTL!'12 hS
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CONFIDENTIAL
AVDE-H 12 May 68
SUBJECT: Operational Report of 9th Infantry Division for Period knding

30 April 1968, RCS CSFOR-65 (RI) (U)

the capability of the Republic of Vietnam (ARVN), Popular Force (PF),
and Regional Force (RF), and by contributing to the health and welfare
of the civilian population. The 9th Inf Div. has successfully acoom-
plished this mission by conducting stability operations in Bien Heg
Phuoc Tuy, Long Khanh, Long An, Kien Hoa, Gia Dinh, Vinh Long, Dinh
Tuong, Phong Dinh, Vinh Binh, Go Cong, and Ba Xuyen Provinces.

(3) The 9th Inf Div was involved in 90 days of combat while con-
ducting twelve major operations that commenced, terminated, or continued
during the reporting period. CORONADO X, CORONADO XI, TRUONG CONG DINH,
KITTYRAWK, EOPTAC, HOPTAC I, ENTERPRISE, QUYET THANG, RILEY, NARASUAN,
DUONG CUA DAN, and TOAN THANG.

(41 In addition to the above listed operations, an element of the
9th Inf Div participated in combat operations in the I Corps Tactical
Zone (CTZ) for the first time. The 3d Squadron 5th Cavalry (-) was
attached to the lst Air Cavalry Division (AM), further placed OPCON to
the 101st Airborne Division and 3d Marine Division from 15 Feb 68 to 14
Apr 68. Effective 15 Apr 68, the squadron was attached to the Provision-
al Corps Vietnam. The squadron participated in Operation KILO based at
Dong Ha Combat Base, Operation WORTH in Quang Nam Province and Operation
CHARLTON in Quang Tri Province. The squadron conducted mounted and
dismounted patrols in areas as designated. Troop D remained at Camp
Martin Cox (Bearcat) and participated in missions as assigned by division
headquarters.

(5) The arrival of the 6th Battalion 31st Infantry as a new member
of the 9th Inf Div, the attachment of the 3-5 Cay to the lot Air Cav Div
(AM) less D Troop 3-5 Cav, and the exchange of two battalions within the
1st and 3d Bdes are considered the significant organizational changes
occurring during the quarter. These changes are discussed in para lb(2)0

(6) On 25 Feb 68 MG Julian J. Eell replaced MG George G. O'Connor
as Division Commander. Four additional significant personnel changes
took place during this quarter. COL Robert E. Baden, Chief of Staff,
departed 7 Apr 68 and LTC Myron E. Lee Jr. became the acting Chief of
Staff. COL George C. Benson assumed command of the 3d de vice COL
George W. Everett on 4 Feb 68. COL Josiah A. Wallace assumed command
of Div Arty upon the departure of COL StuArt C. Meyer on 5 Mar 68, and
COL Henry E. Emerson assumed command of the lot Bde from COL Harry 0. A
Williams on 18 Mar 68 (See Inclosure 2, Roster of Key Personnel).

Page 2
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30 April 1968, RCS CSFOR-65 (Rl) (U)

b. (C) Organization. (Organizational Structure - refer to Inclosure
la. Location of Units - refer to Inclosure lb.)

(1) In addition to the three brigades of the 9th Inf Div, the Royal
Thai Army Volunteer Regiment (RTAVR) remained OPCON to the division during
the quarter; and Task Force Forsyth and Task Force Funston, provisional
headquarters formed by the division, continued with the responsibility of
the defense of Camp Martin Cox (YS 1799) and Dong Tam Base Camp (XS 4143)
respectively. On 18 Feb 68 the 2-3 Inf, 199th Light Inf Bde became OPCON
to the division. This battalion was further placed OPCON to the 3d Bde
for operations in Gia Dinh Province, south of Saigon.

(2) Organizational changes that have occurred since the last Opera-
tion Report - Lessons Learned (ORL-) was submitted:

(a) On 31 Jan 68 a Division Forward Command Post was established at
Dong Tam Base Camp (XS 4143) in Dinh Tuong Province and has remained fully
operational as a tactical operations center to date. This displacement
was necessitated by the Viet Cong/North Vietnam Army (VC/NVA) Tet Cam-
paign attacks on major province and district capitals within the IV Corps
Tactical Zone, in particular the cities of My Tho, Vinh Long, Ben Tre, and
Can Thoo In response to the Tet Oifensive, the 5-60 Inf (M) became CFCON
to Task Force Ware on 31 Jan 68 for operations in Gia Dinh Province. On
1 Feb 68 increased enemy activity occurred near the city of Ben Tre, Dinh
Tuong Province, and elements of the 3d Bde were inserted into the area.
The 2-39 Inf was placed OPCON to the 3d Bde until 4 Feb 68. In mid Feb
the Forward Command Post was reduced in personnel with the CG and key
staff members returning to Camp Martin Cox (YS 1799); however, the Forward
Command Post continued to function as a tactical operations center under
the command of BG William A. Knowlton, Assistant Division Commander. On
10 Feb 68 the 1st Bde conducted an airlift of headquarters elements from
Camp Martin Cox (YS 1799) to Dong Tam Base Camp (XS 4143) and assumed
OPCON of the 5-60 Inf. The purpose of this displacement was to conduct
clearing and roadrunner operations on Highway Q 4 from the junction of
Highway LTL 6A west to Cai Lay. Task Force Forsyth assumed the RILEY mis-
sion in the Bien Hoe Province with the 2-47 Inf (M) as its maneuver element.
On 18 Feb 68 the 3d Bde assumed OPCON of the 4-39 Inf'from the let Bde and
the 2-3d Inf from the 199th Light Inf Bde to conduct operations in Gia
Dinh Province. The 2-60 Inf became OFCON to the let Bde on 7 Aar 68, and
the 9th I&a Div with elements of the Ist and 2d Bdes initiated Operation
TRUONG CONG DINH in Dinh Tuong Province. Once again the Division Forward
at Dong Tam (XS 4143) became a fully staffed tactical opevations center
with the CG returning to direct this operation. The division was directed

Page 3
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by COMUZSAC to begin Operation. DUONGO CUA DAN (PEOPLE'S ROAD) on 16 Mar
68, The let Bd. with three maneuver battalions, the 2-39 Inf, 2-60 Inf
and 5-60 Inf, was selected. On 24 Mar 68 the Division Forward was a&ain
reduced in strength with the Commanding General returning to Camp Yartin
Cox (XS 1799). The organizational arrangement lasted until 19 Apr 68
when 5-60 Inf (M) rpturned to OPCON 3d Bde.

(b) On 31 Mar 68 the 9th Inf Div received the advance party of the
6-31st Inf (four rifle companies) designated by COKU!ACV to be assign-
ed to the 9th Inf Div. The first increment of the main body arrived on
3 Apr 68 with the battalion closing Camp Martin Cox (YS 1799) on 7 Apr
68. The division initiated action to integrate the battalion into the
9th Inf Div by conducting orientation, accliration, and indoctrination
training. The battalion completed this training on 24 Apr 68, at which
time it participated in its first operation OPCON to Task Force Tower
in Bien Hoa Province0 On 27 Apr 68 the 6-31st Inf became OPCON to the
3d Bde as brigade mobile reserve.

(c) Other organizational changes that have occured during this
quarters, The 9th MI Det and 19th NE Det, 16th and 19th PI Det and 39th
Cml Det were assigned to the 9th Iuf Div effective 15 Feb 68. The 65th
Inf Plt (CT) was assigned effective 15 Feb 68 by USARV GO 821 dtd 21 Feb
68. Effective 15 Feb 68 the 47th MH Det was assigned on USARV GO 526.
These units were formerly attached to the division.

c. (U) Personnel and Administration.

(1) General data: See Inclosure 4 for information and statistical
data concerning the following:

(a) Maintenance of Unit Strength.

(b) Personnel Management.

(c) Development and Maintenance of Morale.

(d) Maintenance of Discipline, Law and Order.

(2) Significant Activities:

(a) Adjutant General:

I The Adjutant General Service Unit was established on 1 Apr 68
under the operational control of the Personnel Services Division, This

Page 4
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unit was organized in preparation f, the change from the present re-
porting system to the ERMCAP Reporting System effective I May 68,

2 The large number of casualties sustained and replacements re-
ceived as a result of the Tat Offensive caueed primary attention during

this period to be focused on actions required to process these personnel.
Every facet of the AG operation was affectedl however, the greatest im-
pact was in the following arease

I Casualty reporting.

I_ Assignment and inprocessing of replacements.

,a Review end preparation of awards and decorations.

(b) Judge Advocate General:

1 Courts and Boards Clerks MeetipA. During this quarter meetings
were held at the Office of the Staff Judge Advocate for courts and
boards personnel from the various commands exercising special court-
martial jurisdiction. The clerks were briefed on various subjects per-
taining to military justice activities. Emphasis was placed or use of
Article 15, UCMJ, administrative procedures in disposing of court-
martial charges by summary and special court-martial, and actions re-
quired by units in cases where trial by general court-martial is recom-
mended. Increased quality in the administrative preparation of cases
submitted to this headquarters since these initial briefings has been
noted.

2 Courtro. In April 1968 a new courtroom for general courts-
martial was completed to anclude wall paneling and air conditionin6.
The well paneling has allowed for more thorougi. trials with fewer in-
terruptions by eliminating outside noise from generators and helicopters.
Visiting law officers have commented favorably on the coartroom, indica-
ting that it is one of the finest in Vietnam.

Claims. Since the Tet Offensive numerous claims were made re-
sulting from the destruction of personal property lost in billets which
were either partially or comrletely destroyed during hostile actions.
These claims were expeditiously processed by dispatciang claims teams
from the Office of the Staff Judge Advocate, to assist unit claim's
officers at the site of the destruction. Claimants were placed in groups
and instructed in the preparation and completion of appropriate claim's

Page 5
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forms, %hus eliminating many of the errors normally found in a claim
file. As a result of these claim's teams, over 382 personal claims were
receivcd by the Office of the Staff Judge Advocate during this period.
Of thi-se, 200 were pro;eseed.

(c) Surgeon: During this quarter a program entitled "Operation
SAFSTEP" was implemented to reduce the incident rate of foot problems
among troops on combat operations in the Mekong Delta. The majority of
these foot problemp have been attributed to prolonged operations in inun-
dated terrain. 'Operation SAhEPTE involves the following:

1 Continued use of proven preventive measures.

2 Treatment and prophylaxis utilizing old and new drugs.

Testing of new equipment.and clothing, i.e. the specially de-
siged Paddy Boot, nylon mesh boot socks, etc. With the advent of the

! rainy season, this equipment will undergo a thorough test. Unit surgeons
have been responsible for implementation of the program at unit level.
However, command emph&sis down to squad leader level has been the ostensi-

*ble reason behind the success of the program to date.

(d) Provost Ma -shalo During this quarter 9th Inf Div Military
Police, given operational control over GVN National Police, ARVN, and
non-divisional American military policemen, played a very significant
role in Operation DUONG CUA DAN. (PEOPLE'S ROAD). The efficient handling
of traffic and defile control points made it possible for an average of
1200 vehicles per day to use the highway. In addition, joint population
and resources control points also established by the P'e contributed
greatly toward i-hibiting the daylight movement of the Viet Cong along
Highway QL 4 and other major routes. During the last three months, the
military police have also participated in many psychological operations
and civic action programs conducted by divisional units.

(d) Chaplain: During Easter, Holy Week and Passover, the division
conducted a total of i6i services: 53 Cathoic, 100 Frotestant, and 6

Jewish. Despite heavy operational commitments, 6,970 persons were able
to attend these services.

(f) Red Cross: On 10 Apr 68, a Red Cross sub-office was opened at
Tan An to provide Red Cross services to 3d Bde personnel in that area.
This has provided a more effective Red Cross Program within the 3d Bde
area by greatly reducing the amount of time required to handle individual
cases*

Pee 6
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SUBJECT: Operational Report of 9th Infantry Division for Period Ending

30 April 1968, RCS CSFOR-65 (RI) (U) I
d. (C) Intelligence.

(I) Discussion and Recapitulation of Enemy Order of Battle (See
Inclosur'e 5 for Enemy Unit Locations).

(a) Liscussiono

1 Since the Tet Offensive the enemy has increased the fire power
capability within h2s units. His resupply of arms and ammunition has
steadily been replacing the older series with a new, modern and sophis-
ticated one. Almost all battalions are fully equipped with AK-47'so
The number of RPG-2 and RPG-7 rocket launchers per unit has increased.
The ratio of RPG-7's to RPG-29s has increased0 Camp Nartin Cox received
1 20mim tar and 122mm rocket fire for the first time on 28 Feb 6. Dong
Tam base camp frequently received 120cm mortar fire since the Tat Offensive.
The VC altered their tactics in that attacks by fire during daylight hours
were increased to prevent the detection of their firing positions. There
have been reports that the VC have 122mm rockets in Dinh Tuong Province,
but no rockets have been used against allied forces in that area.

2 In Dinh Tuong Province of VC Military Region (MR) II, there has
been a reorganization of the enemy tactical command structure. MR II has
organized at least two "Mobile Battle Groups" The composition of these
"Battle Groups" is not clear, but it is believed that they consist of at
least two battalions and weapon support units. These appear to be tail-
ored to assure a proper balance of ground forces and combat support.

There are several new units within the 9th Inf Div TAOIo The
265 Main Force (MF) Battalion was formed as early as Jul 67.but was not
confirmed until March 68. It operated in Dinh Tuong Province until
April when it moved into central Long An Province. The K-3 MF Bn is
believed to have participated in an attack against US Forces at Tan An
in Long An Province on 10 Feb 68. This unit was formerly the 3d Bn of
the Long Nat Regtp northern Bien Hoa Province. This battalion is still
belifeved to be located in Long An Province. The Phu Loi II Bn formerly
operating in northwestern Bien Hoa Province has been contacted and
identified through documents and FW's. This battalion is currently I
believed to be operating in the vicinity of the Long An/Gia Dinh Province
boundary. Southeast of Camp Martin Cox, in the vicinity of the Bien
Boa/Long Khanh/Phuoc Tuy Province boundaries, an artillery battalion has
been identified as K-34. It is believed to have entered the area approxi-
mately 1 Apr 68.

Page 7
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In order to replenish the tremendous losses suffered during the
Tot Offensive, the VC made a massive effort to locally recruit personnel.
They have not been able to recruit sufficient people to accomplish this,
even though they have resorted to force. An increasing number of VC unit
replacements Are North Vietnamese Army (NVA) personnel.

In order to have larger combat units and have them controlled at
a higher echelon, the VC have begun to upgade some of their units.

A In Thu Thus District, Long An Province, it is believed that cadre
taken from the C312 Local Force Company and local guerrillas were used
to form three new local force companies, Cl, C2, 03. The existence of
C1 and C3 was confirmed by a captured document that assigned each a letter
box number effective 18 Apr 68. There have been agent reports indicating
that the remainder of the local force companies in Long An Province intend
to do the same.

b The Long An Sector Advisor reported that documents taken from a
VC body on 13 Apr 68 stated that a Sapper Company, code number S785, was
located south of Ben Luc (XS 602692). This company has a 30 man highway
engineer section and a 34 man water engineer section.

', A captured document stated that three new local force companies
were to be formed in Nhon Trach and Long Thanh Districts, Bien Boa
Province. There has been no confirmation of this.

d A PW, the executive officer of the 462 LF Co (Cai Lay District,
Dinh Tuong Province) stated on 25 Apr that the entire company was trans-
ferred to the 514C Bn. At that time a recruiting campaign was under
way to get personnel to replace the 462 LF Co.

e In Dinh Tuong and Go Cong Provinces new units have been formed.
It is believed that a "new" 261 MF Bn was formed with cadre from the
"old" 261 MF Bn, new recruits, and some infiltrators from the LVA. Order
of Battle accepts 261A and 261B Main Force Battalions based primarily
upon PW reports,

f It is believed that there are three 514 Bns operating principally
in Dinh Tuong and Go Cong Provinces. The exact time and method of their
formation is not known. In March 68 there were NW's that stated that
they were from 514B Bn. During this time agent reports consistently
reported the 514 LF En in both eastern and western Dinh Tuong Province
at the same time. A Hoi Chanh who rallied to ARVN elements in Cmi Lay

Page 8
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Distriotp Dinh Tuong Province on 21 Apr 68 stated that he was from the
514C En. A PW stated on 25 Apr 68 that the old Cai Lay District Company
was transferred to the 514C Bn on an unknown date.

£ PW who was the CO 3d Co, 263 MF Bn stated on 13 Mar 66 that he
had heard that there were plans to form a 263B En and that recruitment
was to be in Dinh Tuong Province. A PW on 6 Apr 68 stated that he was
from the 263B En and his platoon was being transferred to the 514 LF Bn.
He stated at that time the 263B HF Bn was located near Go Cong. 3o fur-
ther information has been received pertaining to that unit.

h in north-oentral Bien Boa Province, it is believed that the 274th
V Regt has received replaoement personnel from the D/251 infiltration
group. It is believed that this group will form another battalion to
replace the 2d Bn which is currently believed to be operating in Thu Duo
Distriot Gia Dinh Province. Analysis of captured documents revealed
that D/251 is possibly a code name for the 4th NVA Sapper Bn. If this
is true, the combat effectiveness of the 274th VC Regt has increased
significantly.

(b) Recapitulation.

UNIT STREWGTH EFFECTIVENESS WEAPONS

5th VC Div 3300 Marginally Combat Equipped with new
Effective pon-ies of wpns

274 IF Regt 1000 Combat Effective Equipped with new
series of wpns

275 XF Regt 1200 Combat Effective Equipped with new
series of wpns

Dong Nai Regt 1800 Combat Effective Equipped with new
series of wpns

GP 84 Rear Services Unk Unk Unk

D440 MF Bn 320 Marginally Combat Majority equipped
Effective with new series

of wpns
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D445 MF Bn 250 Marginally Combat Majority equipped
Effective with new series

of wpns.

K-34 Arty En Unk Combat Effective 122mm Rockets

4th LF Bn 200 Marginally Combat Majority beiieved
Effective to be equipped

with new series
of wpns.

Doan 10 500 Marginally Combat Majority equipped
Effective with new series

of wpns. Good
mining capability

2d Ind Bn 270 Marginally Combat Majority equipped
Effective with new seiies

of wpns.

5th LF Bn 240 Marginally Combat Majority equipped
Effective with new series

of wpns.

506th LF Bn 250 Marginally Combat Equipped with
Effeotive new series of

wpns.

6th LF Bn 150 Non Combat Equipped with new
Effective series of wpns.

Phu Loi II Bn 200 Marginally Combat Equipped with new
Effective family of wpns.

K-3 MF Bn 350 Combat Effective Believed to be
equipjed with new
seriea of wpns,

265 MF Bn 300 Combat Effective Equipped with
new seris.s of
wpns.
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261A W Bn 350 Combat Effective Majority equipped
with new series
of wpns.

261B W En 250 Marginally Combat Partially equip-
Effective ped with new

series of wpns.

263 MF Bn 400 Combat Effective Majority equipped
with new series
of wpns.

514A LF Bn 300 Combat Effective Majority equipped
with new series

of wpnSo

514B LF Bn 100 Non Combat Nixture of old &
Effective new series of

wpns.

514C LF Bn Unk Unk Unk

516 LF Bn 270 Combat Effective Majority equipped
with new series
of wpns,

518 LF Bn 250 Marginally Combat Partially equipped

Effective with new series
of wpns.

267 WF Bn 240 Marginally Combat Equipped with
Effective new series of

wpns,

269 .-1 Bn 250 Marginally Combat rltupped with
Effective new series of

wpns.

(c) Enemy Tactics and Techniques.

I Durirg Tet the enemy utilized the majority of his major combat
elements to launch an all-out offensive against key US/GVN installations,
pr. vincial and district capitals, It was apparent that his objectives
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were to seize and hold these installations, at least temporarily, to gain
psychological and propaganda victories perhaps to be employed in a subse-
quent offer to negotiate peace terms. The primary attacks were conducted
against Saigon, Cholon, Tan Son Nhut Air Base, II Field Force EQ, III
Corps H4, and Bien Hoa Air Base. The Viet Cong offensive failed militar-
ily, but it must be viewed as a psychological success.

2 In Sub-Region E-4 no major ground attacks occured, and no units
were identified in contact. The VC did successfully interdict Highway QL
15.

In Sub-Region E-3, no major ground attacks occuredp although
attacks by fire including mortars, small arms, and automatic weapons were
conducted throughout the sub-region.

In Sub-Region E-2 on 10 Feb 68, Tan An came under a major ground
and indirect fire attack by an unknown size force. Later it was deter-
mined that local forces, personnel from recent infiltration groups and
probably the K-3 MF Br, formerly subordinate to the Dong Nai Regt, parti-
cipated in the attack.

In Dinh Tuong Province the VC attacked the provincial capital of
My Tho with a multi-battalion force on 31 Jan 68.

6 The enemy entrenched himself in the major urban areas, and the re-
sultant fighting created much property damage and the loss of many inno-
cent civilian lives. Apparently, the VC had expected a popular uprising
to assist them in overthrowing the South Vietnamese Government. The pop-
ular uprising did not materialize. The VC's disregard for the Lunar New
Year Holidays, property, and human life further alienated the people :.f
South Vietnam from the VC.

7 Instead of withdrawing to his base areas afttr being routed from
the cities, his units remained near the heavily populated areas. It w&.s
later determined that he left only sufficient forces to maintain -pressure
on the cities. This was probably done so that allied forces; too, would
remain close to the cities. This left the rural areas relatively free
for the VC to recruit personnel and collect taxes° This was especially
true in Dinh Tuong Province.

8 According to captured documents, the VC attempted to renew their
offensive with Phase II in mid-February. Due to the acute shortages of
personnel and supplies, they accomplished practically nothing.
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The VC activity was then designed to disrupt the economy, further
disoredit the GYN, and convince the populace that the VC were still in
control. The primary method used in their attempts was the interdiction
of primary lines of communication (loc). This was primarily true in the
rice-rich Delta region. With the liz., s of communication disrupted, the
people were unable to market their goods, thus, hurting the economy and
keeping foodstuff in the rural areas where the VC had easy access to it.
The primary target for interdiction was Highway QL 4, espeoi-lly from
My Thuan Ferry (at the Mekong River) east to the junction of Highway QL 4
and Highway LTL 6A (northwest of My Tho). This area was probably select-
ed because of the large amount of civilian traffi 9 large amount of pro-
duoe transported, and because the VC had numerous waterwavs for their own
travel.o

10 For these interdictions they increased the use of their sapper
units. The local guerrillas were used to mine, crater and block the high-
ways but had the technical advice and munitions support of sapper person-
nel, Larger destruction tasks, such as the bridge at Can Giouc (XS 3373)
on Highway LTL 5A, were probably carried out solely by sapper units. The
Can Giouc Bridge was blown at the end of February and is still 100% im-
passable to vehicular traffic. The VC has increased his water mining
capability and river ambushes in the Mekong River area.

(2) Enemy Losses

XIA 2938

DETAIEES 2309

PW's 203

CHIEU HOI 3

CREW-SEVED WEAPONS (C/s) 117

SMALL AM (SA) 268

AMMO 394699

MINES 9232

GRAIN (IN TONS) 78.93
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SAMPAS 598

SltUCTUR8 1054

BUNKERS 8819

(3) Intelligence Sources and Agencieu.

(a) Progress continued during the reporting period in the identifi-
cation of members of the Viet Cong infrastructure operating within the
division TAOI. A total of 617 personalities were added to the Counter-
intelligence (CI) Section's blacklist. Of this total, 230 were identi-
fied in Bien Hoa Province, 176 in Long An Province, 136 in Dinh Tuong
Provinoe, 39 in Kien Phong Province, 16 in Kien Hoa Province, 11 in Go
Cong Province, and 9 in Kien Tuong Province. These 617 political person-
alities included 133 military intelligence cadre and agents, 32 commo-
liaison agents, 63 finance and economy cadre, 37 proselyting cadre, 68
military-political officers, 4 supply cadre, and 280 local Viet Cong
government leaders and party secretaries. Viet Cong propagandists in
Long An and Dinh Tuong Provinces continued their campaign to, discredit US
and GVN political programs, to rally local residents to the Viet Cong
cause, and to capitalize on the results achieved during Tot. Viet Cong
intelligence cadre continued their efforts to gain information on FVMAF
operating within the divisional TAOI, specifically to include elements of
the 9th Inf Div. Five such Viet Cong agents directly targeted against
divisional elements in Tan An continued to be subjects of covert counter-
intelligence operations. Viet Cong intelligence also increased their use
of penetration agents. They appeared to be concentrating their efforts in
the use of ARVN soldiers and local indigenous laborers. However, no such
penetration agents were specifically identified as operating on any of the
9th Inf Div base camps at Bearcat. Dong Tam, and Tan An.

(b) During the quarter, the number of confidential informants report-
ing to the CI Section increased to 37. This number included 18 coded in-
formants, 12 uncoded casual informants, and 7 installation informants.
Liaison with 35 US and Allied intelligence and government agencies result-
ed in an average flow of approximately 1500 intelligence reports per month
into the division.

(c) Modifications were made in the CI Section's blacklist distributed
to division S2's. Previous to the reporting period, all names reported to
the CI Section of Viet Cong Infrastructure (VCI) and guerrilla personali-
ties were included in the blacklist regardless of their rank or position
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as long as they were operating in the division's TAOI, This resulted in

an average input tc the blacklist of about 1000 names per month. Six

mcnths of usage showed that the blacklist was rapidly becoming quite

large and therefore cumbersome and unused due to the necessity for pub-

lishing it on the large 11" by 15" machine records printout. No changes

were possile in the size of the machine printoutg and no other system

than that of ADP was feasible in view of the limited special agent re-

sources available for maintaining the blacklistg so the criteria for add-

ing names to the list was re=evaluated. A new criteria was established

whereby only the names of leading personalities in the VCI from the ham-

let level on up operating in the division's TAOI were included This

eliminated the inclusion of hamlet and village guerrillas in the black-

list as well as many low level Viet Cong personalities who o though re-

siding within our TAOI, were in areas where elements of the division sel-

dom conducted any operations against the VCIo The new criteria resulted

in a decrease of the average input per month during the reporting period

to 205 names per month and an increase in the number of blacklists re-

quested each month by unit and non-divisional S21so In addition a system

of In-depth dossiers on selected villages and hamlets located in the high

priority areas immediately surrounding each of the division's three base

camps at Bearcatp Dong Tam, and Tan An was established within the section.

Each dossier included all information acquired on Viet Cong activities

and personnel operating within that village or hamlet to include both low

level VCI and guerrilla personalities. The two systems9 together, the

new broadbased but less cumbersome counterintelligence blacklist covering

the entire TAOI published for the use of unit S21a and the in-depth vil-

lage and hamlet dossiers maintained for the use of counterintelligence

colle-tion and reaction personnel9 appeared to provide a more effeotive

means f supporting that part of the division's mission to identify and

neutralize members of the VCI,

(d) During the repoting period, there was an expansion of the week-

ly G2/S2 Lntel gen.:, planning conference held by the division G2 at

Bearcat0  In additi- to the division's maJor subordinate unit S21s 9 at-

teridance was enlarged to include representatives of the following FWMAF,
ARVN and GVN agencies7

1 1th Inf Div (ARVN) - Xuan Loc.

2 7th Inl Di. (ARVN) - My Tho.

l st Australian Task Force - Nui Dato
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Bien Hoa Sector.

Long Khanh Sector.

(9) This conference has proved to be an excellent vehicle for the
vis-a-vis exchange of intelligence and for the joint development of tar-
gets for strike or surveillance operations. Not only has the conference
furthered the exchange of intelligence, but it has also assisted in bring-
ing the enemy situation into perspective throughout the division's sprawl-
ing tactical area of interest.

(4) Long Range Patrol (IRP) Activities.

(a) The LRP employed nine (9) Provincial Reconnaissance Unit (PRU)
Scouts and found them to be highly qualified for reconnaissance missions.
Their knowledge of the terrain and VC methods of activity has been valua-
ble to LRP operations. PRU's are integrated into LRP teams and also
operate as PRU heavy teams. PRU's have developed a high degree of esprit.
Their English is limited but is being overcome by training within the LRP
Company. PRU's have the additional advantage of interpreting overheard
VC conversations while on trail watch and if spotted by the VC have been
considered friendly.

(b) The LRP sustained 3 combat fatalities during the period for a
total loss of 4 US KRA since Jun 67 when the unit was formed.

(c) The LAP accumulated 74 VC KIA (BC) during the period as opposed
to 49 VC KIA (C) during the previous reporting period.

(d) New methods of operation were devised, and the concept of iaP
operations in the Delta region was realized. Inserting into and extract-
ing from an AO using Navy River Patrol Boats (PM) has proven to be most
successful. The length of stay in the majority of LRP A02s in the Delta
has been less than 24 hours because of lack of concealment and dense
population.

(e) Several successful joint operations were conducted with Navy
SEAL teams.

(5) Aerial Reconnaissance and Surveillance.

(a) Night visual reconnaissance missions have increased in quantity
and were enhanced in quality with the aid of night observation devices
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(NOD). These devices are particularly suited for detecting waterway and
highway traffic.

(b) Personnel Detector (people sniffer) missions diminished due tO
higher priorities on aircraft and operations in the Delta region. There
were a total of 15 missions flown over the three month period.

(o) The Imagery Interpretation Section accomplished the following
during the reporting period: 60 aerial photography missions were re-
ceived, processed and interpreted. From these photo missions a total of
59 Imagery Interpretation Reports were prepared and distributed0 In
response to specific requests, the section prepared 16 photo mosiaos, 46
defense overlays and tio special studieso The section also flew 47
visual reconnaissance missions and 15 Personnel Detection missions.

(d) Tet Offensive During the period 30 Jan to 10 Feb 689 there
was a marked increase in the number of visual reconnaissance sisoions
flown. 'Nineteen missions weia flown during this period There was,
however, a sharp decrease in photographic missions processed and reports
disseminated due to the disruption of photo deliveries .om Dot A, 1st
MI hi (ARS) and the Air Force.

(6) Weather and Terrain. Weather had very little adverse effect
during the reporting period. Trafficability reached its peak and will
worsen as the we'o season approaches. The most adverse effects which
hampered air movement were the early morning fog and dust on the landing
zones. Foot troops experienced some difficulty in maintaining stealth
and concealment in the jungle areas because of dryness.

(7) &nemy Capabilities, Vulnerabilities, and Probable Courses of
Action.

(a) The enemy's firepower capability has increased significantly
because of the continued introduction of better weapons in increased
numbers to the local guerrillas. In so far as .his peroriel strengths
are concerned, the enemy suffered substantial losses during the report-
ing period; however, he has continually striven to overcome this by a
concerted program of impressing civilians into his ranks and the inte-
gration of local force and guerrilla elements into his main force units.
In some cases, such as in Dinh Tuong Province, the Viet Cong battalions
have been fragmented, providing nuclei around which new battalions were
formed. In example of this is the formation of the 514A, 514B; and 514C
Battalions, which were made up of newly impressed personnel and inte-
grated units.
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(b) In all provinces of the division's TAOI, the enemy is capable
of mounting mulci-battalion attacks against targets of his choosing.
There has been an increase in the total number of VC battalions opera-
ting in the TAOI, and the identification of two new units in Bien Hoa
Province siaificantly increases the capability to conduct special type
opewationso These units are the K-34 NVA Artillery Battalion and the 4th
NVA Sapper Battalion. In addition, intelligence Indicates the formation
of a sapper battalion in Sub-Region E-2. The enemy's most significant
vulnerability lies in the fact that to attack the targets which he has
chosen as objectives, he must mass his forces, increasing his vulnerabil-
ity to allied firepower. Based upon an analysis of all recent intelli-
gence, the enemy's most probable course of action is a renewal of his of-
fensivep striking fewer, more carefully selected and reconnoited targets
than during hie Tat Campaign.

e. (C) Operations,

(1) There were a total of twelve major operations either completed
or in process by the 9th L'nf Div during the period 1 Feb - 30 Apr 68.
Highlights included counter operations to the VC Tot Offensive and the
termination of Operations KITTYAWK and ENTERPRISE after more than one
year of continuo.s combat resulting in tremendous strides in the pacifi-
cation program. Operations during the period 30 Jan - 10 Feb 68 resulted
in some of the heaviest combat experienced by the division since its
arrival in Vietnam. Units were deployed with minimum advance warning and
demonstrated their flexibility to operate in many different areas and
types of terrain to include encounters with the enemy in built-up areas
in the major cities within the division TAOIo

(2) At the end of the previous reporting period, the VC/NVA forces
had just commenced their Tet attacks with multi-battalion size forces
attacking major US/FWMAF/GVN installations and province and district
capitals within the III and IV Corps Tactical Zones (CTZ)o During the
perio, of 31 Jan - 10 Feb 68, the cities of Bien Hoo, Saigon, Long Binh,
Ny Thog Ben Tre, Tan An, Vinh Long, and Xuan Loc were subjected to major
enemy attacks. In each city elements of the 9th Inf Div q in coordination
with GVN forces, met the VC/NVA attacks bead on and drove the enemy out
of the cities by the 10th of Feb. Elements of all three brigades saw
action in the Mekong Delta where the 9th Inf Div is the only sizeable US
combat force.

(3) After 10 Feb enemy tactics included small unit actions and in-
creased stand-off mortar attacks on US installations, major cities and
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villages, The VC also increased attacks by fire and gr und assaults os,division fire support/patrol bases (FS/FB). On 25 Fab elements of the

26)d NF Bn launched a heavy mortar and ground attack against FS/PB Jager
(vic XS 3549) located 3km west of Long Dinh along Highway QL 4 in Dinh
Tuong Province, On 9 Mar the VC initiated a heavy mortar attack on FSB
Halloran, a floating artillery base of the Mobile Riverine Force (MFF)
which was positioned east of My Tho (XS 5740) along the north bank of the
My Tho River This marked the first time that the VC achieved success ir
attacking this type of FSB.

(4) From 10-29 Feb the 9th Inf Div continued to react to the presence
of enemy forces south of Saigon and in the immediate areas around provin-
cial an. district capitals.

(5) Beginning 1 Mar the division developed plans for major reconnais-
sance in force (RIF) opera- -ns designed to locate, destroy, and fragment
VC main force battalions their supporting units while continuing to
maintain, secure and open Dr lines of communications - principally
Highway Q 4 - witlin the a.. ision TAOIo

(a) On 7 Marp the let and 2d Bdes began Operation TRUONd CONG DINH
in coordination with 7th Inf Div (ARVN) principally in Dinh Tuong Province
to drive enemy forces away from My Tho and to eliminate enemy interdiction
of Highway QL 4 in the provinces, On 17 Mar the lt Bde commenced Opera-
tion DUONG CUA DAN (PEOPLE'S ROAD) to protect and upgrade Highway QL 4 be-
tween C'al Lay and the junction of Highways QL 4 and LTL 6A northwest of My
Tho and to conduct RIP operations in coordination with 7th Inf Div (ARVN)
and RF/PF forces on either side of Highway QL 4. The 2d Bde continued
TRUONG CONG DINH, expandirg operations into Go Cong and Kien Hoa Provinces.
in Vioth these successful operations, emphasis has been placed on combined
operations with ARYN and RF/PF units. At the end of the quarter, the 2d
Bn Vietnamese Marine Corps (VDC) joined the 2d Bde in riverine operations.

(b) From 11 Mar = 7 Apr the 3d BIe participated in Operation QUYET
THANG in Lorg An and Gia Dinh Provinces south of Saigon in cooperation with
Capital Military District (CMD), 5th Ranger Gp, 25th Inf Div (ARVN) and
provincial and district forces to locate and destroy VC/NVA forces threat-
-Mng Oaign from the south and southwest and to secure major lines of
communioation° Here a,"in, coordinated operations w.th Vietnamese forces
were stressed.

(c) On 8 Apr the 9th Inf ie commenced participation in Operation
TOAN ThAY; with the 3d Bde in Long An and Gia Dinh Prcvinces, Task Force
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Forsyth and the Royal Thai Army Volunteer Regiment in Long Thanh and Nhon
Traoh Distriots8, Bien Boa Province and western Xuan Loc Districtp Long
Khanh Province. These operations are conducted in coordination with 25th
and 18th Wnf Divisions (ARVN) and RF/PF forces. The purpose of the
operations is to locate and destroy the VC/NVA units in the vicinity of
Saigon/Bien Boa and to keep them fragmented, so they cannot mass for re-
newed attacks on these major strategic population centers. The operation
had been effective to the end of the reporting period in that the antici-
pated renewed VC/NVA offensive had not materialized by 30 Apr 68.

(6) Operations commencing, continuing and terminating during the
period 1 Feb to 30 Apr 68 are summarized as follows:

(a) Operation CORONADO X (18 Jan 68 - 13 Feb 68). The purpose of
ti is operation was to locate, fix and destroy the 263d MF Pi 514 LF Bn,
and Cai Be District Forces. On 31 Jan the itF, consisting of 2d We Hqs,
3-47 Info and 3-60 Inft became OPCON to the Senior Advisor IV CTZ and
moved from their pre-Tet positions in western Dinh Tuong Province to the
vicinity of Ny Tho in response to mu.lti-battalion VC attacks on that pro-
vincial capital city. On 1 Feb the two US battalions attacked north into
the city from the My Tho river. They engaged in battle with the 261,
263, and 265 VC battalions which had occupied the city. The NHF and
elements of the 7th Inf Div (ARVN) continued the battle on 2 Feb and by
mid-day had driven most of the VC from the city. The NHF accounted for
116 VC KIA .(BC) while 7th Inf Div (ARIM) reported 408 VC KIAo On 4 Feb
the MRF moved to the vicinity of Vinh Long, provincial capital city,
where during the period 5 - 8 Feb they engaged the 306th, 308th MF Bns
and D587 LF Bn which were attempting to seize the city. Results of this
battle of Vinh Long were 138 VC KIA, 4 POW versus 5 US KHA and 92 WHA
(18 of which were USN). On 11 Feb the 2d Bde returned to the vicinity of
Dong Tam and conducted operations in the vicinity of Cai Lay on Righvay
QL 4o Elements of 2-39 Inf and 5-60 Inf (M) became OPCO to the 2d Bde
for this two day operation. Results for 11 - 12 Feb were 2-39th and
5-60th 51 VI KIA and 2d Bde 33 VC [IA. This operation terminated on 13
Feb 68. (See Inclosure 13, 2d Bde ORLL and Inclosure 21, Combat Opera-
tions After Action Report, CORONADO X.)

(b) Operation CORONADO XI (13 Feb - 6 Mar 6). This operation was
initiated in coordination and cooperation with the 9th Inf and 21st Inf
Divisions (ARYN) to locate and destroy the 303, 306, and 309 MF fns and
Toy Do Bne I and II, in the vicinity of Can Tho, Phong Dinh Province, to
relieve the pressure on the city which holds the headquarters of IV CTZo
The MRF remained OPCON to the Senior Advisor IV CTZ- nn 14 Feb the MF
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Bns, 3-47 Inf and 3-60 In!f, made beach lanainga and conducted sweeps north

along the Kinh Truong Tien Canal, south of Can Thoo ARVN elements of the
9th and 21st Divisions conducted operations north of the city sweeping to

the soutiwest 9 A/5-47 Inf found a sizable ammo cache in the morniig
including, in part, 460 B-40 rounds, 200 pounds of explcnives, 89 120mm
mortar rounds, plus 500 pounds of medical supplies. Sporadic contact
was estaclished and continued in varying d'egrees of intensity through
20 Feb0 Results for this period were M-RF 14 US Kki . and 73 XR A (evac),
VC. 82 1K11. On 22 Feb; in response to new intelligence, the MRF and GVX
forces initiatea a riverine/airmobile attack in Phong Hiep District,
Phong Dinh Province and Thuan Hoa District, Ba Xuyen Province to locete
the VC III MF Headquarters. This riverine movement appeared to have
caught the VC by surprise when B and C/3-47 Inf beached along the Kinh

Lai Hien Canel, -vicinity WS 8481. The enemy were in bunkers along the
canal, but the fighting ports were oriented towards the open rice paddys
and away from the canal in anticipation of airmobile attacks. The VC
became confused and ran into the open fields away from the 1RF forces
where they were easy prey to artillery, gunships, and infantry fires.
The VC lost 60 KIA in this engagement against negative US casualties.

This operation in Phong Dinh and Ba Xuyen Provinces marks the deepest
penetration of US Force,; into the Mekong Deltu to date. On 24 Feb the

MRF conducted a waterborne cordon, serrch and clear operation on the Island

of Cu Lao May (vic XS 0109) Boa Binh District, Vinh Binh Province which
netted over 450 detaineea¢ During the operation, the 3-47 Inf and 3-60
Inf conducted MEDCAP and DENTCAP operations at the detainee collection

points. There was no enemy contact in this one-day operation. On 25
Feb the MRF returned to the vicinity of Can Tho in expectation of renewed
VC attacks by the 303, 306, and 309 MF Bnao On 26 Feb9 elements of
3-47 Inf and 3-60 Inf became hesvily engaged approximately seven km north-

west of Can Tho; B/3-60 Inf airmobiled into a hot LZ, with significant

damage to helicopterfs and mar y wc..i,-r 01I...lt of the M'RF moved

to support B Company. The contact with the VC in entrenched positions
lasted throughout the day until about 2200 hours. A sweep of the battle

area revealed 22 VC KIAo US louses were 14 KHA and 51 WHA. During the

night the VC continued harausing the MYF Bns with probing attacks and

sniper fire. On 27 Feb the area was swept again with an additional 40 VC
YIA discovered from the previous day's contact9 B, C, end E/3-60 Inf

found ammo caches including 5 crew served (C/S) weapons, 16 small arms

(SA), over 159000 rounds of SA ammo, 161 RR rounds, 195 artillery/mortar

rounds, plus other items. Results of the two day operation were: 85 VC
YIA, 22 US KRA, and 83 US W Ao On 1 Mar the RF and three ARVN Ranger
battalions conducted RIF operations approximateAL five km souhwest of
Can Tho along the RAu Ram and Cai Son canals Heavy contact developed
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in the afternoon and continued into the night, and soattered contact occured
the following day. As a result of the engagement, the enemy suffered 63
IIA while the MRP suatained 6 KRA and 37 wHA. The operation terminated on
6 Mar 68° (See Inclosure 13, 2d Bde ORLL and Inclosure 22, Combat Operations
After Action Report on CORONADO XI.)

(c) Operation TRUONG CONG DINH (7 Mar - to date): On 7 Mar the
9th Inf Div initiated Operation TRUONG CONG DINH in coordination and
cooperation with 7th Inf Div (ARVN) and elements of the lt and 2d Bdes,
9th Inf Div, and TF 117. The purpose of this operation was to locate,
fix and destroy enemy forces located in Dinh Tuong Province and to re-
lieve enemy pressure on Highway QL 4 aiid the city of My Tho. In the
initial stage of the operation, elements of the 1st Bde, 2-39 Inf and
2-60 Inf, conducted airmobile assaults into an area near the village of
Binh Phouc 14 km northeast of My Tho, and then conducted reconnaissance
in force operations north and northeast in zone. The 5-60 Inf (M) con-
ducted diversionary reconnaissance in force operations west along Highway
QL 4 and then returned to resume road security for the complete length
of QL 4 within the AO. 2d Bde elements, 4-47 Inf and 3-60 Inf. conducted
airmobile and beach landings 12 km and nine km east ot W 2o while the
7th Inf Div (ARVN) operated in the area generally north of My Tho and
east of Highway QL 4 with three infantry battalions, a ranger battalion,
a cavalry squadron, and several regional force companies. During this
phase only light contact was established with the enemy; however, action
was characterized by many sightings and destruction of enemy bunker com-
plexes. MRF forces commenced airmobile assaults six km northeast of Y
Tho. At 1845 hours on 7 Mar, B/4-47 Inf landed in an LZ and was engaged
with heavy SA and AW fire from bunker positions along the rice paddy dikes
south of the LZ. The heavy fire resulted in five downed helicopters.
Fighting continued until 2400 hours when the VC broke contact. At O(0
hours 9 Mar FGB HALLORAN, located 10 km southeast of My Tho along the north-
krn bank of the Cua Tieu River, received heavy mortar and RPG fire for
approximrtely three quarters of an Lour. Two light fire teams (LFT)
supported the action. Results of the enemy attack were t,-:o artillery
barges destroyed, four M-102 howitzers destroyed, one U$ Lilled and six
US wounded with unknown enemy losses. The 7 - 9 !'ar engai ements resulted
in 15 US KIA and 100 WAHA while the enemy sustained 53 KIAo 9 detainees nnd
9 SA's, 2 AWs, and many other items of euipment caltured, Numerous
bunker complexes were nlso destroyed, On 10 Mar the -.- ea of operation
shifted to the southern area of central Dinh Tuong I rovince in Long Dinh
and Cai Lay Districts to locate and destroy VC elements and to relieve
enemy pressure along Highway QL 4. Elements of the 1st and 2:nd Bdes
operAted in this general vicinity from 10 - 16 liar with exte.si-:! day and
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night patrolling along Highway QL 4 as well as reconnaissance in force and
strike operations into suspected VC locations; Also, extensive upgrading
of Highway 0L 4 by engineer work parties was initiated. Moderate to heavy
contact was established during this period, and many bunkers were destroyed
and items of equipment captured. On 162400 Mar 68 the 1st Bde terminated
participation in this operation and commenced operation DUONG CUA DAN
(PEOPLE'S ROAD). Elements of the 2d Bde continued operation TRUONG CONG
DINH in the Cai Lay, Rach Be Rai, Cai Be Districts, and central Dinh
Tuong Province. On 17 Mar, 5 km northeast of Cei Lay, Task Force Saber-
wing (Trp C/3-17 Air Cav Squadron; D/3-5 Cay Squadron; and E/5-47 Inf)
conducted aerial reconnaissance and eagle flights into AO Hatchet north
of Highway P.L 4. At 1530 hours elements of Company E came under heavy SA,
AW and °50 caliber MG fire. Light fire teams (LFT) and artillery supported
until the VC broke contact at 1920 hours. Results of this engagement
netted 22 enemy KIA while friendly forces sustained 2 KHLA. On 4 Apr 68
the 2nd Bde commenced RIF operaticns in Truc Giang and Giong Thorn Districts,
Kien Boa Province. An assault craft, transporting 5-47 Infq received B-40
rockets, .50 Cal MG and AW fire from the south bank of the Song Ba Lai as
the boats proceeded toward pre-selected landing beaches. Infantrymen of
the 3-47 Inf assaulted the river bank under covering fire of naval assault
craft, The enemy, reluctant to yield to the infantry attack, stubbornly
held their position. The 3-47 Inf suffered moderate casualties during
the fierce battle, 17 KRA and 67 WHA; wounded were rescued by navy assault
craft while the remainder of the company remained under heavy fire. The
4-47 Inf, several times during the afternoon came under heavy fire as
they advanced toward the enemy positions. Contact broke prior to darkness.
C/7-1 Air Cav, flyig aerial recon, had numerous contacts9 accounting for
16 VC KIA. On 5 Apr the operation continued with the 3-47 Inf sweeping
the battle area with no contact; however, 24 VC graves with flags were
uncovered. Throughout 6 and 7 Apr sporadic contacts were made with the
enemy gs elements of the 2d Bde continued sweeping the area. Results of
the four day operation: 39 US KHA, 166 WHA with enemy losses at 85 KIA
and assorted equipment captured. During operations on 12 Apr, elements
of the 2d Bde found and caused destruction of 366 enemy bunkers. On 15
Apr 68 the Mobile Riverine Base (MRB) received 57mm and 75.m fire. The
USS Benewah received three hits, and the Tom Green received eight, both
with minor damage. A specially configured LC2-6 tanker was also hit,
set on fire, and eventually sank. The suspected area of hostile fire was
searched with negative results. Another operation conducted by the 3-47
and 4-47 Inf on 17 Apr netted the battalions 78 enemy killed. On 20 Apr,
the 2d Bn VNMC joined in Operation TRUONG CONG DINH in coordination and
cooperation with 2d Bde. The 2d Bn VNMC, although shore based, conducted
riverine operations as a third battalion with the MRF° On 23 Apr the hktF
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conducted a three battalion riverine operation at the western end of Dinh
Tuong Province with 3-47 Inf on the west, 2d Bn VNMC in the center, and the
4-47 Inf in the east. The VMV En came into contact with the enemy by mid-
morning, vic WS 9442. By noon elements of the VC were moving to the east
towards 4-47 Inf, E Co of which was moving towards the VNMC contact. The
two battalions remained in light to moderate contact until dark. Contact
continued on 24 Apr with VC probing attacks during the night against A/
3-47 Inf and E/4-47 Inf night defensive positions. The VNMC Bn had light
contact during the morning hours. This two day operation resulted in 5 KHA
and 33 WHA (evac) against 59 VC KIAo During the quarter, Operation TRUONG
CONG DINE Accounted for 492 VC KIA and 52 POW while US forces sustained 81
KHA, 450 WHA (422 evac) and 3 ?Ao The 2d Bn VNMC lost 4 KHA and 22 WU
(See Inclosure 13, 2d Bde ORLL and In-losure 23, Combat Operations After
Action Report, TRUONG CONG DINE - Phase 1.)

(d) Operation KITTYHAWK (14 Feb 67 to 15 Feb 68): Operation KITTY-
HAWK was continued from the previous reporting period by the 3-5 Cav Sqdn,
9th Inf Div until 15 Feb when the mission was assumed by the 11th ACRo
The purpose of this operation was to secure LOCs and selected installations
within Long Khanh Province, conduct reconnaissance in force operations and
cordon and search of selected hamlets within the AO; secure Blackhorse base
camp and the Gia Ray rock quarry, and provide ready reaction forces along
Highway QL lo On 31 Jan, in reaction to the VC Tet Offensive, the 3-5 Cav
was alerted to respond to enemy activity in the Long Binhq Bien Hoa area.
At 0512 hours A/3-5 Cav (-) departed FS/PB Apple, and while enroute to Bien
Boa, the unit became heavily engaged with an unknown size VC force. The
Cav troop returned fire with orgainic weapons, bypassed several roadblocks,
broke through the enemy forces and continued west to the Bien Hoa airfield.
Upon reaching the airfield, heavy SA and AW fire was received from a nearby
woodlineo Elements of A/3-5 Cay deployed and swept the area routing the
enemy from their positions. By nightfall A/3-5 Cay had accounted for 40
enemy killed, while sustaining three killed and 24 wounded. On 2 Feb the
enemy launched intense ground attacks against Xuan Loc, the Long Khanh
provincial capital. Elements of the 3-5 Cay were reacting to an enemy
attack at the west side of the city when they became heavily engaged by
SA and AW fire. Fire was returned by organic weapons, and LFT's supported
the attack. The enemy was driven out of the positions leaving 36 bodies
behind, US losses were one killed and three wounded. On 3 Feb at 0233
hours, C/3-5 Cav killed 13 more VC during an enemy attack at the north-
west gate of Xaan Loc. US losses were sevin wounded. Over this two day
period, the combined ARVN and US effort accounted for over 125 enemy killed.
Only minor contacts occurred frola 5 - 12 Feb when the KITTYHAWK mission was
assumed by the 11th ACRo The 5-5 Cav (-D trp) was directed by HG, USARV to
deploy to Da Nang, I CTZ, RVN and became OPCON to the 1st Cay Div (AM),
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On 15 Feb Operation KITTYHAWK terminated. Results of the operation were
201 VC/NVA KIA, 7 POW, 1 Hoi Chanh, 5 C/S weapons, 34 SA and 605 tons of
rice US losses were 62 KWA, and 224 WHA. (See Inclosure 15, 3-5 Cay
ORLL.)

(e) Operatic,, H TAC (i Jun 67 - 7 Feb 68): During the period I
Feb to 7 Feb, Operataon OPTAC was continued in Dinh Tuong Province. The
p 1rpoae of this operation was the defense of the Dong Tam base. One
battselion, 4-47 Inf, of the 2d Bde was employed under the OPCOE of TF
Funston for the actual conduct of this mission. During the period 1 - 7
Feb, elements of this battalion conducted extensive patrolling, ambushes and
strike operations against VC forces in the area adjacent to the Dong Tam
base complex. In most cases contact with the VC was characterized by
light fire fights and sniper fire. The battalion provided land and water-
borne security for engineer dredging equipment and maintained a ready
reaction foroce to assist local GVN units and installations if needed.
On I Feb, due to increased enemy activity in the 9th Inf Div TAOI and IV
Corps areas, the Division Forward CP moved to Dong Tam to control strike
operations against known enemy locations0 Just prior to the Div Fwd

elements moving to the base, early the same morning, a heavy enemy mortar
and recoilless rifle (RR) attack was launched against the base0 Over
a period of approximately three hours, the enemy fired more than 170 82mm
mortar and 75mm RR rounds into the base resulting in minor damage to build-
ings and 11 US wounded. luring the attAck light fire teams (LFP) and counter-
mortar fire were directed against suspected enemy positions with unknown
results. In the eErly morning hours of 3, 4, 5 and 7 Feb9 the enemy continued
to attack the base with mortars, RR and RPG fire. The heaviest attack came
on 7 Feb with an estimated 200 rounds fired at the base, Damage to the
base was again light, but two US were killed and five wounded. Artillery,
LFT's and countermorter were employed against suspected enemy positions
with unjr:.cjn results. On 7 Feb elements of the 5-60 Inf (M) and 2-39 Inf
conducted airmobile assaults and RIF operationa eight km east of Dong Tam
near the city of Ny Tho, At 1505 hours B and C/5-60 Inf (M) came into
heav'a contact with an estimated two VC companies0  Six airstrikes were
delivered, and artilery supported through:out the contact until 1700
hours when -he VC broke cntnct. Elements of the 5-60 Inf (M) sustained
five KHA and 19 IvWA with enemy losses totaling 23 KIAo A 1220 hours, just
south of the 5-bO irf (M) critact, B and C/2-39 lnf came in heavy contact
with an unknoun size enemy force and returned fire with organic weapons
with artillery and LFfTs supporting. The fighting continued throughout
the afternoon until the VC broke contact at 1700 hours0 Elements of 2-39
Inf sustained 3 KBA and 16 WHA with enemy losses totaling 54 KIA (25 by
artillery). At 2400 hours 7 Feb Operation HOI'TAC terminated0  Operation
HOPRAC lasted for one-half year and resAlted in numerous successful
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pacificetion and revolutiornary development activities within the AO. Close
coordination and cooperation was achieved with local GVN forces in the area,
and adjacent to Dong Tam base many areas were neutralized by US/GVN forces.
Numerous roadrunner and convoy escort missions resulted in a smooth flow of
military and civilian tralfic over the principle routes in the area.
Cumulativ results for Operation HOPTAC were: VC: 296 KIA, 11 POW, 3 Hoi
Chanh. US: 37 KHA, 364 WHA (225 evac).

(f) Operation HOFTAC I (8 Feb - 30 Apr 68): Operation HOFTAC I was
initiated on 8 Feb with no basic change in the primary mission of deferd-
ing Dong Tam Base Complex. In the initial stage, TF Funston (with 4-47
Inf), 2-39 Inf, and 5-60 Inf (M)(-) were OPCON to 9th Inf Div, and opera-
tions were controlled by Div Fwd at Dong Tam. Additional missions for
TF Funston were to conduct limited strike operations in coordination and
cooperation with ARVN/GVN authorities, destroy VC guerilla forces within
the Dong Tam TAOR, conduct roadrunner operations, and secure Highway -L 4.
0n 8 Feb 4-47 Inf continued security of dredge, dreglines, shoreline, and
ojerations in the AO while 2-39 Inf end 5-60 Inf (M) continued operations
eight kilometers east of Dong Tam near the cit. of Yr Tho, At 1215 hours,
Recon Platoon, 5-60 inf (M) was dispatched to check a report of two VC
companies near the village of Long My along the Ben Chua Canal. As the
recon platoon a~proached the village, they received a heavy volume of fire
from the canal line. Companies B and C/5-60 In! (M) moved to the area of
contact and becnme engaged receiving SA and AW fire from the enemy who
occupied heavily fortified positions. Friendly elements returned the
fire with organic weapons, and LIT's supported the iction 2-39 Inf
conducted an airmobile assault into the area just noxth of 5-60 Inf (M)
contact and swept south in the direction of the Ben Chua Canal. Upon
al;proaching the c!nsl, 2-39 Inf came in contact with the enemy; heavy fight-
irE lasted throughout the afternoon with friendly forces being supported
by airstrikes, artiilery, and a CS drop. The enemy broke contact at 1945
hours, Friendly losses were 4 M and 28 VHIA (22 evec) while the enemy
sustained 91 KIA. Intelligence obtained frol,, 3 VC !CW's captured the next
day by 1-11 ARVN Regt revealed that frierdly forces fa>: engaged elements
of the 265 VC Bn. On 10 Feb the 1st Bde Hq.. was airlifted from iewrcat to
Dong Tami Elements of 2-39 Inf and 5-60 IrS (M) became 01CON to 1st Bde
with the missions of opening Highway L 4 from Ny Tho to Cqi Lay, conducting
recon in force operations within the AO, and providing security for engineer
work parties. During the period 10 - 24 Feb operations were characterized
b numerous escort missions, road clearing and roadrunner operations.
Operations along Highway ( 4 consisted of extensive day and night ambush
patroiling, RIF operations, and cordon and search operations in the
populated areas of Qui Thanh, Ap Dong, Ap Thuan, and Done- Hoso Enem
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contact during this period was light with friendly forces engaging only
platoon size elements. At 0145 hours on 25 Feb, FS/PB Jager, located 14
kilometers east of Cai Lay along Highway QL 4, came under a heavy enemy
attack by the 263d MF Bn. Elements maintaining the FS/PB were B and C/
5-60 inf (M)(-), one platoon A/2-39 Inf, one platoon B/15 Engr and Btry
B/1-84 Arty. In the initial stage of the attack, the VC fired a sibstan-
tial number of RPG-2 and RPG-7 rounds along with SA, AW, and mortar fire0
A heavy ground assault followed with enemy forces attacking from the south-
west and northwest using bangelore torpedoes and turtle mines. ;rtillery,
LFT's, and airstrikes supported friendly elemenits, During the fierce
attack the VC partially penetrated the perimeter where the artillery
battery was located, but a heavy volume of friendly fire plus reinforcing
elements .of A and C/2-39 Inf and Recon Platoon 5-60 lnf (M) caused the VC
to withdraw and break contact. Friendiy losses during this engagement
were 26 KH.A 68 WHA, 9 APC~a destroyed and two 155mm howitzers damaged.
Enemy losses were 105 killed and 37 weapons captured. On 5 Mar, 3-47
"-f replaced 4-47 Inf under operational control of TF Funston and continued
the HOPTAC I mission. 4-47 Inf joined the 2d Bde and 7th Inf Div (ARVN)
in Operation TRUONG CONG DINE. On 4 Apr 68, 3-47 Inf returned to the ?d
Bde, and the 3-60 Inf became OPCON to Task Force Funston During the
remainder of this reporting period, TF Funston continued the mission of
defending the Dong Tam base with only sporadic contact being established
with small enemy elements. Although the enemy continued their tactics
of harassing mortar attacks on Dong Tamr the base continued to be
developed to receive additional 9th Inf Div ,inits; many new structures
and facilities to include base defense measures were completed. Counter-
mortar, quick reacting artillery and LFT' reduced the enemy capability
to flre into the base complex for extended periods. Operation HOPTAC I
t.-rminated on 30 Apr 68. Results of this operation were: 345 VC KIA,
9 k0Ws, and 1 Hoi Chanh; 51 US KRA and 402 WHA (388 evac),

(g) Operation ENTERPRISE (13 Feb 67 - 10 Mar 68): The 3d Bde, 9th
Inf Div continued Operation ENTERPRISE in coordination with the 25th Inif
Di. o (ARVN) and RF/PF forces in Long An Province. This operation was
nltisted to destroy VC/NVA forces, supporting units and installations;

VC ii~frastructure; and bring under control that portion of the population
dominated by the VC while extending VN control through support of
revolutionary development. In response to the Tet Offensive, the 5-60 Inf
(M) became OPCON to TF Ware on 31 Jan for operations in Gia Dinh Province.
D ring the period 1-5 Feb, elements engaged in heavy fighting southwest of
Saigon, and in this action the battalion killed 128 VC while losing 7 US
KRA. On 1 Feb increased enemy activity occurred near the city of Ben Tre
i)i Kien Hoa Province, and elements of the 3d Ede were inserted into the
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area to capture and destroy VC elements which had been attacking the city.
B/3-39 Irl: with OPOON B/2-60 Inf airmobiled into the center of the city
adjacent to the MACV Compound and set up defensive positions to protect
that compound and the provincial caitol during the night. On the
morning of 2 Feb, these units swept through the city toward the eastern
edge of Ben Tre to clear the city of VC. Sporadic fire was received during
the movement to the east, and at 1145H an estimated VC company was engaged.
The 3-39 Inf crossed the north-south river with B/2-60 Inf sweeping north
of the road and B/3-39 Inf sweeping south. As the elements crossed the
river at 1355H, they came under heav attack from SA, MGs, AW, and mortars.
Fire was returned by organic weapons, artillery and LFTSo After maintaining
contact throughout the afternoon, the battalion withdrew to a position in
the southeast portion of the city to regroup, consolidate, and establish a
defensive perimeter. The 2-39 Inf OPCON to 3d Bde conducted airmobile
assaults into an LZ three km east of Ben Tre and conducted an RIF operation
sweeping west toward the city, where at 1839H they became heavily engaged
by an estimated VC battalion with SA, AW, B40 rockets, and mortars. Fire
was returned with organic weapons, and LFTs, artillery and airstrikes
supportmd the battalion, The 2-39 Inf continued moving south anri to the
west and closed with 3-39 Int at 2100H. The following morning, 3 Feb,
all elements conducted an RIF mission throughout the Ben Tre area. This
action continued through 4 Feb. On 5 Feb 3-39 Inf returned from Ben Tre
closing Rach Kien at 1048H, and B/2-60 Inf and 2-39 Inf were released to
their parent units. LFTs and airstrikes accounted for 15 VC KIA; 5 weapons
were captured, and a small amount of equipment and supplies were captured.
At 0255H on 10 Feb, the 3d Bde located at Tan An came under attack. The
VC made a simultaneous attack on the Bde HQ and Tan An South using 82mm
mortar, B 40 rockets, M 79 rounds, RR fire, AW, and SA fire. Fire was
returned using organic weapons, and a LFT supported the Bdeo Fighting
continued until 0550H at which time the VC broke contsct, The VC lost 33
KIA, 9 SA, 1 Russian MG, 4 RPG-7 rocket launchers, and 6 mines. US
casualties were 4 KRA and 53 WHAo On 2 Mar elements of 2-3 mnf and 4-39
Inf began "Ajuabush" operations along the numerous canals south of
Saigon. The aquabush partols were established to deny enemy use of the
waterways in the Binh Chann and Nha Be Districts, and during their first
three nights of operation (2-4 Mar), these patrols achieved the following
results: 8 VC KIA; 24 AK 47s, 1 cabine, 1 pistol, 1 82mm mortar complete
with 1 extra bipodg 15 Chicom claymores, 13 boxes of AK 47 ammunitiong 16
cartridge belts captured; and 5 sampans destroyed, Operation ENTERPRISE
terminated on 10 Mar after 13 months. Throughout the period, Operation
ENTERPRISE resulced in tremendous strides in the pacification program in
Long An Province. However, during the VC Tet Offensive, there was a
significant decrease in pacification activities as continuous combat
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operations dealt the enemy severe losses in personnel and equipment, Many
civic action projects were completed, and the revolutionary development
program was raised to a high level. (See Inolosure 14, 3d Bde ORLL, and
Inclosure 24, Combat Operations After Action Report, FEVURPRISE

(h) Operation UYhT THAWN (11 Mar 68 - 7 Apr 68): This operation was
conducted in close coordination and cooperation with the Capital Military
District (cND), 5th Ranger Group, 25th Inf Div (ARVV), and province and
district chiefs. The purpose of the operation was to conduct consolidation
operations to destroy the enemy, his infrastructure, installations, supply
caches9 LOCs and conduct pacification and revolutionary development through-
out Long An Province and specified areas of Gia.Dinh Province. Task
organization for the conduct of this operation 'consisted of the 3d Bde
with 3-39 Inf, 4-39 Inf, A/2-60 Inf, C/5-60 In! (M), and 2-3 Inf (199 LIZ)
OPCON to 3d Bde, In the initial stage of the operation, elements of the
3-39 Inf conducted airmobile assaults and reconnaissance in force operations
within the AO. Elements of 4-39 Inf and 2-3 Inf continued extensive day and
night operations along the many canals in Binh Chanh and Nha Be Istricts
of Gia Dinh Province to deny the enemy use of the waterways as infiltration
routes in and out of the Saigon area. There were no significant contacts
with the enemy; however, by conddcting extensive airmobile a~paults and
footmobile patrols and ambushes, small enemy elements were engaged with
significant results. In a period of only two weeks, the enemy sustained
over 120 killed, and a large amount of equipment was captured. On 7 Apr
the 2-3 Inf conducted waterborne and airmobile assaults and RIF operations
destroying 46 enemy bunkers. The operation was successful in preventing
the enemy from moving personnel, equipment and supplies near the Saigon
area. Additionally the operations conducted kept the enemy off balance
und prevented him from grouping his forces for a coordinated attack
against the capital city from the south. On 8 Apr Operation 44UYET THANG
terminated. (See Inclosure 14, 3d Brigade ORLL, and Inclosure 25, Combat
Operations After Action Report, QUYET THANGo)

(i) Opera,ion RILEY (3 Jul 67 - 7 Apr 68): Operation RILEY continued
froi the last reporting period. The purpose of this operi-tion was to
effect internal defense ud revoltutionary development activity in
support of Bien Hoe Province, Major objectives were to provide security
for Camp Kartin Cox (Bearcat) base camp, provide ready reaction forces
for RF/PF outposts and conduct strike operations against VC main forces
in the 10. Operation RILEY was oontrolled by the lot Ede during the
period 1 Feb through 10 Feb, at which time the let Bde HQ moved to Dong
Tam. The RILEY mission was then assumed by TF Forsyth. On 31 Jan in
response to the VC Tet Offensive, elements of .he 2-47 Inf (M) and 4-39
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InX moved to Long Binh post for perimeter security. At 1005H C/4-39 Inf
conducted a motor march to a 1 cation east of Highway QL 15 and approximately
five km north of Long Binh perimeter where the company established a
blocking position. At 0930H A/2-47 Inf (M) and the 4.2" mortar section
moved to Hoi Nai Village two km north of Long Binh, and working closely
with one company 2-3 Inf, they made contact with an estimated VC battalion.
These two companies received small arms, automatic weapons and RPG fire
and returned fire with orgunio weapons while LFTe and artillery supported.
Heavy contact continued throughout the day until the VC broke contact
at 1800H withdrawing to the north. At 070JH C/2-47 Inf (M) moved to
vicinity mf III Corps HQ and established contact and received RPG fire.
Fire was returned with small arms, automatic weapons and LAW. At 1100H
B/4-39 Inf conducted an airmobile assault in an LZ near Widow's Village
(located northwesy. of II FFVRCEV HQ) and became OPCON to 2-47 Inf (M).
The Scout Plat 2-47 Inf (M) became OPCON to B/4-39 Inf, and jointly, they
made contact with an estimated VC battalion in the village. Conducting
a Joint meh/infantry house to house sweep, they maintained heavy contact
until 1700 at which time the dug-in VC withdrew. During these multiple
contacts the enemy sustained a severe loss in personnel and equipment.
Final results of this engagement were: US losses-4 KRA, 23 WHA; Enemy
losses--213 KIA, 32 PW, 25 WIA, 10 IMG, 19 AK 47, 4 carbines, end 3
.50 val MG capttred. Operations continued the next day in the Long Binh
area and additional items of equipment were captured which included 8
AR 47, 3 IMGP 9 9am pistols, 9 rifles, 1 82mm mortars and 1 .50 cal MG
mounted on wheels. On 10 Feb elements of 1st Bde were released from the
RILEY mission and moved to the Dong Tam area for future operations. TF
Forsyth continued the RILEY mission with 2-47 Inf (M). Tring the
remainder of this reporting period, 2-47 Inf (M) conducted extensive local
day and night patrolling, provided security for 46th and 15th Enrr work
parties, conducted roadrunner patrols'and established ambush patrols.
On 4 Apr TF 1232 consisting of three companies of the RTAVR, conducted
airmobile assaults and reconnaissance ir coordination with 18th Inf Div
(ARNV) and 1-11 ACHo No contacts with the enemy were made during the
operation. On 7 Apr Operation RILT terminated Operation RILEY accounted
for 472 VC KIA, 41 POW and 2 Hoi Chanh, 72 C/S weapons and 152 SA.
US losses were 64 KRA and 315 WHA (226 evac)o (See Inclosure 12, lt Bde
ORLL and Inclo-sure 20, Combat Operations After Action Report, RILE.)

1,j) Operation NARASUAN (20 Oct 67 - 7 Apr 68): Operation NARASUAN
warn contiraed from the last reporting period by the RTAVR, The purpose
of this operation was to conduct combat operations, PSOP and revolution-
ary development support in the Nhon Trach District to reduce VC/NVA
influence and to enhance the long range pacifAcation effort in Eien Hoa
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Province. During ths reporting period the RTAVR supported the RVN Revo-
lutionary Development (RD) Program through civic action projects and mil-
itary operations that contributed to village and hamlet security. Numerous
lucal combat and ambush patrols, waterborne patrols, and reoonnaissanoe in
force operations in the Nhon Trach District, in addition to the roadrunner
and clearing operations along Highway QL 15 in Long T1anh Distriot, con-
tributed significantly to the overall pacification effort. The RTAVR con-
duoed these operations in coordination and cooperation with elements of
the 18th Inf Div (ARYN)o Throughout most of this period, enemy contact
was limited to infrequent squad/platoon size jncounterso On occasion the
RTAVR made contact with company size enemy forces, but the VC elec'ed to
withdraw immediately or not become heavily engaged. Waterborne operations
using airboats along small canals blocked the most probable southirn VC
LOC from west of Bearcat into Thu Duo District and successfully reduced
the amount of supplies and equipment moving through the area. Operation
NARASUAN terminated on 7 Apr 68. VC losses during the operation were 158
KIA9 5 POW, 30 C/S weapons and 106 SA. Friendly losses vere: RTAVR: 28
KRA and 99 WA (75 eva.)g US losses: 9 WHA (evac).

(k) Operation DUONG CUA DAN (PEOPLE S ROAD) (17 Mar 68 to date)t On
17 Mar 68 the 9th Inf Div initiated Operation DUONG CUA DAN in cooperation
and coordlnAton wt i the 7th Inf Div (ARVN). The mission is to conduct
operations in Dixin Tuong Province to prevent VC inttardition of Highwaj QL
4. to provide security to allied military and civilian traffic, and to up-
grade the surface and make repairs from Cai to the junction of High-
ways QL 4 and IWL 6A. The operation emphas zoordination with all lev-
els of Vietnamese military and civll governmental organizations within the
AO. Present planning calls fo. the loc-al RF/PF elements to assume the
highway secur-izy mission on or about 1 Jul 68, To date the operation has
been significant in the increased participation by RF/PF units in inte-
grated ambush patrols and the commitment of company sized units to day-
light operations. Maximum utilization has been made of surveillance de-
vices such as starlight saopes, seismic intrusion devicesp radar, search-
lights, infrared equipment, scout dogs,, tracker dog teams, and night
observation devices, Extensive sweeping operations were employed by those
forces not conducting night activities. Elements of the 1 5th Engr and 86th
Engr Bns made extensive repairs and upgraded the highway in coordination
with AIWN engineers , as well s , performing da-ly mine clearing operations
and bridge repairs. On 2 Apr 68 C/2-39 Imf inserted in vio XS 310522 and
conducted recon in forze operations to the east. LPT's from the 128th AEC
spotted a VC force in the open at 1207H in the vicinity of XS 318519 and
engaged them. C Company followed up with an assault, and at 1418H A/2-39
Inf inserted to reinforce vic XS 330523, Results were 12 VC KIA (3C) and
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94 detainees. On 8 Apr 68 0/2-60 Inf located a large weapuns' cache. At
0955H 3/2-60 Inf via XS 365545 found a US carbine, 34 oratering charges,
and one case of blasting cape. At 100OH C/2-60 Inf found 1 120m mortar
with bipod and no baseplate, 60 57m RR roundsg 40 MN rounds, 50 gre-
nades, 14 7.62 S* rounds, 1 82mm mortar round, 600 pounds of TNT, 50
bangelore torpedoes, 28 fuse devices, and 72 mines. At 173CE via XS
320433 C/2-39 Inf found 1 .38 oal pistol, 7 57mm RR rounds, and 24 pounds
of C4 explosives. On 11 Apr 68 A/2-39 Iuf lt 0815H vic XS 310510 policed
up 20 detainees from a large group of people. By 0930 A, B, and E/2-39
Inf had detained some 90 detainees in the same general ares. At 1417H Co
A/2-39 lnf was airlifted in response to a call for assistance from a CIDG
company via XS 196557. The CIDG unit had been ambushed, resulting in one
KRA and two W oA. C/2-39 Inf assaulted into an LZ via XS 200546 at 1420H
in support of the CIDG. Companies B and C reinforced later in the day
around 1600H after A/2-39 Wnf received AW fire in the vicinity of XS
200546. Sweeping through the area with the CIDG unit on the right flank,
the units came under heavy SA, AW and 82mm mortar fire. Company B engaged
18 to 20 VC in khaki shirts and trousers and some dressed in short black
or grey trousers, none wearing hats. The 2-39th Inf reported 19 VC KIA
(BC), and supporting gunships had 6 VC 13*o On 29 Apr 68, A and B/2-60
If established heavy contact with an estimated VC 3n vie XS 233573.
Artillery, TAC Air, INT's, Spooky, and a CS drop were employed in support.
Results of the action were 6 US KRA and 6 US WHA (evac). VC losses were
4 KIA (BC). Contact was broken at 2345H. The following day A/2-39 Irf
and B/2-39 li conducted recon in force operations in the vicinity of the
previous day's contacts by 2-60 Inf. At 1300H C Company discovered a
weapons' cache via XS 265568 containing 23 AK-47's, 1 60.. mortar, 36
empty AK-47 magazines, 90 60mm mortar roundse 3 five pound cans of grease,
6 25 pound CHICM claymore sines, and 21 eleotrical blasting caps. A
Company located a cache at 1325! via XS 269568. The cache contained 1
cal .30 Browning MG, 1 RPG launcher, 200 bangelore torpedoes, 10 SK ri-
fles, 500 feet of electrical cord, 3 cans of fuse, 39 RPG-7 charges, 25
RPG-7 rounds, 55 fragmentation grenades, and 13 concussion grenades.
Also, A and B/2-60 Inf returned to the area of contact and recovered 13
VC KIA (BC), 5 AK-47's, 1 magazine with an unknown amount of ammo, an AK-
47 cleaning kit, 1 CHICOM grenade, and 10 pounds of medical supplies.
Materially contributing to the success of the operation to date has been
the williness of the local population to come forward and volunteer in-
formation on the enemy compared to past experience in the same area. A
deliberais campaign has been directed towards instilling in the local
population the importance of keeping the road open and its relation to zhe
economy of the Delta area. In many cases the people have assisted in ac-
tual repairs showing their growing concern over the impact on their
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general well being and prosperity. Of note in this vein were the dangers
risked by an elderly couple living In close proximity to the highwky, A
9th Inf Div company was engaged in a fierce firefight sevaral hundxid
yards from their home. An infantryman was badly wouwidod -1,pt manag-*d to
make it to their home. The couple took him in and hid him, 7.ssictlnG himL
as well ac they could and risking their lives by doing so l-ater efter
the battle was over and an element was searching the riit ty thej rpen..
ly approached the element commander and led him to their house har" th_
man was hid.

(1) Operation TOAN THANG (8 Apr- 68 to date) . The 9th lnf Div
participates in this operation which includes all US/F£AUF/GVIh units in
the area surrounding Saigon as a follow up to Operation QUYET THN 1he
operation is aimed at tht location and destruction of VC/.0A elements of
the 5th VC Div and VC Sub-Regions 2, 30 and 4 in the division TAOI and
also the interdiction of VC/NVA LOC into the Saigon area. The Royal Thui
Army Volunteer Regiment (RTAVR) and Task Force Forsyth with the 2-47 InM
(M) and the 6-31 nf conducted operations in coordination and coopertior
with the 18th Inf DV.v (ARVN) in Nhon Trach and Long ThanL- Districts, Biou
Hoa Province and western Xuan L-) District, Long Xhanh Provinoe. The
3d Bde with the 4=39 Tnf and 2-5 Inf (199th 7IB) in the "ahz Be and Din'
Chanh Distriot3, Gia Dinh Province and with the 3-39 1 and 560 Itn (M
in Long An Privinve conducted operations in coordination arid coo;aration
with the 25ih Inf Div (ARVN) and other ARVN; Ranger, and Mazine. elements.
All 9th laf liv elemns worked olncly with local PJ/PF units and th'4
national pollce, Sigificant tactical techniques dmployedo espeially ty
the 3d Bde forcer- hare teen the extensLve use of artillery raiars
(AN/TPS-25) to detect large scale enemy movemental to identify 6nemy IX,
and the "Aquabush" or night ambush patrols on water LOC leading into
Saigono Tizrughout most of this operatior, enemy contact has beev limit-
ed to squad or platoon siz encounters. From . - 23 Apr thter wert ix
significant contacts established by elements )f the 9th Int Div partiui-
pating in this operation o;ly spora6io and light contact was establisbhe
resulting In 5 US MA, 28 WHA and. 71 VC/NVA KiA. Or 22 Apr :/-5 Cay,
the Air Cay r o p conduoted aerial reson and a:obile aEsauls .n north-
ern Tan Tru Dictrxit, vie XS 604704° r Troop iu3.teALtt t 4 ero Rifle
Platocon (ARP) '.n the afternoon which beome immediately hea-ily engaged
with an estimated enemy battalion and su~tained h:Lvy casualtis. LFT's
and fighters supporting the contact received heavy Aw fire r-sulting in
damage to several helicopters. A tactical emergency was declared at
1850H, Elements of the 5-60 Inf (K) ,oo,.ed by APC to eupport the contact;
while elements of 2-3 Inft 3-39 Inf, and 1-39 Int conducted night air-
mobile insertions into the area. All units were tngaged in heavy contact.
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In the early morning hours of 23 Apr, the AP was extracted under a
heavy smoke screen created by artillery. The squad establishing initial
contact suffered 100% killed (6 KEA) after it had advanced to within 30
msters of the enemy bunkers before receiving fire. D/3-5 Cav was cred-
ited with 35 enemy KIA. The enemy dead were found wearing blue uniforms
and steel helmets indicating NVA troops. On 24 Apr TF Tower with the
2-47 In (M) an .- 31 i!if in coordination with the let ATF ocnduoted a
spoiling attack 9ized at a reported NVA artillery battalion in the Hot
Mich area of Bien Eva and Long Khanh Provinces. This operation continued
with negligible contact until 26 Apr. On 27 Apr the 6-31 Inf became OPCON
to thm 54 MEae to &rt a4 a cobile reaction force in southern Gia Dinh and
gorthern Log An Provincee On 30 Apr 3-11 ACE and B/7-1 Air Cay beoams
OPCON to 3d 3de to Lorease the protection of the southern flank of
Saigon in Gia Dinh and Long An Provinces in anticipation of renewed VC/
IVA attackso The measure of success of Operation TOAN THAW is that up
to the end of the quarter, the enemy had not been able to renew his of-
fensive attacks against Saigon despite rumors and intelligence reports
that such attacks had been planned. Results for 9th IWf Div units for
the quarter were: 183 VC/NVA KIA, 4 POW, 11 C/S weapons and 42 SA cap-
tured; 25 US KEA, 97 US WA (49 evac), I M A and RTAVR I WHA. (See In-
closure 12, 3d Bde ORLL.)

(7) Combat Support Activities.

(a) Artillery u& Ort.

. Several firing batteries and buttalions of artillery with the 9th
Inf Div were required to operate both in the rugged jungle terrain of the
Won Boa Province and in the rice-puddies of the Mekong Delta. Timely
ana contimAous fire support was pyrvided to divisional elements, Army of
the Republic of Vietnam units, and Regional Fores/Popular Foroe Outposts.
Twelve firing batteries from II Field Forces Vietnam Artillery were used
at various times throughout the quarter to supplement the fires of 9th
Div Arty units, primArily because of the large Tactical Area of Responsi-
bility of this division.

2 Artillery with 9th Inf Div fired a total of 313,660 105 rounds,
87,452 155 rounds, and 8,953 8 inch rounds during this quarter in support
of division operations. These figures do not reflect support from adja-
cent firing elements as figures were not obtainable for those fires.A

chart reflecting a breakdown of rounds fired by artillery with the divi-
sion is attached as Inolosure 6. Reference also 9th Inf Div Artillery
Operation Report-Lessons Learned for the period 1 Feb - 30 Apr 68 which
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is being forwarded under separate cover.

(b) Hel.copter GunshiR Suorto The 9th Aviation Battalion gunships
flew 2,929 sorties. Missions included escort for VIP flights, aerial
displacement of artillery by cargo helicoptere medical evacuations, riv-
er and road convoys, countermortar/rocket standby and suppressive fire
support for units in contact. These light fire teams (LFT's) accounted
for 33 VC KBA (W); destroyed 182 structures and damaged 74 cthers;
destroyed 163 sampans and damaged 58 others, D/3-5 Cav, under operation-
a! control of the lst Bde, supported long range patrol (LRP) insertions/
extractions and provided rLightly counter-mortar/rocket standby at Tan An
and Dong Tam base camps. C/7-lst Air Cav provided support principally
for l at and 2d Bde operations in Dinh Tuong Province throughout much of
the quarter.

(c) Tact!cal Air Support°

Normal air support was received from fighter aircraft. The Combat
Sky Spot was proven vexy effective against'enemy base camps. The sky spot
.tos a radar controlle, fighter and these missions are flown during the
hours of darkness.

2 A mummary cr tacticai air support for thp quarter is given in In-
closure 7.

(d) Strategc Air S§Apporto

I This air suppoi dwing the q!,.Atr consisted of two strikes. On
271900H Reb 68 a mission was flown resulting in 3 AK 4789 1 five pound
bag cf rice, 1 pound of medical supplies. 1 NVA uniform9 1 OD uniform,
300 p.astezs, and 1 song book captured. The second mission was flown on
291300H Feb 68 and 25 bunkers destroyed.

2 Strategi.: Air Support was limAted due to the higher priorities in
I and 11 CTZ areas during this period,

(e) Naval VAie Support. There has been no Naval fire support render-
ed except that giver to the 2d Bde as part of the Mobile Riverine Force.

(f) Chemical SuppOrts

1 E63 Personnel Detector- This quarter the Division Chemical Sec-
tion flew a total of 38 hours covering 23 missions using the E63 Hanpack
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Personnel Detector (People Sniffer). This represents a decrease of
approximately 55% from the previous quarter. The primary reason for this
decrease has been the non-availability of aircraft to the section. Re-
iults were reported to the G2 for inclusion in their compilation of in-
t6!1 igenoe indications.

2 Riot Control Agenta Bulk CS was dropped from CH-47's containa-
ting VC base camps, lines of communication and infiltration routes. Over
26,500 pounds of bulk CS were dropped (325 drums). This represents a 40%
decrease in the amount of CS used this quarter from last quarter. A
total of 54 E158's were employed this quarter. This is an increase of
22% over last quarter. Last quarter there were 41 E158' employed. There
would have been an even greater use of the E158 exept for the non-avail-
ability of the munition. Since this is an experimental item, the pro-
duction rate has been low.

, Defoliation: There were no defoliation missions flown by the 9th
Inf Div Chemical Section this quarter; however, 7th Air Force has been
carrying on defoliation missions in the Rung Sat.

f. (U) Triia

(I) During the reporting period, division training consisted of the
following:

(a) Replacement Training.

(b) NO Leadership Trainin

(c) Battalion Refresher Training.

(2) Replacement Training consists of five and one half days of in-
tensive orientation designed to prepare the individual for combat in
Vietnam. The Reliable Academy, a provisional organization formed by the
9th Inf Div, conducted all replacement training. The following table
shows the number of personnel trained during the report period:

Month Of E_

Feb 75 1218

Mar 70 1807
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Apr 70 1103

6-31st Irf 54 727

(3) In addition to receiving the normal replacement training, com-
pany grade officers and non-commissioned officers received an additional
three day orientation keyed specifically to the situation in Vietnam.
The latest equipment in use in Vietnam is demonstrated when practical,
and the capabilities and limitations of support elements are discussed.
Two hundred forty-seven officers and 637 NCO'a attended this course.

(4) The 14 day NCO Leaderahip Course is designed to raise the pro-
ficiency level of small unit leaders within the division by presenting
instruction in the principles of leadership and instruction and practical
exercises -in the skills required of junior leaders. The course is aimed
at the specialist and junior NCO who have not had the benefit of prior
formal leadership training and who will probably be required to assume a
leadership position during combat. During the past three months, 660
personnel have completed the NCO Leadership Course.

(5) Battalion refresher training is conducted by the maneuver
battalion on a schedule of one day training per company per week. This
flexible scheduling allows timely instruction and also permits each
maneuver battalion to complete its refresher trainng each month.

(6) The 9th Inf Div continued during this reporting period to
qualify personnel in spexifin MOS 0s by sending them to courses being
conducted for this purpose by support units.

g. (C) Logiat. , During the quarterly period ending 30 Apr 68,
logistical activities continued in support of the 9th Inf Div and izs
operations. There were several significant problems in providing re-
supply of all classes of supplies during the initial phase of the VC Tet
Offensive. During his phase of the Tet Offensive, all classes of supply
furnished to 9th Inf D3v base camps at Camp Martin Cox, Tan An, and Dong
Tam were reduced because of intense combat operations in the Saigon area,
where the 506th General Depot is located, and the interdiction of main
supply routes that lead to 9th Inf base camps. To alleviate the short-
ages of Class I 11v & IV, the 9th Inf Div provided its own logistical
convoys with tactica" security to make scheduled pick-ups at the 506th
General Depot and delliver these supplies to Camp Martin Coxg Tan An, and
Dong Tan During the period 31 Jan 68 - 10 Feb 68, perishables normally
received from Saigon were not available. Meal Combat Individual Rations
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were airlifted from Camp Martin Cox to Tan An and shipped by barge from
Vung Tau to French Fort vic XS 895615. Dxring this period the lack of
fuel created a significant problem at Tan An. This resulted from failure
of the contracted commercial carriers to deliver fuel to Tan An during
the Tet Offensive. The 9th Inf Div filled its fuel supply at Tan An in
advance of Tet and positioned two JP4 5000 gallon tankers , one MOGAS
5,000 gallon tanker, and one diesel 5,000 gallon tanker at Tan An with
the idea to fill at Nha Be or Tan Son Nhut during the Tet period. In
addition to the fuel tankers, two 10,000 qwllon bladders were placed on
the ground at Tan An to increase the storage capacity of MOGAS and diesel
fuel. The 9th Supply and Transportation Battalion closely monitored
issues and on hand amounts and was in a position to adequately resupply
Tan An utilizing organic transportation.

(1) Operations RILEY, TOAN THANG, and NARASUAN were supported from
Camp Martin Cox by surface line of communication (L0C) and emergenoy by
air.

(2) Operation KITTYHAWK continued to be supported from Blackhorse
Base Camp.

(3) Operation ENTERPRISE and QUYET THANG continued to be supported
from Tan An. Elements of the 3-39 Inf and one battery (-) of the 1-84
Arty continued to occupy French Fort vie XS 895615-

(4) Operations CORONADO X, XI, and TRUONG CONG DINH were supported
by the Mobile Riverine Base (MRB) and from Dong Tam Base. HOPTAC,
HOPTAC I, and DUO1 CUA DAN (PEOPLE'S ROAD) were also supported from Dong
Tam Base.

(5) On 15 Feb 68 the 9th Inf Div deployed the 3-5 Cav (-) in the
I CTZ near Da Nang. Subsequently they were deployed further north near
Dong Ha. The mode of transportation was LOC water from New Port to Da
Nang utilizing six landing ships tank (LST's). Major items of equipment
shipped were 31 tanks, 80 armored personnel carriers, 6 M88VTRS and sev-
eral wheeled vehicles. While the 3-5 Cay (-) operated in IOTZ, they were
under the operational control of the 1st Air Cavalry Divisi.on (AM) then
later placed under the operational control of the 3rd. Marine Division.
Logistical support was provided by both the Da Nang Support Command and
the 9th I Div. A distance of more than 300 miles separated the 9th Inf
Div from the 3-5 Cay (-); therefore, responsiveness was limited. However,
from 20 Feb until present the -5 Cav (-)has been supported in a satis-
factory manner. The 9th Inf Div is currently replacing combat loss
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equipment such as N113 armored personnel carriers and tanks. Twelve 0130
airplanes have been utilized to transport nine M113 personnel carriers
from Long Thanh North to Dong Ha, and six tanks have been shipped by LOC
water from Saigon to Dong Ha. In addition, TO&E equipment and repair
parts are shipped to the 3-5 Cay (-) on an as required basis.

(6) On 3 Apr 68 the 6-31 Inf joined the 9th Inf Div. This unit
arived from CONUS. On 12 Apr 68 the 6-31 Inf received its vehicles and
cargo by ship from Saigon port. Vessel cargo consisted of 39 wheeled
vehicles, 39 conex and 27 orates, a total of 350 short tons. Cargo was
discharged and hauled to Camp Martin Cox without problems.

(7) Maintenance service on 9th Inf Div aircraft was significantly
improved during this quarter by the acquisition of 13 civilian aircraft
mechanics from Lockheed Aircraft Service Company Midwest City, Oklahoma.
These 13 mechanics were assigned to B Company 709th Maintenance Battalion
on 3 Mar 68 and are scheduled to depart on 21 Aug 68.

(8) Maintenance service of the close loop support program improved
significantly during this quarterly period. Major items received were 60
MI13A1 armored personnel carriers. These 60 personnel carriers are for
exchange of gas engine M113 for diesel engine M113A1.

(9) See Inclosure 16, Support Command ORLL for logistical support in

depth.

h. (U) Psychological Operations and Civil Affairs.

(1) Pschoiogical Operations,

(a) General. The period covered by this report, 1 Feb 68 through
30 Apr 6o, was particularly significant in that the Viet Cong Tet Of-
fensive, which began 30 Jan 68, necessitated the most intensive PSYOP
effort ever implemented by the 9th Inf Div. A significant aspect of the
Tet Offensive was the psychological impact which the VC attacks against
population centers had upon the civilians of the Republic of Vietnam.
People living in government controlled areas, the largest population
centers of Saigon, My Tho, Vinh Long, Can Tho, Tan An, etc, had no real
exposure to the full wrath of the VC soldier until the Tet Offensive.
The ferocity of the attack and the initial short lived successes which
the Viet Cong enjoyed left the people in provincial and district towns
within the TAOI stunned. During the few days early in Feb in which the
Viet Cong controlled portions of the city of My Tho, the enemy launched
an extensive face to face PSYOP campaign with the intent of convincing
the civilian zopulation that a coalition government had
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been placed into effect, that the Viet Cong had managed fantastic sun-
ceases elsewhere in the country, and that the population would do well to
rally to the support of the Viet Cong and the National Liberation Front,
Although the rumors of a coalition government were easily put down, in Ny
The for example by elements of the 403rd POLWAR company using truck-
mounted loudspeakers as well as the eventual ejection of all remaining VC
elements in the northwestern portions of the city, the camsipaig none the
less had its effect. The viability of the GVY had indeed been put to
question in the minds of many of the refugees and victimst of the attack.
La the dust began to settle, however, and psychological victory which the
VC might have achieved initially began to wane, life began to return to a
state of normaloy. Citizens in the Bien Hoe - Long Binh area roundly re-
nounoed the Viet Cong as much for tthir desecration of Tot as for their
acts of violence against the very people they claimed to be "liberating'.
The Tet Offensive had the ultimate psychclogioal effect of showing the
civilian population the true colors of the VC/NLF movement. Rather than
supporting the Viet Cong out of fear, they began to rally their support
even more ardently behind the 1VN. It was in the provincial and district
capitals that pupular rejection of the VC movement was most evident. The
weekly PSYOP attitude reports for the period immediately following the
offensive indicated that many had seen for the first time the vindictive,
untempered use of violence so characteristic of the Viet Cong. The im-
pact of the GYN recovery program in the areas hardest hit contributed
significantly toward improving the GTN image. In the rural areas, how-
everv the civilian population was evidently not so quick to respond to
GV appeals for public support. Because of operational necessity, many
of these areas were left unsecured by the ARVN troops deployed in the de-
fense of the larger population centers. In late Feb, as US and ARVN units
in Dinh Tuong Province moved back into the rural areas to destroy VC
unite, reopen Highway QL 4, and attempt to regain public trust and sup-
port, most efforts met with a cold response. Whereas the provinoial radio
station in My The was on the air telling of VC losses during the offen-
sive and explainin GYM and FIM1F successes in regaining all population
centers, the radio-less rural population went unadvised except as the VC
chose to advise them, That then was the situation facing the 9th Inf Div
with respect to PSYOP and the civilian population. The principal task
appeared to lie in the rural areas and required that the population there
be told as quickly as possible of the VC defeats, the GVN recovery pro-
gram, and the concern which the government felt for their well-being.
Their cooperation in providing information on Viet Cong activity to assist
the GYM was identified as a major objective of our PSYOP as well.

(b) There have been increasing reports through intelligence channels
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that due to the heavy losses incurred by main force Viet Cong units, VC
oadramen and military proselyting sections within the Viet Cong Infras-
tructure have been forced to recruit not only guerrillas but civilians,
including women and children, to serve in combat and combat support
units, It is becoming increasingly evident that low morale and severe
disillusionment plague many Viet Cong units. The failures of the Tot
Offensive, the staggering losses sustained, the non-arrival of promised
reinforcements and "super weapons" have all contributed to further lower-
ing the morale of the Viet Cong soldier. Perhaps most significant among
the many failures of the Tet Offensive was the utter lack of public
support engendered by the VC/NLF movement. The Viet Cong in pre-Tet
propaganda targeted at their troops made much of the anticipated up-
rising of the people and the supposed rallying of public support behind
the Viet Cong movement. As the Viet Cong m-de their attacks against
provincial and district capitals, it had been expected that a general
uprising of the population would follow, heralding the Viet Cong and
the NLF as the liberators of South Vietnam.

(c) There is considerable evidence of deteriorating morale on
the part of North Vietnamese soldiers infiltrated into the south to
participate in what they were told would be the coup de grace. The
winter-spring offensive was to have achieved fantastic success, and NVA
soldiers were supposedly nceded only to finish off isolated pockets of
resistance and then would ride forward on the crest of the wave of
victory into the welcoming arms of the liberated people of South Vietnam.
Their disillusionment has been profound.

(d) In a recent policy guidance received from the Joint United
States Public Affairs Office (JUSPAO), a country-wide program of
psychological operations targeted at Viet Cong and NVA units was out-
lined, This program is currently being implemented to fully exploit
the failures of the Viet Cong Tet Offensive and the many other PSYOP
vulnerabilities which are now in evidence. In leaflet and loudspeaker
propagandag the enemy is told of the failures of the winter-spring
offensive and of the inevitable defeat of the Viet Cong and NVA
forces. The enemy is also told of the Chieu Hoi Program and is encourag-
ed to rally to the government of South Vietnam as his only hope for
survival. Yet, statistics indicote a record low in the number of ral-
liers to come into the program since the beginning of the offensive.
Wihile it may be expected that these statistics will improve as the
winter-spring offensive loses momentum, the fact remains that for the
present the Viet Cong or NVA soldiers are being kept too busy to make
escape possible or feisible in most cases, regardless of how much they
may desire to do so. Whereas the nation wide campaign of PSYWAR
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presently being implemented in accordance with current JUSIAO guidance
may well engender the desire to surrender or rally to the GVN, the
campaign does not afford the enemy the opportunity. As psychologically
correct as the moment might be, events have precluded him from acting.
It would appear that in consideration of this, a deliberate plan to
provide an otherwise doomed enemy with the opportunity to surrender could
well achieve a good measure of success.

(e) In light of the 9th Inf Div's assigned mission in Dinh Tuong
Province of securing and up-grading Highway QL 4, Division PS3YOP
personnel werc .n an advantageous position to conduct an intensive
face to face PSYOP campaign targeted at the civilian population in the
rural areas along the highway. Having identified the immediate require-
ment of keeping the civilian population informed as to VC losses during
the offensive, the successes of ARVN and FWYAF troops, the re-establish-
ment of security in the population centers, and the efforts and accom-
plishments of the GVN recovery program, new propaganda had to be devel-
oped as quickly as possible. During the first two weeks following the
offensive, the 9th Tnf Div developed 15 quick reaction leaflets and ten
quick reaction tapes to accomplish these objectives. To provide more
complete coverage, a special newsletter, "Ban Tin Tuc Mien Tay" ("The
Delta Bulletin") was written and printed in 10,000 copies by the
division and was distributed, primari]i by hand, by mobile PSYOP teams
operating along Highway QL 4 in Dinh Tuong and Long An Provinces. In all,
three editions of the ne,sletter were printed and disseminated during
the two month period following the Tet Offensive. (A copy of the
second ed5ition is attached as Inclosure 9 to this report). News items
were alzo disseminnted by loudspeaker - using the 100C watt Aai-ABS-4
mounted in utility nelicopters. The face to face PLYOP effort was fully
coordinated with CORDS PSYOP personnel at province level, and through
coordination and cooperation with 7th Inf Div (ARVN) operating out of
My Tho, arrangements were made with the US advisor to 407th POLWAR Company
to p a political warfare team of three Vietnamese to augment our
efforts. In March the team was increased to five men, and arrangements
were made with province officials to field a ten man Armed Propaga&da
Team in support of division activities along Highway QL 4 in Dinh Tuong
Province. These face to face activities began to gain the confidence of
the people, and shortly after their deployment, they were successful
in gaining information that proved to be of intelligence value as well
as indicating that the local civilian population was becoming more
responsive to our efforts. VC interdiction of Ilighway 1L 4 began to drop
off sharply due to US presence in the area. Eatablished curfewks along
the highway were respected by the people, and they began to slowly indicate
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a desire to volunteer information. Frevious offera of rewards for inform-
ation had gone apparently unnoticed as the population began to voluntarily
rtsp.nd to the questions of psyoperators in the area. In April the face
to face program was further augmented with two more political warfare
teams from the 50th YOLWAR Battalion in Can Tho. A 23 member cultural
drama team was also deployed in the area to add to our capabilities.

(f) In addition to the Volunteer Informant Program, leaflet propaganda
was developed to support the upgrading operation on QL 4. Hand distribut-
ed leaflets at checkpoints explained the project, listing the advantages
the improved road surface would hold for the people of the Mekong Delza.
Administrative instructions incident to traffic control in the construction
areas were also disseminated in this manner. To make the delays more
palatable at congested work si&ts, Koolaid drinks were provided to the
waiting drivers and passengers by members of the Mobile PSYOP Team at the
same time that they passed out leaflets apologizing 1or and explaining ,
the reasons for the delay. QL 4 bumper stickers are being printed, GVN
flags are attached to antennas, and billboards are working toward generat-
ing public enthusiasm for the project and for the GVN effort in behalf of
the people. The military importance of Highway QL 4 to the ARVN and
US troops is not mentioned. To assist in developing meaningful propaganda,
Nghia, a former VC propaganda minister from Long An Province who rallied
to the GVN in 1967, was brought to Dong Twm. He prepared two tapes and
leaflets for our use along the highway and in support of the Chieu Hoi
program.

(g) During the period 1 Feb through 30 Apr, the division captured
853 detainees who were eventually classified as innocent civilians.
The face to face PSYOP effort targeted at these innocent civilians during
the period in which they are in our custody is a significant part of the
PSYOP program to rally public support for the GVN. The program centers
around fair treatment, good food, medical care if necessar7, and expeditious
return, by helicopter or boat, to the district capital nearest their home.
While at the detainee center, they are provided with reading material
prepared by JU 'FAO and V-IS (Vietnam Information Service). Movies are
sho,.n, and a television set is provided for their viewing during the evening
hours. Prior to their departure, they are given a small quantity of soap,
cigarettes, candy and other small items together with 1O0VN. Through an
interpreter, the civilians are told of our regrets at having detained them,
encouraged to avoid assisting the Viet Congg and asked to report all Viet
Cong activity to the zearest GVIN agency or US unit. The Mobile Fiverine
Force has a similar program involving its "Detainee Boat"; the theory
being that good treatment during the short time these individuals are
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exposed to the US/GVN will go farther in enlisting their support than any
amount of leaflet propaganda.

(h) PSYWAR targeted at the Viet Cong units received second priority
during the period following the Tet Offensive primarily because policy
guidance received from JUSPAO identified the civilian population as the
principal target group. Prior to 1 Apr only approximately 15% of all
propaganda developed and disseminated was targeted at the Viet Cc.g/NVA
Loldier. During Apr, however, sharp increases in thia percentage took
place as quick reaction leaflets were developed stressing the futility of
the continued Viet Cong effort, losses during the Tet Offensive, recruiting -
difficulties, low morale, and the lack of public support.

(i) PSYOP Activities 1 Feb through 28 Apr 68.

1 Total missions: 353

2 Leaflets: Tctal dropped: 10,147,850. Total hand distributed:
387,000. Total Rapid Reaction's produced: 41

New leailets produced by division: 9. Tsirint x l07,C0Q

Speaker: 205.35 total hours

Movies shown: 19

(2) Civil Affairs,

(a) Self-Help Programa. A substanticl inrease in the degree of
civilian pazticipation in 9th Inf Div Civic Action Programs wos noted
during the reporting period. The prcentage of Vietnamese self-help for
the month of Febnjy wa '[I%. Tie people have shown that they want
to be helped, and if we do help them, no matter whaz the threat may be
on their lives and '.he U.vea of their families, they will try to help
themselves. Evern through the Tet Agcescion dampened some aspects of
Civic Action during the teginning of the reporting period, it lso
servwd to strengthen the over-all effectiveness of the program as the I
population is now much more x'ccptive to ouz acts and deeds and much
more willing to get out and vork with the Americans. With the 2-47 Inf
(M) supplybLg the materla and supervision, the villagers of Binh Son
Village have p-rformed all the labor to construct a barrier around their
village to keep the Viet Cong from continually entering. It has been I
noted in several instances that the Vietnamesi do not respect the dwellings
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that aro built by Americans as mu:ch as they do tha dwellinv, that they
constract thenselves. "If you build a house for thcm (Vietnamese
Ci-vilians) they won't live in it bat if you supply the materials and
let them build their own houae. they're very content" - Senior District
Advisor, Nhon Trach Distrioto With this in minid, the division is turn-
ing more endi more to simply saulying the materials to the people s.d,
when needed, the supervision.

(b) Repair & Constzuotion Efforts. Rep'iir and constrctlon
projeats as purc of the 9th Inf Div's Civic Action Prograo fluctuated
wIdly during this reporting period due to the enemyIs Tet O f rnsJie.
Tactical commitments for the month of Feb precluded the nvmber of re-_t=
and construction projects desired. Most of the repair and ooaatrartion
effort wei:t towrid orpl~anages, churclies, pagodas and dwellings which
we-'e damaged becauze of the Tet Offensive. Efforts to improve land
rcates of communication achieved dramatic results during this reporting
period, Hihway Q3, 4. from the Delta to Saigonp known as the "Lifeline
of the Delta" has been kept open and is being resurfaced by the 9th In-
Div (See Para lh(2)(f)3, below). Due to the type of work being performed
and the type of equipment being used on RigsIway QL 4, most of the labor
load has been carried by UI personnel. However, all other repair and
construction projects have been carried. out on a "self-help" basis.

(c) Commodity lstributionso Comodity distributions of food-
stuffs conducted by divisional units in conjtuction with "Operation
KANSAS" again reflected a substantial increase over the previous
qunrter's achievementsc During Feb the quanti-Ly of foodstuffs distributed
neorly doubled the total for the entire Ipst rccorting ptriod. This
can be attributed to the enemy Tet OffenuAve which produced so many homeless
refugees. The "Operation KANSAS" distribution facility at divisional
level was able to resond to the units' requests in nearly all instances
up to the last month of the reporting period.

(d) Medic:. Civic Action Program. Durir- this reporting period, the
9th Inf Div Me ,ical Civic Action 2rogram (twO .. ) treated only 50% of
the number treated during th last reor'inc teriod. This sharp, decline
can be attributed to several factors. The Tet Offensive hurt the division
YIE.CAP proeram consi derably as many areas were put "off limits"to MEDCAP
teams for as much as two of the three reportable months, The relocation
of major units within the division also hindered the program as the people
in many of the areas to which the units moved had never seen Americans
before and were quite hesitant to come out and be treatod° Also, during
the Tot Offensive and for some time thereafter, US medical personnel were
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used largely to treat the increased combat casualties. As the effects
of the Tet Offensive diminish and the people become more accustomed to
American presence, more people are turning out for division MEDCAPS.
On 24 Apr 68 two MEDCAPa conducted by the 1st Bde on QL 4 in Dinh Tuong
Province treated a total of O00 patients, indicating that the people
are putting more trust in the Americans now. Coordination of IiSCAP
programs with GVN officials and MACV Advisors is eccomplished in
some instances in secure areas. However, it is now felt that prior
notification of a coming ,EDCAP could result in endangering the MEDCAP
team. Specialized medical treatment continues to be provided in con-
junction with the 9th Medical Battalion and the 3d Surgical Hospital
at Dong Tam, the 24th Evacuation Hospital at Long Binh, and with
Saigon's Cho Ray Hospital.

(e) Tet Offensive Reaction. During the Tet Offensive, there were
ms&ny hungry, homeless, and in many cases wounded Vietnamese civilians.
The 9th Inf Div reacted with emergency relief and refugee support. In
the Dinh Tuong Province city of ?Y Tho, the division worked in close
coordination with GVN and CORDS officials to achieve significant results.
Thrcugh the Province Minister of Social Welfare, nearly 70,0( pounds of
division-provided foodstuffs were equitably distributed to 6,000 homeless
civilians and refugee failies. In addition, 3,000 gallons of potable
water were delivered each day through division resources to three refugee
camps, hospitals, and orphanages in the area. The My Tho Provincial
Hospital was practically paralyzed by the influx of some 2,000 wounded
civilians. As a result of a request submitted by the Province Chief of
Dinh Tuong Province, a medical assessment team from the 9th Inf Div
was dispatched to the hospital. They found the hospital staff to be over
extended. Additionally, they noted. that there was an insufficient quantity
of medical supplies on hand to meet the requirements posed by this mass
casualty situation. The Division Surgeon and an augmentation team from
Company- D, 9th Medical Battalion re-organized the hospital on a 24 hour
basis, performing triage and emergency operations while savage fighting
flared throughout the city. The 5th AA Platoon, 2d CA Company provided
two trained medical assistants and supervised the construction cf sorely
needed intravenous feeding stands, traction rpcks, and leg elevators.
Officers and men of the Division Support Command contributed 24 pints
of whole blood to meet immediate needs. One complete field kitchen was
provided to facilitate regular feeding of the hospital's patients. The
success of this emergency relief was a direct result of the 9th Inf Div's
prompt response to the request of GVN officials, in conjunction with
guidance provided by COFDS representatives.
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(f) Civic Action Highlights.

1 Orphans4 Village. Located two miles from the division's Bearcat
base camp is Orphans' Village. Shortly after the Tet Offensive, a group
of 70 Buddhist monk irom Gia Dinh Province gathered more than 300 young-
stcrs from all over the kekong Delta who had been orphaned because of
the Tot Offensive and set out to build an orphonage. High on hope and
willing to work, the cionks fcund themselves ohort on supplies. They
turned to the 9th Inf Div at Beprc,t, ad the results were overwhelming.
The village received enthusiastic support from numerous 'Lits at Bearcat.
Xikthin a short time. buildings began to spring up, a playground was
completed, and transportation was provided weekly to nick up any and all
supplies that the monks might need. On 17 Ap 68, Nguyen Van Su, director
of the orphanage presented General Roseborough, Asst Division Commander,
with a plaque symbolizing their appreciation of the help given them by
the officers and men of the 9th Inf Div.

2 Responding to the Tet Aggression Relief 1roject (T. Ri), the
officers and men of the 9th Inf Div contributed more than $2730.00 to be
used for such things as building a new school house at the Dong Tam Base,
repairing two orphanages at My Tho that were damaged during the Tat
Offensive, and constructirg a high school in Long Thalih District, just
to mention a few, Each contributing unit picked the 1 roject that they
wanted to finance, resulting either directly or indirectly from the Tot
Aggre,:sior.

3 Llucnts of the 9th Inf Div have undertaken the pnroject of clearing,
maintairning and repaving QL 4 in Dinh Tuong Province. General William C.
Westmoreland, C01t JYV.CV, commented on the significznce of Highway QL 4:
"There is orl. one cmajol route into Saigon from the Delta; that's Highway
4. The people depcnd on this comuxniic-ations link with the capital, and
the co-nmerce that travels t!)e road is imortant to the economy of Sai~ono
,-e must keep Highway 4 open". Knowing the importance and the significince
of the work thjat the 9th Inf Div iz doing on tL 4, the p-ople of the area
have cffered not only to hell in the repair of the hieghwa. o but hlve also
offered informintion about the VC and VC Sa. per teens operating in that
axea.

(g) Table of AcconplishmentE, Civic Action I Feb 68 to 30 Apr 68.

I IIEDCAP II Optrations 721
Patients 49,975
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2 Efforts to Improve LOC: Bridges Constructed 36
Bridges Repaired 24
Roads Constructed 15km
Roads Repaired 337km

Repair and Construction: Schools 8
Dispensaries 6
Playgrounds 10
Other Major 126
Other Minor 37

Comodities Distributed: Cement 71,370 lbs
Lumber 325,763 bd ft
Clothing 3,201 lbs
Health and
Sanitation Items 3,115 lbs
School Kits 2,070 es
Tin (sheets) 2,773 ea
Foodstuffu 202,940 lbs

i. (U) Regional Force'Popular Force Upgrading and ARVN Training.

(1) The Army Republic of Vietnam (ARVN) Infantry Battalion Retraining
Program which was initiated on 31 Jul 67 and expanded in Sep to include
Artillery, Cavlary and Engineer units continued during this reporting
period. Scheduled training was interrupted primarily during the Tet
Offensive due to both US and ARVN elements being totally committed. Upun
diminishment of enemy activites, the training was again reinstituted but
not with the enthusiasm previously exhibited by the Vietnamese. The fact
that the 9th Inf Div was fragmented and positioned in different locations
than that experienced prior to Tet also made our refresher training
progress more difficult. Although every effort was made to continue
training while ARVN units were in the field, this achieved but limited
success. The status of ARVN refresher training as of 31 Nar 68 is as
reflected on Inclosure 10a.

(2) Regional Forces/Popular Forces (RF/PF) upgrading irogram,
initiated by the 9th Inf Div in May 67, continued with renewed emphasis.
A survey of all RF/PF outposts within the 9th Inf Div TAOI progressed
with excellent results. This survey included classifying each post,
surveying or firing DEFCONS, preparing contingency plans for rezction
forces, and supplying required materials. 3pecific teams employed to
support the upgrading program were: Mlobile Advisory Teams (MATS),
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Combined iecoini sarnoe and Intelligence Platoon (CZII), Im-;rovemient
Acticn Teams (Iti1AUT) and the LogitAcs Administration Advisory Teams
(lA'l'S),

(a) The iATS c-..tiriue to be the most succes.sful of the upirading
te.s ez!,loyed, Tli s group, by living with the local RF/F force,
w ; able to reconmt:n] outpost improvement-, incre.ze the unit's
combat Effectiveness and cneour:.ge more offenr;ive o,,er .tions.
lositioring the N.AT6 at a particulpr ost ennoued the -roup to exer-
cise daily su of.sion 01 the RF/PF force, Greater RF/!rF morale,
more offensive ol:erations and definite outpost defensive improvenents
resulted from this team's presence. AE of 31 Mar 68 the seven MATS
deployed in the division TAOI were located at:

UNIT LOGATI(IN 1 ROVINCE

11th ACR YT 933250 Binh Tuy
TI' 390264 Long Khanh

1st Bde YT 278101 Long Khanh
YS 080878 Bien Hoa

3d Bde XS 540720 Long An
XS 740699 Long An
XS 856806 Gia Dinh

(b) In Nov 68 the division was tasked to organize and deploy IMPACT
Teams. This group was formed to further the RF/PF upgrading efforts and
was primarily targeted to provide high impact, short length visits to RF/
PF outposts. The IMlACT Teams complimented the MATS but were utilized
so that a greater number of outposts could be assisted ther thi.at afforded
by the MATS. The INIACI' Teams were highly successful and were instrumen-
tal in improving the general defensive posture of RF/PF outposts in the
division TAIo At the end of this reporting period IPACT Teams were
locpted at:

UNJIT LOCATION PROVINCE

11 th ACR Binh Loc Long Khanh

1st Bde Long Thanh Bien Hoa
Nhon Trach Bien Boa
Tam Thu Bien Hoa
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2d Bde Giao Duc Dinh Thong
Cal Be Dinh Tuong
AO Crackerjack Dinh Tuong

3d Bde Binh Phuoc Long An
Rach Kien Long An
Tan Tru Long An

RTAVR Phouc Lai Bien Hoa

The effectiveness of the RF/PF outpost upgraoing is as reflected on
Inclosure 10b. The amount of RF/PF IMPACT support is as shown on
Inclosure 10c.

(c) The CRIP, organized initially in Long An Province in Oct 67 and
expanded to Bien Hoa Province in Dec 67, continued to be employed with
marked success during this reporting period. The CRIP's continued to
perform their multi-purpose missions to exploit current intelligence,
conduct reconnaissance and combat patrolling and destroy the Viet Cong
infrastructure. This combined US-VN force of 42 men proved invaluable.
When the RF/PF's knowledge of the enemy, terrain and local language was
combined with the firepower and mobility of the US element, a higi.ly ef-
fective and versatile force was formed. Particularly successful during
this period was the Long An CRIP.

(d) The LAATS Teams were organized in Dec 67 for deployment in
Jan 68. These teams were formed to augment the Province Senior Advisor
Staff and, specifically, to provide expert administrative and logistical
advice to the RF/PF Administrative and Direct Support Logistical Company
(A&DSL)o These teams performed outstandingly and easily attained the
goals for which they were organized. The enthusiasm and professional
knowledge exhibited by LAATS members enabled this group to achieve success
in providing the guidance and assistance needed by the A&DSL Company.
LAATS were located at:

UNIT LOCiTION YROVINCE

11th ACR Xuan Loc Long Khanh

DISCON Ham Tan Binh Tuy
Bien Hoa Bien Hoa
Tan An Long An
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jo (C) Engineer Support. During the reporting period the 15th Engr
Bn was engaged in the following major tactical operations: RILEY,
ENTERPRISE, CORONADO, DUONG CUA DAN (PEOPLE'S ROAD), TOAN THANG, and
TRUONG CONG DINH, The battalion's principle mission in each operation
centered around oombat demolitions, land clearing, road repair and up-
graing, bridge construction and repair, and construction and upgrading
of defensive fortifications. The rest of the battalion's effort has been
directed towardls base camp development. This has been aocomplished by
direct support and engineer guidance for self help projects cf various
units and activities within the division. Of significant note was he
support rendered in Operation PEOPLE'S ROAD, Working in coordination
with 86th Engr Bn and ARVN Engineer units also maintaining Highway QL 4,
this critical artery from the Delta to Saigon was cleared and repaired on
a day to day basis allowing civilian and military traffic to flow with
minimum delay. During the period 9 Feb 68 thru 13 Mar 68, battalion ele-
ments repaired over 200 craters, made numerous expedient repairs to
bridges, cleared roadblocks, and neutralized numerous mines and booby-
traps. (See Inolosure 17, 15th Engr Bn's ORLL), The 93d Eng Bn con-
tinued to provide direct support to the division during the quarter.

k. (U) Signal Support. During this quarter the communication
electronic resources of the division were taxed more than any time since
the division's arrival in Vietnam. Support nad to be provided for the
Division Forward which was activated in Dong Tam in February and to sup-
port the Mobile Riverine Force which operated as far south as Can Tho
(Reference is made to Inclosure 12, 9th Sig hi's ORLL).

(1) A new SOI was implemented changing call-words division-wide for
the first time since the division arrived in RVN. Many transmission com-
promises connecting old and new call-words were committed; however, the
number will decrease as operators gain experience and practice when
periodically changing call-words and frequencies.

(2) Using the KY-8 Security Device, an .14 secure voice radio link was
established between division headquarters at Camp Martin Cox and the
Division Forward Command Post at Dong Tam, This link is over 90 km in
length. In order to obtain a usable system with any degree of reliabili-
ty, the antennas for the radios are mounted on top of 200 foot AB-216/U
communication towers,

(3) Frequency allocation and control has proven to be a full time
job and much more difficult than anticipated. The deployment of the
FWMAF in Vietnam is suoh that units sharing a frequency often find
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that they interfere with one another. The increased range of the FM ra-
dio when airborne and the increased use of FM radios in aircraft have in-
creased considerably the frequency management -roblems. Additionally,
those elements of the division that are emplo red with the Mobile Riverine
For*e (MiF) must be given special consideration when allocating frequen-
cies so as not to interfere with Naval communications. Generally, prior
to authorizing a unit a frequency, that frequency must be monitored from
24 to 48 hours to insure its usability in the area in which the unit is
operating.

(4) Many vehicular mounted FM radios have been dismounted and in-
stalled in hardened Tactical Operations Centers (TOC) at division, bri-
gade, and battalion level. In these locations large alternating current
(AC) generators are brought in to provide power. There is a requirement
division-wide for power sup plies capable of converting 110 volts AC to
28 volts direct current (DC). These power supplies would be used for the
sole purpose of operating FM radios in a dismounted situation using AC as
the primary source of power.

1. (C) Army Aviation. Army Aviation supported division operation.
daily. Operation TRUONG CONG DNffl was characterized by the use of multi-
pie assault helicopter companies, armed helicopter platoons, and medium
and heavy helicopters for movement of artillery and supplies. Armed
helioopters were utilized to conduct reconnaissance by fire in support of
opezations. The 9th Avn Bn provided general support to the division and
responded to requests from units in contact for close support and troop
lifts. II FFORCEV supported the division by providing an average of 1.45
assault helicopters and two (2) CE-47's for resupply, artillery movement
and troop lifts daily (See Inclosure 19, 9th Avn Bn's ORLL)o

m. (C) Chemioal Operations.

(1) E63 Manpack Personnel Detector (MPD)(People Sniffer):

(a) During the reporting period there were 23 MPD missions flown for
a total of 38 hours. All missions were flown using UH-1 aircraft. Re-
sults were reported to the division G2 for inclusion in their compilation
of intelligence indications. Total flying time during the previous quar-
ter (1 Nov 67 - 31 Jan 66) was 83 hours covering 62 missions. This rep-
resents a 55% decrease in useage of the MPD. The primary reason for this
quarter's decrease was the non-availability of aircraft due to the tacti-
cal situation during the Tet Offensive and the following weeks.
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(b) Problems ere still being encountered with maintenance of the MPD.
The MPD required about two hours of maintenance for each hour that it
functioned. This high ratio is due to the intricate pre and post-flight
maintenance requirementRi constant inspyeion, repair of minor parts and
non-availability of parts. The largest single problem area encountered
this quarter has been the non-availability of repair parts coming in from
CONUS This parts' deficienay problem has caused delays upward of two
months, keeping MPDs from returning to a functioning status.

(2) Riot Control Agent Operations:

(a) During the reporting period there were eight missions flown
utilizing bulk CS, Over 26,500 pounds were dropped covering over 150
hectares. There were five missions flown utilizing the E158 CS Canister
Cluster, employing 54 E158 munitions. There were two missions flown
utilizing the M5 CS Dispenser which disseminated over 360 pounds of bulk
CS, The most significant employments were:

1 5 Feb 68- 30 E158 CS munitions were dropped in support of a 41st
Ranger (ARVN) operation in the Cholon area at XS 792868 to XS 7958719 as
directed by CONUSMACV The drop was not exploited by the Rangers; there-
fore9 results are not known as to the effectiveness of the CS in the area.

2 21 Mar 68: 30 drums of bulk CS were dropped in the vicinity of XS
9965 96 XS 996577- and YS 021578 in the Rung Sat area in support of a
Vietnamese Marine waterborne beach assault. The CS was dropped in the
late afternoon; therefore, due to very poor climatic conditions present
(warm thermal air currents rising off the ground most of the agent was
lost to the atmosphere.

25 Mar 68z Six E158 munitions were dropped from UH-1 aircraft, at
XS 254547v in support of 2-39 Inf. The VC were in fortified defensive
positions- ie. bunkers, along a wooded stream line. After the munitions
were dropped- the VC abandoned their bunkers and fled , expoosing them-
selves to artillery, gunship airstrikes and ground infant-y fire. The
results were 15 VC KBA (BC) and 2 VC KIA (BC)z

A 25 Mar 68- Usng an M5 dispenser. 180 pounds of bulk CS were
dropped over an azea approximately ten meters wide and five kilometers
long, at XS 570400 to 425400, to restrict the enemy us^ of suspected re-
coilless rifle sites, Results are unknown1 however, the aircraft drew
automatic weapons2 fire during the mission.
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11 Apr 68: Eight E158 munitions were dropped from US-1 aircraft,
at XS 181550, in support of 2-39 Inf. The VO were occupying well forti-
fied defensive positions, i.e. bunkers, along a wooded stream line.
After the CS was dropped, the VC abandoned their positions and fled into
the open where infantry killed five VC (BC). The 2-39 Inf swept the area
killing 19 more VC (C), and gunship fire killed another six VC (BC).

(b) On 17 Apr 68: The 9th Inf Div Chemical Section held a conference
for all chemical officers in MACV. Ten drums of bulk CS were dropped at
XS 703673 to XS 707677 using a new explosive burstc an: a new fuse bomb
designed to blow CS drums at pre-set heights-of-burtit. The primary ad-
vantage of a pre-set fuse, for a specific height-of-burst, is that the
agent will be disseminated as close to ground level as possible, thereby
losing less agent into the atmosphere. Only 10 units were tested out of
120 units that were received. Further testing and evaluation will be con-
ducted throughout the next reporting period, and the results will be re-
ported in the next ORLL, Since this drop was a test of a new munition,
there was no tactical requirement for the drop. However, due to a strong
downwind drift, the local population in Ben Luc was made somewhat uncom-
fortable by the CS, There were no incapacitating effects reported. The
distance from the target area to Ben Luc is approximately 10 kilometers.

(c) The 4°2 Cartridge CS XM630 round is proving to be an effective
munition when used L. close support of troops. Dring the reporting
period, 52 rounds were expended in a let Bde operation against VC in
bunkers. The VC were forced to abandon the bunkers, and US ground troops
inflicted moderate casualties. CS is an effective means of flusting the
enemy from entrenched and fortified positions.

(d) The 40 MM CS XM651 round for the M-79 launcher is presently be-
ing tested and evaluated in Vietnam, No detailed reports have come into
this section yet on the effectiveness of this CS munition. However, one
short report received from the 2d Bde states that they are using the 40mm
round in a dual role: first, the agent flushed the enemy from fortified
positions, and secondly, the dense cloud served as a spotting round for
gunships in the area, The 40mm CS round gives ground troops an on-the-
spot capability to employ CS at any given time.

I
ke) Observations:

1 Bulk CS is best used when disseminated as close to the ground as
possible. The higher above ground that the agent is disseminated, the
less effective it is likely to be due to dissipation in the atmosphere.
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2 The M5 Dispenser has proven to be an effective means of CS diaemi-
nation over linear type targets, This system is effective because it dis-
seminates the agent ten to twenty feet off the ground. More agent is
placed onto the target, and less is lost into the atmosphere0

(3) Defoliation

(a) During the reporting period there were no defoliation missions
flown by the 9th Inf Div Chemical Section Initial requests for local
province chief's approval that were submitted in Jan 68, have not yet
been returned. One request has been approved in Long Khanh Province with
an estimated spraying time of December of this year The long delay be-
tween request approval and actual spraying is due to the fact that de-
foliation is most effective when carried out after the rainy season - dur-
ing the peak growing period.

(b) The section is currently reviewing all areas that have been
submitted ab possible defolidtion areas. An attempt is being made to
submit new areas and to downgrade old areas that are no longer considered
necessary to the defoliation plan0

(c) Large areas in the Rung Sat have been defoliated this quarter by
the 7th Air Force under their Trail Dust program The Air Force flys these
missions with C-123 "Ranch Hand" aircraft The 9th Inf Div Chemical Sec-
tion receives a teletype message once a month with tne coordinates of the
areas defoliated.

(4) Enemy CBR Activity:

(a) There have been nc significant enemy CBR activities within the
9th Inf Div TA0i during the past three months. G2 reported that during a
planned attack on My Tho, on 20 Apr 6 8Q an asphyxiating gas would be used
against friendly troops0  However; the attack never came about.

(b) The enemy probably does not possess the capability for CER war-
fare with possibly the exception of the employment of a Riot Control Agent
such as CS.
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2. (C) Section 2, Lessons Learned: Commanders' Observations. Evalua-
tions and Recommendations.

a, (U) Personnel.

(I) Preparation of Morning Report and Personnel Information Roster.

OBSERVATION. Special FJrpose Teams are periodically needed to assist
'inits in preparation of Morning Reports and Personnel Information Rosters.

EVALUATION. The Morning Report is furnished to this headquarters daily
and is the basis for reflecting the official daily personnel status of the
report Lng organization. It is also the source of data for official strength
and all other statistical reports produced cy this headquarters, The
Personnel Information Roster is a monthly roster listing basic information
on all officer and enlisted personnel assigned to each unit of the division.
It is also a means of communication between the Personnel Services Division
and a comander or staff supervisor concerning personnel management activ-
ities. Lack of knowledge and a disinterest among units resulted in erron-
eous information, improper remarks, and late submissions of these reports.
Also attributed to this is the recent loss of administrative personnel
who were knowledgeable of the requirements and contents of these reorts.
However, there has been an improvement shown in the quality of Morning
Reports due to increased command emphasis.

RECOMMENDATION. That AG Special Purpose Teams be organized and sent
to divisional units to assist personnel in preparation of Morning Reports
and Personnel Information Rosters.

(2) Ma'ntenance of Daily Statistics - Infantry and Armor MOSC's.

OBSERVATION. Inventories of enlisted MOS's are normally furnished by
the Administrative Machine Branch of the Personnel Services Division. This
information is obtained from unit Morning Reports submitted oy units in
the field. MOS inventories are prepared and distributed once monthl]. The
primary user of the MOS inventroy is the Personnel Management Branch. The
information is used for determining overages and shortages in units by grade
and MOS, requisitioning and assigning personnel, and furnishing information
to commanders relative to assigned streijth.

EVALUATION. Timely receipt of unit Morning Rsports is often.difficult
due to distance between headquarters. This delay in MbrningReports re-
sults in incomplete data for the automatic data procebsing system. Pro-

jected EDCSA's for gains and losses also present an unrealistic picture
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of MOS and strength status. Use of automatic data processing equipment
in strength accounting F.aves man-hours and provides accuracy through
mechanical checks. However, the reporting system which provides data for
the automatic processing equipment does no . allow for timely and up-to-
date statistics required in managing personnel in a combat situation*
This is especially true with infantry and armor MOS's where the strength
picture may change drastically from one day to the next.

REXCW.ENDATION. That Personnel Services Division, AG, maintain up-
to-date statistical data on 11 Series MOS's manually utilizing casualty
reports, consolidated assignment orders, and daily hospital admission and
disposition blotters,

(3) Medical Assistance to Local Vietnamese Hospitals°

OBS:2VATIONo Consideration must be given to providing appropriate
medical facilities for treatment or civilian casualties during sustained
fighting.

EVALUATION. During the reoent Tet Offensive, many civilian casualties
were sustained as a result of the heavy fighting in .y Tho. The provin-
cial hospital with its undermanned staff proved inadequate in handling
these mass casualties during the first few days of fighting. In an
effort to provide assistance, the DLvision Surgeon and a small hospital
staff was sent to I. The to comple,.ent the undermanned Vietnamesa medical
staff. Within a lew days over 900 patients had been treated and almost
,OO surgical procedures had been performed.

RECO*CoNDATIONo That Vietnamese provincial hospital staffs be instruc-
ted in mass casualty procedures by local US medical units where feasible,

b. (C) Operations

(i) Use of Suportin, Fires,

OBSEVATION. Recent contacts with VC/NVA forces by 3d Bde units have
indicated the enemy has shifted the location of bunker p from
vegetated areas, the site most often selected in the past, to positions
just forward of tree lines and other areas affording natural concealment,
Normally bunkers are now constructed in the line of paddy dikes immediately
forward of vegetated areas.
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RECOJT1,NDATION. Supporting fires should be directed against both the
natural foliage in an objective area and the areas adjacent to and for-
ward of wood lines and nippa palm groves. Rice paddy dikes boruering
vegetated areas should be selected as primary targets.

(2) Use of Moving Target Detection Radar in Conjunction with Ground
Forces.

OBSERVATION. The TP$ 25 moving target detection radar can be employed
in conjunction with ground lorces to locate, fix and destroy the enemy.
This concept is particularly suited to interdiction operations along majo;-
land and water L's.

EVALUATION. The 3d Brigade has tested the TPS 25 radar in conjunction
with ground forces to identify and destroy enemy targets in Long An Pro-
vince. The test was conducted with a battalion - sized maneuver force
operating from a field base and the following considerations developed:

(a) Successful pursuit and location of enemy forces is difficult at
best during the day and nearly impossible at night. The radar has
detected numerous enemy troop concentrations at night, and artillery fire
has been successfully directed against such targets,

(b) Navigation for a friendly pursuing element at night is extremely
difficult as maps cannot be used and direction must be maintained by use
of compass readings based on azimuths obtained by radar operators.

(c) The technique of moving to a predetermined point and ambushing
a target traveling in a known direction is enhanced when used in con-
junction with the TPo 25 radar.

(d) The radar can be used to vector a unit into ambush locations
and provide flank security during the move.

RECOITNDATION. That a TP3 25 radar be made readily available for
each brigade utilizing forces no larger than company size deployed
throughout the brigade area to establish ambushes at locations selected
by radar sightings. The TPS 25 radar should be operated and controlled
by Division Artillery workinr closely with the bri_-z1 manel'ver elerents.

(3) Anti-Intrusion Device , AN/PSR-1 and AN/GSS-9.

OBSERVATION. The anti-intrusion device can be effectively employed
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in organizing a defensive position. The proper employment and utilization
of the anti-intrusion device can substantially bolster the early warning
system of a perimeter defense.

EVALUATION, The AN/PSR-1 has been eflecTively used in both the FS/PB
location at Binh Phuoc and recently at a forward field location - FS/FB
Jager (XS)54490)o At the latter location it was employed at a 400-500
meter distance and effectively monitored personnel attempting to infil-
trate on two specific occasions. One problem encountered was the
requirement for burying wire approximately six inches beneath the surface
when APC's are going to be employed in the area,

REC01-YENDATION. H. C. anti-intrusion devices should be used to the
maximum extent by units in a defensive posture to add depth to the position.

(4) Xeon infrared Search Light.

OBSEVATION. The use of the infrared search light has greatly
reduced the amount of illuminations used over suspected VC positions, and
it has proven to re invaluable to both the ambush patrol and the defensive
perimeter when used in conjunction with organic infrared detection devices.

EVALUATION. For the last two montbs, the infrared search light mounted
on the M151 jeep by the 5-60 Inf (Y) has been used extensively both in
perimeter defense and on ambush patrols. When used in perimeter defense,
the infrared binoculars and the infrared periscope on the Y(113 APC prove
very pffective in scanning the area. With the infrared search light
mounted on a quarter ton truck, it can easily be moved within the perimeter
to react to any situation. When loaded on a cargo carrier, it can accom-
pany the mechanized unit. This enables the xeon search light to displace
and provide an infrared capability to areas inaccessiole to wheeled
vehicles. This capability enables the battalion to greatly extend its
areas of operations by interdicting and ambushing roads, trails, water-
ways and crossing points.

RECOMMENDATION. rnat infrared search lights be made part of the T 0
and E of the mechanized battalion, or that such equipment be made readily
available for OPCON to such units.

(5) Utilization of Wire Teams0

OBSMRVATU N. 'he 9th Signal Battalion is authorized eight five-man
cable teams by MTOEo Upon employment in Vietnam, it was initially
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believed that these teams would not be utilized to their fullest capacity;
however, subsequent evaluation has indicated that these teams are fully
committed although in a modified mission.

EVALUATION. Doctrine calls for the eight cable 4-eams assigned to
the Signal Support Operations Company to install, maintain, and recover
spiral four cable. Normally this cable is installed from division main
to each of the brigades, support command, and Division Forward if
employed. In Vietnam it is not feasible to install spiral four beyond
base camp locations; consequently, the cable teams have been employed
in a different method, Cable teams have the responsibility for the
internal defense wiring of base camps at Bearcat, Dong Tam, and Tan An.
Cable teams are also employed at Dong Tam and Tan An to install and
maintain base camp communication lines on a 24 hour basis. On large
communlcaiion operations, cable teams supplement company wire teams
during initial installation and recovery procedures. Although not
employed as prescribed by doctrine, the cable teams of the 9th Signal
Battalion are extensively used and are an integral and important part
of the division communications system.

RECOMMMDATION- That the eight cable teams not be deleted from
the Signal Battalion MTOE as experience has shown a critical require-
ment for these teams in Vietnam today.

(6) The JITTERBUG Concept.

OBSERVATION, The JITTFRBUG Concept, when properly employed, is
a highly effective procedure and conserves troop strength and flexi-
bility.

EVALUATION The JITTERBUG Concept is a four-step procedure used to
locate, fix, develop and finally destroy an enemy target. With abso-
lutely no pre-reconnaissance, the Commaad and Control (C & C) aircraft
of the maneuver element and an LFT enter an AO, Working as a team,
they attempt to confirm intelligence target locations or locate new
targets. When a target is located, five of the troop-lift aircraft
(already loaded and airborne) are inserted to engage the target. If
contact is made or enemy movement out of the area is detected, a second
set of five lift ships is inserted to block enemy evasion tactics. A3
the situation develops, additional troop lifts of five or ten aircraft
are inserted. By not committing the airmobile maneuver elements until
a definite target has been located, troop strength is conserved and
the flexibility to react to any enemy move is retained.

RECOMMMATIONo That maneuver battalions and airmobile helicopter
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companies be made aware of this tenhnique.

(7) RRF on Strip Alert When Support' d by Air Cavalry Troop.

OBS.RVATION. It is imperative to have pA least a company size
rapil reaction force (RRF) on strip alert when supported by an air
cavalry troop.

EVALUATION. Unless at least a company size force is on strip alert,
the opportunities afforded to a brigade or battalion by an air cavalry
troop cannot be fully exploited. The first element to be committed will
be the aero rifle platoon, organic to the air cavalry troop. If a
significant contact is established and a sizeable reaction force is
n%,t available, the troop commander has no alternative but to extract.
These circumstances result in the wasteful loss of a lucrative target,

RECOMMENDATION: That all units ret&a., a rifle company on strip alert
whenever supported by or supporting an air cavalry troop.

(8) Secure Comunications on Operations Keyed to Fresh Intelligence.

OBSEVATIONc Operations keyed on intelligence not more than 24 hours
o.d require constant "secure" communications with maneuver battalions.

EVALUATION. Reacting to intelligence reports or sightings generated
during the previous 24 hours requires that the assets available, nature
of the target, and command guidance be transmitted by secure means. This
is often necessary during the hours of darkness when courier aircraft are
not available. Plans must be transmitted back to the brigade headquarters
to facilitate further sapport coordination. These transmissions could
compromise the entire operation if not handled on secure communications.

RECOMNDATIONo It is recommended that all commanders recognize the
importance of and utilize secure communications to discuss and confirm
their 24 hour cycle operations. Command emphasis must be placed on
the installationg maintenance, and utilization of secure voice communi-
cations if its real value is ever to be recognized and fully exploited.

(9) Use of CS Against Bunkers,

OBSERVATION. Employment of CS against fortified fighting positions
caused the enemy to abandon the positions and expose hime-lf to friendly
fires,.
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EVALUATION. During several offensive operations against well con-
structed/fortified fighting positions, the employment of CS 40mm grenades
has dislodged enenW personnel from the positions when artillery and other
indirect fires could not. This does not imply that artillery or air-
strikes are not effective against well constructed fortifiea positions.
Ntither loes it imply that CS employment is the most effective means of
driving enemy forces from bunkers. The employment of 40mm CS grenades
complemented all fires directed against the positions and caused the
enemy to become confused and desperate, not only to evade the friendly
forces, but also the irritant agent. The CS grenade employed by the 40mm
grenade launcher affords the commander the capability of employing CS
at a long (300 meters) and close range. Presently the 40mm CS grenade
is an "Insure, item.

RECOMMENDATIONS. (a) That the 40mm CS grenade be classified as
a "Standard" item, and a basic load be determined and issued.

(b) Further, that during the interim period (pending standard-
ization) more 40mm CS grenades be issued to afford maximum use.

(10) Employment of Armed Propaganda Teams.

OBSERVATION. Armed propaganda teams enhance both psychological
operations and intelligence collection efforts.

EVALUATION. An armed propaganda team was employed in support of
the 2d Brigade during combat operations conducted in Kien Hoa Province.
The team made valuable contributions not only in the PSYOF ar-a but
also in the intelligence collection effort. On several occasions timely
and accurate intelligence was provided by the team after thei interro-
gation of local civilians. The intelligence collected resulted in the
brigade establishing contact with the enemy.

RECOMNDATION. That an armed propaganda team be attached to the

2d Brigade.

(31) Hull Defilade of APC's.

OBSEVATION. Ir several battles the Viet Cong's RPG rocket launcher
has proven to be a great ecluilizer when uszd at close range against
APC's. Any time a mechanized unit is to remain in a defensive or static
position for any length of time, all tracks should occupy a hull defilade
position.
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EVALUATION, APC's in hull defilade are extremely difficult targets
for RPGs or other direct fire weapons; moreover, the defilade position
places the main fire power (the .50 cal Wa) of the APC at ground level,
permitting effective long range grazing fire against any ground att-kcko
Even though hull defilade is highly recommended and a proven method,
during the monsoon and high water season, it is impractical.

RECOYYIENDATION. Whenever terrain and weather permit, all APC's
should be placed in hull defilade, This not only makes the APC lqss
vulnerable to small arms and rocket fire, but also strengthens the
defensive position, During the monsoon season revetments must be
constructed.

(12) Traffic Control.

O86ERVATICNo Traffic control points must beset up whenever engineer
work parties are repairing interdictions.

EVALUATION. During the period immediately following the Tet Of-
fensi-'e, daily engineer work parties were required to rtpair serious
interdictions along the major Delta artery, Highway iL 4. Civilian
traffic would follow the work parties right up to the interdiction and
severely hamper the work effort while making evacuation of the area
impossible in the event of eneay harassing activity. Often the civilian
vehicles would attempt to negotiate the interdiction and become stuck
or disabled. This would result in additional lost time and effort to
remove the vehicle,

RECOM1,ENDATIONo That whenever a operation of this type is necessary,
traffic control points consisting of Military Police in conjunction
with Vietnamese Police be set up to prevent the movement of any civilian
traffic until all interdictions have been repaired.

(13) Construcztion of Bunkers,

OBSERVATICN. Savings in-money and engineer effort can be achieved
by using revetment walls instead of sandbags for many types of protective
shelters.

EVALUATION. It has been standard usage in Vietnam to construct
above ground protective shelters with sandbags over a wood frame.
Bunkers constructed with sand filled timber revetting walls afford equal
or greater protection and result in saving the difference between the
cost of the lumber and sandbags, take less time to construct and there
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is no replacement cost ior resandbagging periodically. The wood revetted
shelter is particularl, id+.able for semi-permanent base camps in the
Delta. It is important i.hat engineer technical assistance be utilized
to insure adequate design and construction.

RECOMYODATION. " %t Drotective shelters be constructed where
feasible with revetment: .ills rather than sandbags.

(14) Aerial Delivery of Bridge Lrection Boat.

OBSERVATION. The most efficient use of the Chinook MLrcraft in
transporting the bridge erection boat is achieved by airlifting in its
assembled configuration.

EVALUATION. On previous missions, the boat has been airlifted in
two sorties, one for the bow section and one for the stern section. It
is more efficient to assemble the boat and lift it in its assembled
state in one lift. The pilots of the Chinook aircraft agree that the
assembled 6800 pound load flew better than the two sorties.

RECOMMENDATION. That when the 27 foot bridge erection boat is
airlifted, it be done in an assembled configuration in one sortie.

(15) Bees Hindering Clearing Operation.

OBSERVATION. Protective measures against bees must be planned
for cleartng operations.

EVALUATION. Several times during jungle clearing operations,
areas of the jungle to be cleared could not be entqred because oZ the
high density of bees in the area. Several individuals were casualties
from numerous bee stings. Operators were-instructed to roll down their
sleeves, wear gloves, and wear their mosquito headnets in these areab.
In addition the clearing team carried portable flame throwers and stocks
of napalm fuel as the beat weapon to use against the bees.

RECCVYENUATION. That land clearing teams take the protective
measures outlined above.

(16) Viet Cong Operating Tachniques ;n the Deta.

OBSERVATION. During the reporting period many valuable lessons
were learned about the Viet Cong operating methods in the Delta.
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EVALUATION.

(a) VC ambushes and harassing operations against engineer work
parties occurred daily and consisted of firing from concealed positions
with no attempt to attack or overrun the work parties. In almost every
instance the ambushes were triggered by detonating a mine .,nder a lead
security APC or a lead engineer vehicle or disabling the *, .icle with an
RPG. Once the convoy was halted, the remainder of the convoy would be hit
with small arms and automatic weapons fire.

(b) Etensive use was made by the VC of command detonated mines.
The best method of neutralizing them was found to be the use of sweep
teams in the rice paddies searching for the wires which were often poorly
concealed.

(c) Following the wires from mines which were detonated and others
which were not, revealed that the VC would place the mines in the road at
a point where a dike ie perpendicular to the road. The VC could then move
several hundred meters away from the road along the dike and sight down
the dike, detonating the mine as the vehicle moved into his line of
sight. Another method that was detected was the use of a piece of bamboo
or other suitable stick placed vertically on a dike and used as an aiming
stake in the same manner. Caution must be exercised when following wires
as the VC will frequently employ grenade booby traps along the wire.

(d) Occasionally pressure type mines were used. These were placed
along the shoulders of the road or put in the bottom of freshly blown
craters$ designed to detonate when the fill material was dumped into
the crater.

(e) During the initial stages of Operation PEOPLE'S ROAD, the VC did
not booby trap their mines. As the engineers began detecting and removing
more and more of the mines, the VC began to booby trap them. In all cases
the booby traps consisted of grenades placed under the mines with the pin
pulled. "-h that detonation would occur upon movement of the mine.

(f) Other booby traps were employed individually and in road blocks.
All booby traps found during Operation PEOPLE'S ROAD were grenades either
with a trip wire on the pin or the pin removed and a weight holding the
handle down.

(g) The presence of Vietnamese civilians in no way limited the VC
harassing operation. In many instances civilian casualties resulted from
VC ambushes of engin.er wc,-k pr,rt.i?,.
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(h) Occasionally the VC wait until the daily mine sweep team has
passed and then emplace the mines in the road, generally in the loose fill
of a fresh crater.

hrCOMMiDATION. That the above information receive widest dissemina-
tion.

c. (C) Training.

(i) Ground Surveillance Radar Training.

OBSERVATION. Ground surveillance radar, when used in a defensive
situation, has pzoven invaluable for early warning. The major problem
is a lack of qualified and trained operators.

EVALUATION. The average infantryman can become very proficient with
ground surveillance radar equipment with a minimum amount of training.
The use of radar greatly strengthens the defense by providing early warn-
ing and detecting movements to the front which would otherwise go unob-
served. Trained radar operators down to the rifle platoon level would
strengthen defensive positions. The normal manner of radar employment is
to have the radar accompany ambushes to permit long range interdiction of
avenues of approach, lines of communication, roads, and wateirtays, there-
by greatly extending the area under friendly control during the hours of
darkness.

RECONNDATION. All infantrymen should receive ground surveillance
radar training to insure continued radar surveillance when school trained
operators are not available.

(2) Aviator Proficiency for Night Combat Support Operations.

OBSERVATION. The influx of numerous inexperienced aviators during
the months of Nov and Dec 67, created an aura of doubt in the minds of
aviation commanders as to the capability of the unit to meet its night
combat support mission requirements.

EVALUATION. Company A is the 9th Inf Div's sole airmobile inhouse
asset; therefore, the unit must necessarily be responsive to all the
division's needs, particularly tactical emergencies, day or night. A
night training program was initiated to provide each aviator with a thor-
ough night orientation flight in the division TAOR. In addition, a pro-
gram was developed- to train aviators in night formation, flights which werE
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to be coupled with security force and patrol insertions and extractions.
Subsequent night operations were conducted in support of divisional units
in contat with the enemy, and barring a few minor operational problems
(problems generally localized in the area of appropriate illumination in
PZ's) all missions were successfully completed. Initial estimates of
aviator proficiency were somewhat conservative. Company A responded to
night tactical commitments in a typically outstanding fashion.

RECOMENDATION, Aviator night combat training will continue to be an
area of command interest, and when possible, appropriate night training
will be conductedn Further, it is anticipated that pathfinders will be
employed in future night tactical operations to improve illumination and
traffic control in PZ.s & LZ's.

d. (C) Intelligence.

(1) Engmirg Targets Detected by Personnel Detection Missions.

OBSERVATION. When a target is detected on a "people sniffer" (PS)
missionf a delay of from 15 to 60 minutes is often incurred while awaiting
clearance to have the gunships or artillery in the target area. The past
procedures have been to drop smoke on the target to identify the target
and circle the area until the arrival of an artillery forward observer or
until clearance is granted for the gunships to fire.

EVALUATION. The droppin f smoke and the circling of the target area
by the gunships and snifferaircraft alerts the enemy that he has been
spotted. and the delay inv lved in getting clearance to fire affords the
enemy time to evacuate the area or seek better cover.

RECOMMIATIONSo (a) That smoke only be dropped on targets in a free
fire zone where the targets can be immediately engaged by the gunships or
artillery.

(b) When the area to be covered has not been declared a free fire
zone, that the following procedures be followed;

1 Areas of maximum readings be marked by the navigation ship and
clearance to fire be requested while the ships continue their normal
flight plan. This would be repeated each time a target is detected.

2 Upon completion of the entire area of search, the PS aircraft would
be released while the navigation ship and gunships would return to the
targets for which clearance to fire had been granted, and conduct a low
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level search, immediately engaging any targets sighted,

(2) MI Detachment Language Capability.

OBSERVATION. The 9th 141 Detrchment is hampered by a lack of Vietnamese
linguist capability.

EVALUATION. AR1N interpreters presently assigned to the 9th MI
Detachment provide the only dependable linguist capability. US personnel
who attended the 12 week Vietnamese course do not l oseess sufficient
fluency in the language to be able to work without the assistance of an
interpreter. Personnel from the 47 week course have a higher degree
of ability with the language and with continued study and experience
would reach a reasonable degree of self sufficiency within a month or two
after arrival in Vietnam. Experience has proven on occasions that cer-
tain sources will not work through an ARVN interpreter.

RECOMENDATION. A minimum of one of every three Intelligence Corps
agents assigned to the 9th MI Detachment should be graduates of the 47
week Vietnamese Language Course of the Defense Language Institute. Ideally,
all agent personnel should be language qualified.

(3) Intelligence through Civil Affairs Program.

OBSERVATIONS. A great deal of enemy information is gained during
MEDCAPS or through the visit to villages by PSYWAR teams and S-5 Personnel.

EVALUATION. To use Civil Affairs Programs to gain intelligence
information, there must be close coordination between S-2 and S-5. Max-
imum exploitation of the civil populace as an intelligence source will
be attained if intelligence trained and/or briefed personnel actually
participate on WEDCA1S and face to face PSYWAR programs.

RECOMIEDATION. That intelligence trained and/or briefed personnel
participate on MEDCAPS and all other Civil Affairs Programs that will
bring them into contact with the civilian populace.

(4) Reliable Spot Reports.

OBSERVATION. Reliable spot reports are reports generally rated B-3
or better by US Forces. This is a significantly reliable report that
enemy forces are located in the area reported.

EVALUATION. US manuever units are capable of reacting to new air-
nobile assault missions on a dead run with a freg order that can be
delivered orally in a few minutes time. Reliable reports are received
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anywhere from one hour to 48 hours after the event initiating the report

occurs.

(5) Air to Ground Surveillance,

OBSEVATIONo The use of the mounted starlight scope on a UH-ID has
greatly increased the capability to restrict VC movement by night. The
device is particulary useful in the surveillance ;f VC travel on major
rivers and canals. Over 300 sampans have been destroyed as a direct
result of the use of these devices. The employment of starlight scopes
in air to ground surveillance has primarily been used in the Binh Cha'nh,
Nha Be and Can .Giuoo Districts where VC sampan travel is the greatest.
The UH-1D employs 2 observers, and 2 intelligence officers who have
pre-cleared areas of fire and have direct communications with clearing
units in the areas. The observers pick up a target, and the officer
identifies it. The target is then cleared and engaged with artillery or
gunships.

EVALUATION. The use of the system of night surveillance has proven
effective in denying the VC their one major asset. The amount of sampan
activity has been reduced greatly, and the amount of supplies lost is
felt to be a major contributing factor in the failure of the VC 2d
offensive to commence.

RECOMMENDATION, The UH-ID used in this role be equipped with a
xeon searchlight to assist in identifying the target for supporting
gunships. The UH-1D should have permanent mounts to assist in providing
a stable support for the scopes.

(6) Possible Compromise of Projected Combat Operations.

OBSERVATION. Early coordination and dissemination of operation
plans and orders may tend to provide the enemy with advance/adequate warn-
ing of the intended AO or target.

EVALUATION. The Mobile Riverine Force operates throughout the central
Mekong Delta as a mobile striking force seeking targets developed by
timely and effective intelligence. As such, the 2d Brigade does not have
a specific tactical area of operation and is therefore required to effect
coordination for AO's and specified strike zones. Early coordination and
dissemination of this information, prior to the commitment of friendly
forces, is a particular disadvantage because it allows adequate time for
enemy forces to exit the Area or prepare to defend against the introduction
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of friendly forces into the AO. In addition the desired flexibility for
committing forces in any area of operation selected/designated, as a result
of immediate and concrete intelligence, is unobtainable cue to the coordin-
ation required.

e. (C) logistics.

(I) Maintenance of the Yask, Protective, Field, ABC M-17.

OBSERVATION. Recent reports have indicated that the Protective
Mask, ABC M-17, becomes ineffective against Riot Control Agent (RCA) CS
once the cheek filters become wet.

EVALUATION. Twelve new ABC M-17 masks were obtained and 11 different
test conditions were set up for each mask. One mask was used as a
control mask and exposed only to normal atmospheric conditions. The test
masks were soaked in water from six to 24 hours per day to simulate dif-
ferent conditions in the Delta. Some masks were soaked in the water
without the carrier; some were soaked in the carriers, and some were
placed in the waterproof plastic bags and then placed in the carrier and
soaked. All masks were subjected to CS daily. The CS was produced from
E49 CS Tactical Canisters which were extrated from a recovered dud E158
Minition. The E49 canister produced a cloud of CS for appre mateI six
to 14 seconds. The masks that were tested with wet filters did not
protect the personnel against the CS. No air coul be drawn through the
filters, and the CS leaked in from the facepiece. The filters were then
removed and allowed to dry from 12-24 hours each and tested with CS again.
During each subsequent test performed with dried filters, test personnel
were completely protected against the CS. It was also found that the MI
Waterproof Plastic Bag was an excellent means of keeping the mask dry
from external moisture.

RECOMMENDATION. That when the filters of the ABC M-17 mask become
wet the filters be removed and allowed to dry and then be replaced. into
the mask. That the M1 waterproof plastic bag be used to protect the
ABC M-17 mask from moisture as prescribed. That the ABC M-17 mask be
worn in the prescribed shoulder or under-arm carry, instead of the hip
carry, in order to place the mask as far above a water source as possible.

(2) Employment of the M-548 Cargo Carrier.

OBSERVATION. The 1-548 full track cargo carrier is extremely well
suited for Dtlta operations, and it has expedited combat supply.
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T-VALUATIONz It has been found that the M-548 cargo carrier vidth
its cross country mobility capabilities can greatly improve the combat
resupply of line units. The vehicle is not restricted to roads; it has
the ability to bypass road blocks and is capable of reaching locations
that were former]y inaccessible by any other means than air. The 5-60
Inf(M) has employed these vehicles to great advantage. The vehicles
assigned to the battalion support platoon transportation section were
able to resupply the forward rifle companies from the battalion trains
area located in Tan An South, to the units operating in the vicinity of
l-t Tho. Traveling across rice paddies and dikes from the closest road-
way, the vehicles on a daily basis affected unit distribution directly
to the rifle companies0

REC0 NDATION. That maneuver battalions currently operating in
the Delta region without this vehicle be permitted to request the M-548
cargo carrier through appropriate channels when in the opinion of the
battalion commander a need for the employment of this vehicle exists0

(3) Co2SIa- e Wdater JU-So

OBSERVATION. Five gallon water jugs often collapse when filled to
their capacity from the stress endured,

r VALUATION. The plastic collapsible water Jug permits maximum
quantities of fluids to be transported in a container of minimum
weight. However, the weight of the water causes considerable stress
on the plastic material when the jugs are filled, which in turn sub-
sequently causes the Jugs to collapse and break after frequent use.
A two and one-half (2.) gallon capacity collapsible jug, made of the
same composition, would be more practical in terms of reducing the
stress on the plastic material.

RECOMMENDATIONo That a two and one-half (21) gallon capacity

plastic water jug be procured for field use.

(4) _o istical Support for Armored Units.

OBS4%VATIONo The logistical requirements of an armored cavalry
squadron are uniq"e in an infantry division, and the type of infantry
division found inI CTZ 'e.g. 101st Abn Div, 1st Cay Div (AM) and 1st
and 3d Mar Div) does not have the necessary equipment or demand
histories for parts to fully support such an organization

EVALUATION0  Transfer of the 3-5 Cay to I CTZ has resulted in a
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degradation of the unit's combat capability through a rising deadline
rate. Tanks and armored personnel carriers (APO) are foreign to the
l1t Cay Div (AM) and the 101st Abn Div, and the Marinedivisions have
no APC's. Therefore, the organization of the support elements of these
units has not been readily adaptable to higher eschelon maintenance
and services on armored cavalry vehicles. Replacement parts for these
vehicles were practically non-existent upon 3-5 Ca's arrival in I CTZ.
Thus, while a cavalry squadronpoasesses great tactical mobility when
in the shadow of its rather extensive logistical umbrella provided by
its parent organization, a restriction is placed upon all capabilities
of the squadron when it moves too far from its logistical base.

RECOMMENDATION. That when the Cay squadron is separated a great
distance from its parent unit to a location where no similar organi-
zation exists to provide required logistical support, commensurate
maintenance support accompany the unit. This means that an appropriate
maintenance element, complete with a reserve of parts on the authorized
stockage list, must be placed in direct support of and move with the
squadron.

f. (C) Ora,-zation,

(1) (C). Detachment of Air CaLa4 -Troo:.

O5&?*.X _ IC't: '"he attac uent of the Air Cavalry Troop (Troop D)
from the 3-5 Cay Squadron has resulted in a decrease in the ground
capabilities of the squadron.

EVALUATION: Due to the fluid and wide ranging nature of cavalry
operations, the role of the air cavalry troop in the armored cavalry
squadron cannot be satisfactorily fulfilled by miscellaneous helicopters
temporarily in support of the squadron. The problems in command and
control have been solved by the attachment of four Offi23's, but the
squadron has experienced difficulty in finding the eneqr, fixing him
with light airmobile forces, and blocking or screening avenues of
eress wit1 aerial iires until the combat power of the bulk of the
bquadron can be brought into play through ground mobility. Conversely,
this ground mobility is also vital to the operations of the air troop,
particularly the aero-rifle platoon. This element should not b6 employed
outside the capability of forces in the area to react to heavy contact,
and tne squadron provides more of that capability on an hour-to-hour
basis than other type units. The conclusion is that the squadron is the
unit most able to utilize the capabilities of the air cavalry troop
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while at the same time protecting the troop's vulnerabilities.

RECOMENDATION. That the air cavalry troop of the 3-5 Car Squadron
not be detached in the future.

i,.. (U) Inadequate Phctoprarhic 3ection H.,

'ie The 4 ignal aLtalion .hotographic Facility has
t.e riission of providing all black and white photographic coverage
for the 9th Inf Div and attached units, except aerial photography.
This coverage includes the shooting and processing of pictures of
combat operations, both still and motion picture, public information
functions, intelligence activities, accident investigations, and
identification photographs. The present MTOE calls for one officer,
17 EM and 18 cameras, ten of which are still cameras, and the rest
motion picture cameras. Processing service is provided through the
use of one photographic darkroom group, AN/TFq-7, with two still
photographic lab specialists to process the film.

EVALUATION The present MTOE does not authorize the necessary
personnel and proper equipment required to successfully accomplish
the mission of this facility. For example, the type of cameras
authorized are totally unsuitable for coverage of combat operations
in the Republic of Vietnam. During combat operations cameras easily
become damaged, and the existing repair facilities lack the necessary
repair parts and qualified personnel to repair them. The one 35ram
camera authorized, while suitable in size wnd format, is too fragile
for use in tactical situations. The other cameras, both x5 and 7O=
combat cameras, are too bulky, cumbersone and fragile fr use in combat
operations. During combat operations black and white processing is
hindered by a lack of equipment and shortage of lab specialists The
AN/TF?-7 is physically too small and lacks the adequate space and the
necessary equipment to reproduce the number of prints required by the
d -vision. It has been determined that two still photographers and one
motion picture photographer should be assigned to each brigade as well
as four photographers assigned to provide division base camp coverage.
Due to the inadequacy of the FTOE to provide these personnel, prope-
combat photographic coverage cannot be provided. %

RECOMEDATICN. (a) That the TOE be increased to provide nine
still photographers, four motion picture photographers, six still
photographic lab specialists and one office clerk.

(b) That the authorized photographic equipment be changea to include
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ten 35mm cameras with one 35mm lens, one 50mm lens and one 135mm lens
for each camera. The KS-5 motion picture camera should be deleted and
four KS-10's (16mm motion picture cameras) added. There should be three
Ks-19's (camera, identification polaroid) and one view =amera for studio
work. The different types of cameras are needed to fulfill the diversi-
fied missions assigned this section.. Processing equipment should be
increased to allow three projection printers, two print d,7iers and one
dust proof film drier.

(c) An MTCE was submitted en 4 Mar 68.

g. (U) Other.

(1) Unsuitability of the K5-6 (70mm Combat Camera) for Tactical
DEployment.

OBSEVATION. The 9 th Inf Div Photographic Laboratory was issued the
KS-6 prior to deployment to Vietnam. This camera set includes three
lenses, and a flash unit. After one and one half years of utilization,
the KS-6 has been found to be totally unsuitable for combat photography
in Vietnam.

EVALUATION. The KS-6 is designed to utilize 70mm film in fifty
exposure casettes. It is necessary to carry an eruty casette for each
full one carried to properly load the camera. Thi& cuts in half the amount
of film the photographer can carry with him. The camera is focused with
a split-image type rangefinder which is easily knocked out of adjustment.
The focal plane shutter is made of cloth and is often torn or damaged
causing *he camera to become inoperable. Combat phc+.ographers operating
in the Delta region are continually encountering swamps, rice paddies,
and marshes, terrain which ' auses the KS-6 to quickly rust and corrode,
necessitating frequent cleani4 which is often impossible under tactical
situaticns. The camera is spring operated, wound by a hand crank and is
extremely susceptible to jamming, thereby rendering the camera inoperable.
Due to inadequate repair parts, facilities and trained personnel, -.-he
camera usually cannot be repaired in Vietnam. Probably this camera's
main disadvantage is its physical size. It has been found to be entirely
too l ilky and cumbersome for the support of combat operations.

RECOWENDATIONS. That the 70mm be used as a combat camera only when
other cameras are not available. 35mm still cameras should replace the
70mm combat camera, due to their sturdier construction, relative inexpen-
siveness,. ease '. operation, and small physical size. These 35mm cameras
are easier to maintain, and a greater amount of film and accessories
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can be carried to the field,

(2) Fctatable Antennas for Tracking the MRF C and C Ship.

OBSERVATION. Maintaining VHF communications with the USS Benewah as
it moves up and down rivers and waterways is a difficult and dangerous
task.

EVALUATION. Since the activation of the Mobile Riverine Force (MRF),
considerable difficulty has been experienced in maintaining very high
frequency (VHF) communications with the USS Benewah as it moves from
location to location. The current procedure calls for two men to climb
the AB-216 communication tower at Dong Tam and rotate the VHF antenna
in accordance with instructions received from an operator located inside
the VHF rig on the ground. This operator watches his received strength
level meter and directs the movement of the antenna via an AN/PRC-25
radio to obtain a maximum signal level reading. This procedure is
extremely dangerous due to high frequency voltage on the transmitting
antenna and the height of the antenna, about 150 feet. During the
monsoon season the problem of tracking the USS Benewah is further
compounded by high winds and rain thereby increasing the possibility of
serious injury or death to the personnel on the tower. To solve this
problem a rotatable antenna utilizing a heavy duty antenna rotor obtained
from the division MARS station has been constructed. This unit can be
easily controlled from the ground and is now ready for operational em-
ployment.

RECOMMENDATION. That six additional antenna rotors be procured for
the signal battalion to be mounted in alternate locations around the
periphery of areas designated for future MRF operations. Additional
rotors were requested under INSIt?.E action on 10 Apr 68 through 9th Inf
Div to USARVo
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3. (C) Section 3, Headquarters, Department of the Army Survey Informa-

tion: Lessons Learned from Raploment of Tactical Cover and Deception.

a. (C) Introduction of SIAy-behind Patrols.

OBSERVATION. It is highly desirable that reconnaissance and combat
patrols be introduced into an area without the knowledg of any civilians
or enemy forces in the area. A typical method is to have a company leave
behind a platoon during a routine operation.

EVALUATION. The following techniques were developed to aid in cover
and deception:

(1) Introducing a patrol to an assigned area from a direction other
than the normal base camp area by "PLANTING" the patrol in an ARVN or
RF/PF outpost. Two of these ruses resulted in contact with the enemy.

(2) Inserting the patrol with a larger force and then extracting the
cover force with the same number of aircraft utilized in the original in-
sertion by thinning out the loads and using smoke to screen the extrac-
tion.

(3) Use of dummy radio transmissions indicating the stay-behind unit
is in fact extracting and closing home station.

(4) Heavy emphasis was placed on light and noise discipline.

RE)COMMENATION. Units adopt these techniques as desired; however,
patterns should not be set.

b. (0) Base Camp Defense Ruses.

OBSERVATION. Enemy forces have detailed maps and information on
friendly outposts and base camps. An excellent map of the Rach Kien base
camp was captured from the Viet Cong.

EVALUATION. Construction of dummy bunkers, hidden firing positions,
frequent charges to the defense plan and allowances for the enemy's
knowledge in planning reaction force movement and defensive fires will
aid in thwarting the enemy. False maps of the base can be discarded in
concession areas and waste baskets. Positioning of APC's, radar, tanks,
twin 40's, quad 50's, and searchlights after dark and frequent changes
will frustrate the enemy.
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RECOMPO DATION. Deception and cover be continually applied to base
camp defense programs.

o. Airmobile Feints.

OBSERVATION, Tactical cover and deception have not been particularly
successful in !1;t Bde operations.

EVALUATION. On 6 Mar an airmobile feint was conducted north of Cai
Lay in support of the initiation of Operation TRUONG CONG DINH the fol-
lnw3ng day It did not appear to have any great effect on the enemy re-
sa.tion since the actual operational area was located 15 kilometers north-
east of My Tho. The enemy was believed to have withdrawn to the east to-
ward Go Cong, It is possible that the feint did cause enemy movements,
but t what extent is not known at present. A second feint was conducted
by 2-60 Inf to compliment an airmobile operation on 8 Apr. Significant
contacts were not established in the objective area. Again, it is diffi-
cult to assess the value unless POW's are taken, or valid post operation-
al intelligence is made available.

RECOMENDATION. The idea of tactical cover and deception is an ef-
fective counter-intelligence method. It is felt that feints closer to
the objectlve area would have a much greater effect on enemy movements
This idea deserves greater study and use with stress on feinting on mul-
tiple LZs and varying the distance of the feint from the suspected tar-
get

d. Deneption Measures Employed by the MRRFo

0BSERVATION. Daring the reporting period the enemy employed sophis-
ticated electronic and receiver/transmitter equipment to interceptq jam,
monitor and transmit on the 2d Bde's command and operation and intelli-
gence nets. The en-iiy's activities were designed not only to intercept
the brigade's communications but also to gain information in detail of
combat operations. Several measures were employed to deceive the enemy
of atual situations and activities occurring during the conduct of
opeTtions, Those deceptive measures employed included:

(1) Spiradic dissemination of "fake" operation orders throughout an
area by aircraft.

Dissemination of deceptive radio transmissions of tactical in-
fol in concerning deployment/employment c-f forces. Schemes of
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maneuvers were transmitted in the clear to confuse the enemy as to actual
plans.

(5) Requesting two or more areas of operations (AO) for each opera-
tion planned.

(4) Eployment of artillery and air strikes in areas other than the
"true" AO.

(5) Deceptive movement of river assault crafts to and throughout
waterways in areas'other than the intended AO.

(6) Overflight of deception AO by OH-23 aircraft while limiting
reconnaissance of actual AO.

(7) Colaboration with sector and district advisors to pass deceptive
information as to actual AO.

EVALUATION. Although the countermeasures employed were generally
basio in nature, they were effective.

RECOMNDATION. None.

28 Incl JULIAN JA L
1. 9th Inf Div Organization/ Jor er USA

Task Organization and Unit Comm
Locations

2. b , of may P:ro.nel
3. Tactical Area of Interest (TAOI)
4, Personnel and Administration Data
5. Enemy Unit Locations
6. Artillery Support
7. G-3 Air Operational Support Chart

. ... _ " l_ . -- Withdrawn, HQ, DA

13. 2d Bde ORLL
14. 3d Bde ORLL (Inclosure 6 only)
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18, ',h Gig anu GRLL

"a00, * epezatio RIE (1t~)ithdrawn, HQ, DA
V1. GGAAR Opemt onot~ (2cj Bd Withdrawn, HQ, DA; pub sep as 68X042
12.GAH prto OfflfNAffe M! (2 n U'F Withdrawn, HQ,DA; pub sep as 68X043
23. GOAAH GOrtier. TRUONG GONG DINH (24 Bdi.)1thdrawn,HQ,DA;pub sep as 68XO44

24. OQAAI Operation. immIiLss 31 M ~ NONithdrawn, HQ, DA
,25 eeAAR eprto QUY TKANG (3d Id.*)Withdrawn, HIQ, DA; pub sep as 68X046
26. OOAF G~ratien WORTH (3 5 Cav-) Withdrawn, HQ. DA
.2?. COAAR Qperg*.4;n KILO (5 5 CaM) Withdrawn, HQ, DA

28.,CO~R OeraionCRLLTON (3-5 Cgv)withdrawn, HQ, DA
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DA, HQ II FFORCEV, APO San Francisco 96266

THRU: Conmanding General, US Army Vietnam, ATTN: AVHGC(DST), APO 96375

Comander, US Army Pacific, ATTN: GPOP-OT, APO 96558

TO: Assistant Chief of Staff for Force Development, Department of the
Army, Wahington, D.C. 20310

1. Subject report is forwarded.

2. This command has reviewed the attached Operational Report-Lessons
Learned of the 9th Infaiitxy Division, Volume I and II, and concurs with
it.

FOR THE COMMANDER:

/s/o. B. Fory

/t/o. B. FORY
ILT, AGC
Asst AG

ARTHUR KI ARNOLD
OPT, GS
Op Off, Doe Br, DST Div
OACofS, G3

goI

! ! .. . - . .. -.. .. ---
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HEADQUARTERS, US ARMY VIETNAM, APO San Francisco 96375 1 JUL 1968

TO: Commander in Chief, United States Army, Pacific, ATTN: GPOP-DT,
APO 96558

1. (U) This headquarters has reviewed the Operational Report-Lessons
Learned for the quarterly period ending 30 April 1968 from Headquarters,
9th Infantry Division.

2. (C) Comments follow:

a. Reference item concerning medical assistance to local Vietnamese
hospitals, page 57, paragraph 2a(3): Nonconcur. Assistance of this type
is part of the mission of the Province Health Assistance Program (PHAP)
conducted by USAID.

b. Reference item concerning Xenon Infrared Search Light, page 59,
paragraph 2b(4). A message was prepared and dispatched by this head-
quarters recommending DOI for Xenon Search Lights as one per APC in
armored, mechanized armored cavalry scout units.

c. Reference item concerning Utilization of Wire Team, page 59,
paragraph 2b(5). The Signal Support Operations Company deployed under
MTOE 11-39E, USCONARC 1/67 dated 12 August 1966. Under this MTOE, the
company is authorized six cable teams. The division base was not stand-
ardized because of its impending riverine configuration. When the unit
is reconfigured, eight cable teams should be included in the MTOE that
is developed.

d. Reference item concerning the use of CS against bunkers, page 61
paragraph 2b(9): Concur. Operational quantities of the experimental
version of the Cartridge, 40mm, Tactical CS, have been requested pending
type classification of an improved cartridge.

e. Reference item concerning ground surveillance radar training, page
66, paragraph 2c(1): Nonconcur. The recommendation that all infantrymen
receive ground surveillance radar training is not feasible. School
trained radar operators can best be supplemented by personnel at the unit
level, where training can be conducted in view of specific needs, envi-
ronment, area of operations, and mission of the unit. As an interim
measure before school trained operators become available in-country,
USARV has established a GSR training team which is available to the Field
Forces and Provisional Corps Vietnam.
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f. Reference item concerning Military Intelligence Detachment lan-
guage capability, page 68, paragraph 2d(2): Concur. The present short-
age of linguists throughout USARV has precluded the assignment of the
desired number of linguists to MID's. Beginning in September 1968; a
considerable increase in the input of US linguists is expected. The
organization of division MID's within USARV has recently been stand-
ardized at a strength of 96; included in this standard organization is
a requirement for 46 linguists (11-Off, 4-WO, 31 E24). These linguists
have been included in the FY 1971 projected requirements and it was
recommended that 29 of these linguists be graduates of the 47-week
course, 13 be graduates of the 32-week course, and 4 be graduates of
the 12-week course.

g. Reference item concerning air to ground surveillance, page 69,
paragraph 2d(5).

(1) Twenty-one 2.2 KW Airborne Xenon Searchlights (AN/ASS-l) were
received in July 1967. 9th Infantry Division was issued one for eval-
uation. Although a formal evaluation was not conducted on these search-
lights, general comments gathered by ACTIV were not favorable. A
lightweight 30 KW Xenon Searchlight (white light only) is expected to
arrive in a few months for evaluation. This system, without IR capabil-
ity, may prove to be a better system.

(2) The value of fabricating a permanent mount to assist in provid-
ing a stable support for the starlight scope is questionable since
vibrations of the aircraft will be transmitted directly to the scope
and may render it unusable.

h. Reference item concerning five gallon water Jugs, page 71, para-
graph 2e(3): Nonconcur. A three gallon, free drop water container is
currently available in the supply system.

i. Reierence item concerning logistical support for armored unit,
page 71, paragraph 2e(4): Concur. Recommend the parent organization
attach commensurate maintenance support from the Division Base to pro-
vide required logistical support and deploy the unit complete with
attached maintenance capability to include ASL drawn from the division
basic load. Nondivisional Direct and General Maintenance Support
requirements are available in I CTZ. Appropriate coordination for
DS/GS maintenance support should be effected with the CO, Da Nang
Support Coand.
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AVHGC-DST (12 May 68) 2d Ind (C)
SUBJECT: Operational Report of 9th Infantry Division for Period

Ending 30 April 1968, RCS CSFOR (RI) (U)

j. Reference item concerning the detachment of the air cavalry
troop, page 72, paragraph 2f(l): Concur. Maximum combat effective-
ness is obtained when the cavalry squadron is employed as a complete
tactical unit.

k. Reference item concerning inadequate photographic section,
MTOE, page 73, paragraph 2f(2): Concur. An increase is justifiable
in view of the operational use being made of the photographic section.

1. Reference item concerning unsuitability of the KS-6 combat
camera for tactical employments, page 74, paragraph 2g(l). Comments
in this paragraph and in paragraph 2f(2) on authorized combat cameras
in general appear overly severe in view of the fact that other units
find them satisfactory. It is possible that operator unfamiliarity
with equipment and carelessness in handling might be contributing
causes. Recommend that units submit unsatisfactory equipment reports
in accordance with provisions of TM 38-750. It should be noted that
the KS-6 and KS-14 cameras are being replaced in the system.

m. Reference item concerning rotatable antennas for tracking the
MRF C and C ship, page 75, paragraph 2g(2): Concur. The following
action has been taken to procure the subject items:

(1) USAEC01$ was contacted to determine if suitable replacement
items were available in the supply system.

(2) An ENSURE request is now being processed for operational
quantities.

FOR THE C0MANDER:

Captan. ACr

Copies furnished: Assibtant Adjutant General

: 9th Tnf Div
HQ, II FFORCEV
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I GPOP-DT (12 May 68) 3d Ind (U)
SUBJECT: Operational Report of HQ, 9th Inf Div for Period Ending

30 April 1968, RCS CSFOR-65 (R1)

HQ, US Army, Pacific, APO Son Francisco 96558 1 9 JUL 1368

TO: Assistant Chief of Staff for Force Development, Department of the
Army, Washington, D. C. 20310

This headquarters has evaluated subject report and forwarding indorse-
ments and concurs in the report as indorsed.

FOR THE COMMANDER IN CHIEF:

1 .OSBOURN

MAJ, AGC
Asst AG
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ORGANIZATI ON

ASSIGNED UNITS

HHC 9th Inf Div 45th Inf Plt SD
HHC 1st Bde lit Air Boat Plat
EEC 2d Bde 2d Air Boat Plat
EEC 3d Bde E/5oth Inf (LRP)
HE Div Arty Task Force Forsyth
2-39 Inf Task Force Funston
5-39 Inf H'IC & Band, DISCOM
4-39 Inf 9th S&T Bi
2-47 Inf (M) 709th Maint En
3-47 Inf 9th Med Bn
4-47 Inf Reliable Aoademy
2-60 Inf 9th MI Det
3-60 inf 39th Chem Det
5-60 Inf (M) 19th Mil Hist Det
3-5 Cav 47th Mil Hist Det
6-31 Inf 18th PI Det
1-11 Arty 19th PI Dot
2-4 Arty 65th Inf Plat 'w'ombat Tracker)
1-84 Arty ATTACHED UNITS
3-34 Arty 11th ACR
9th Avn Bn 335th RRC
15th Er Bn 137th Med
9th Sig Bn 5-2 Arty (AWSP) (DS)
9th MP Co OPCON U. _rS
43d inf Pit SD RovAl Thai Army Volunteer

Regikent (RTAVR)
2-3 Inf

DOWNGRADED AT THREE YEAR INTERVALS
IECLASSIFIED AFTER TWELVE YEARS

Inclosure 'a DOD DIR 5200.10
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Task Organization and Unit
Locations as of 0600H

9th Wt Div Main BERCAT YT 1600

D/3-5 Cav BEARCAT T 1600

9tb Inf Div Fwd DONG TAM XS 4145

15 EnWr B DONO TAM XS 4143

9th Iuf Div ArU BEARCAT YS 1799

1-84 Arty (-) DONG TAM XS 4143

A/1-84 Arty BEARCAT YS 1699

B/1-84 Arty (4 Tubes) FSPB PARKER XS 2051

(2 Tubes) FRENCH FORT XS 8962

0/1-84 Arty (3 Tubes) TAN AN XS 5565

(3 Tubes) FSPB SOKE XS 7977

D/1-84 Arty (2 Tubes) LONG TEANE YS 1292

(2 Tubes) FSPB PARKER XS 2051

A/7-8 Arty (GSR) BN LUC XS 6376

7-9 Arty (-) (GSR) BEARCAT YS 1699

C/7-9 Arty FSPB GREY YS 2093

D/2-13 Arty (GSR) RA BE XS 9182

B/1-27 Arty (GSR) FSPB SMOKE XS 7977

DOWGADED AT THM YEAR INTEUALS
DECLASSIFIED AFTER TWELVE YEARS

Inol lb DOD DIR 520.10
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0 ION EOPL6 ROAD (DUONG CUA DAN)

let Bde 
XS 4049

2-39 Irif FSPB MOORE XS 2650

A/2-39 I f XS 2955
B/2-39 Irf FSPB AMBERT XS 3349

E/2-39 It 
XS 2449

C/5-60 Inf (M) FSPB LAMB xs 3349

2-60 Inf (-) MY PHUOC TAY XS 2059

A/2-60 Inf XS 2357

./c/2-6o Inf 
XS 2358

1-11 Arty (-) (DS) flONG TAM XS 4143

A/i-11 Arty FSPB MOORE XS 2650

B/1-11 Arty 14Y PEUOC TAY XS 2059

C/1-11 Arty DONG TAM XS 4143

OIERAT1ON TRUONG CONG DIB

2nd Bde NB XS 4041

4-47 In C-) RB XS 4041

A/4-47 In.f 
xs 3543

C/E/4-47 Inf 
XS 3544

3-47 Int -) RB XS 4041

D T I1
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A/5-.47 Ins f4
33/3-47 mId XS 3140
B/3-47 IWf XS 4547

c/3-47 Im XS 4049
E/3-47 Inf XS 3749

31-34 Arty (-) (Atoh 2nd Bdo) XS 2939

A/3-34 Arty XS 1342
C/3-34 Arty Xs 3140

OToTzo T UNG , 
314

3dd TAN I s 5565

3-39 It (-) RAM KM XS 7470

A/3-39 In.!(- FRMi2CH Fm XS 8961

B13-39 IWI AN M TAN XS 6667
0/3-39 IW. (-) XS 8977

5-60 Inf. () (-) XS 6376

A/5-60 In XE 6472

4-39 Inf (m)u BE XS 9182
A/4-39 In! TAN ThU XS 6562
3/4-39 In! CT LAI XS 9687

2-3 In! (-) FSP S XS 7977
B/D/2-3 la PB DAGGER XS 8082

6-31 In! (-) BIu CHA XS 7279

A/6-31 la XS 6376
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C/6-31 In 

XS 6472

D/6-31 In! XS 7481

F/6-31 Inf S 7080

C/15 Sngr Bn TAN AN XS 5565
2-4 Arty (DS) TAN AN XS 5565

A/2-4 Arty (-) (4 Tubes) RACH KIEN XS 7469

(2 Tubes) BEN LUC X3 6376
B/2-4 Arty (-) (4 Tubas) BINH Phuoc X3 6155

(2 Tubes) BEN LUC XS 6562

C/2-4 Arty (-) (4 Tubes) TAN T1RU XS 6562

(2 Tubes) TA0 AN XS 5565

A/2-40 Arty (DS 2-3 Inf) F$P8 XYKE XS 7,977
RTAVR B-ARCAT YT 1601

2/RTAVR 
YS 1082

3/RTAVR 
YS 1486

4/RTAVR YS 1484

Btry RTAVR (DS) ' 13e6

TF Forsyth 
IARCAT YS 1799

2-47 Inf (m) (-) YT 0802

A/2-47 In! (M) £INH S5N YS 219j
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B/2-47 Inf (m) T00

X/l 5 Eng Bn BEARAT YT 1600

OPRATNN HOFTAC I

TF Funston DONG TANI XS 4143

3-60 Inf (-).oNG rAr XS 4143

B/3-60 Imt VINE K114 XS 3644

C/3-60 mtf FSB PA-KR ).S 2051
B/3-60 Inf XS 4345

Rcn/5-60 mt n) DONG TAM XS 4143

CONFP(DENTI A L
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CONFIDENT1A( 30 April11968
Personnel and Administration Data (U)

1. (C) Maintenance of Unit Strength:

a. Division Strength:
(Comparison a5 of 1 Feb 68 - 30 Apr 68)

0FFIGMS ENLISTED

Authorized Assigned Authorized Assigned

Feb 1206 1209 15000 14872

Mar 1208 1201 15002 15291

Apr 1265 1260 15913 15888

(Strength by Month)

Authorized Assigned Prsent for Duty

OFF WO ENL OFF WO ENL OFF WO ENL

Feb 1023 183 15000 1061 148 14872 1211 162 14999

Mar 1025 183 15002 1048 153 15291 U94 165 15092

Apr 1081 184 15913 1106 154 15888 1202 153 15809

bo Gains:

OFF WO EM AGG

Feb 54 6 1393 1453

Mar 89 9 1739 1837

Apr 93 7 2170 2270

DCNF ADED AT 3 YR TNTERVALS
DECLASSIFIED AFE- 12 YRS

Incl 4 DOD DM 5200.10
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c. Casualties:

KHA WHA

OFF WO EM OFF WO SM

Feb 21 142 94 4 1279

Mar 8 104 40 676

Apr 3 105 33 4 521

NBD NBI

OFF WO EM OFF dO EM

Feb ......

Mar - - 1 - --

Apr - - 4 - 43

d. Analysis of Casualties:

SMALL BOOBY
MINEZ ARMS MCRTAR TRAPS SNIPER OTHM

S&D 88 1047 117 252 46 234

Defense 10 14 112 1 9

Convoy 67 23 31 1 20

Patrol 12 37 30 9 1 9

Base Areas 1 7 478 1 9

In Flight 5 1 2 1 8

Ambush 6 4 1 8

Attack 1 2 71

Other 26 47 15 31 3 36

CONJFJ ItFN AL
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K}{A WHA

Mortar 72 787

Mines 31 174

Small Arms 190 998

Booby Traps 15 180

Sniper 17 36

Other 26 300

(Location of Wound)

KHA ',WHA

Leg 14 897

Arm 5 778

Head 150 380

Chest 78 78

Stomach 19 44

Other 64 257

2. (U) Personnel Management:

a. An artillery lieutenant infusion program was successfully
completed with the 108th Artillery Group. This action reduced a
September rotational hump within the Division Artillery. Another
infusion program is being planned with z he I st Infantry Division to
reduce an October rotational hump for artillery lieutenants.

b. The assignment of a complete new infantry battalion will
cause a rotational hump during March of 1969. Intra-division infusion
will begin during the month of August and continue until the rotational
peak is within the USARV standard.

CONFTINTIAL
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3. (U) Development and Maintenance of Morale:

a. Morale continues to be high in all units,

b. Special Services Activities.

(1) Facilities:

(a) Swimming Pool - The swimming pool at Dong Tam received direct
mortar hits on 7 February 1968, causing extensive damage to the liners.
It was repaired and reopened; however, a new liner is on order and should
arrive on or about 15 June 1968 .

(b) Craft Shop - The Craft Shop at Dong Tam was formally opened on
12 February 1968. The shop includes facilities for woodwork, photography
development, and a sales outlet. On 18 February 1968, the sales outlet
received a direct mortar hit. The damage was not extensive, and the out-
let reopened within a few days.

(c) Golf Course - An eighteen hole miniature golf course was erected
at Dong Tam Base. Opening day was 5 April 1968.

(d) Library - A 4,000 square foot air conditioned library was opened
on 13 February 1968 at Dong Tam Base. On 18 February 1968, it received
direct hits from mortar and recoilles rifle fire. The library was re-
paired and reopened within a few days.

(e) Service Club - The Service Club at Dong Tam Base received direct
hits from mortar fire on 7 February 1968 and 8 February 1968, However,
it remained open during repairs.

(2) Entertainment:

(a) U50 Handshake Tours. DATE

Professional Footoall Players 5 Feb 68

Robert Bray 10 Feb 68

Ed Bealey 25 Mar 68

Cal Tinney 12-14 Apr 68

(b) USO Shows

Berri Lee - Melody Engle Magic Show 5 Apr 68
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RFD Hollywood Show - 22 Apr 68

(3) Rest an Recuperation Allocation and Utilization:

MONTH ALLOCATION TOTAL USED % OF UTILIZATION

Feb 1402- 1o86 77.5

Mar 1299 i1114 83.1

Apr 1265 1199 95.6

Percent of utilization was low because of the peak rotation
period and the Tet Offensive.

(4) Spcrts. Softball - A new softball field, located at 5th and G
streets, Bearcat, was completed for the division softball season which
began on 15 February 1968 and ended 13 April 1968. Twenty one teams par-'
ticipated in the program with the 709th Yintenance Battalion winning the
division championship followed by the 9th Administration Company placing
second.

c. Postal Services. During this quarter, mail and financial business
of APO 96370 reached its peak and subsequently began to decline for the
first time since the arrival of the 9th Infantry Division in Vietnam.
Air delivery to Tan An to sevice troops of the 3d Erigade was initiated
using Air Force C7A (Caribou) aircraft. A permanent finance unit was
established aboard the USS Benewah to sevice personnel of the Yobile
Riverine Force (1.RF). A mobile finance servize to other ships of the
WF was also initiated. The manning level of the Dcng Tam finance unit

was increased to cope with the large number of units relocating to that
area. A new AG administration replacement mail room was opened at the
Reliable Academy. This is staffed by personnel of APO 96370 and delivers
mail daily to incoming replacements. A method of screening incoming and
outgoing parcel post for contraband was initiated at APO 96370. This was
such a success in the 9th Inf Div that it was soon adopted by USARV as
standard operating procedures for all USARV postal units, The 48th
Army Postal Unit (APU) arrived and began a period of training under
the technical supervision of APO 96370 personnel. The 48th APU, opera-
ting APO 96370, will serve non-divisional units assigned to Bearcat. The
Tet Offensive resulted in a three day curtailment of mail service for
the 9th Inf Div. However, through coordinated utilization of available
air and ground transportation assets, normal mail service was resumed within
the 9th Inf Div prior to most other postal operations in U5ARV.
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d. Awards and Decoration. Awards issued (I February 1968 - 30 April

1968),

UNTr MH DSC SS LM DFC SM BsV) B s AM ACK(V) ACM PH

Ist Bde 2 1 13 1 5 4
2d Bde 1 3 3 5 11
3d Bde 3 7 10 2 1 13
2/39 Inf 1 15 18 7 1 10 191
3/39 Ih 5 1 16 29 83 14 23 123
4/39 Inf 5 5 10 8 23 30
2/47 Inf 16 2 48 17 7 5 31 105
3/47 In£ 21 52 15 1 1 29 12 175
4/47 Inf 1 2 2 12 12 1 50 9 39 115
2/60 Inf 13 21 29 82 49 37 71
3/60 Inf 29 5 66 20 2 37 21 195
5/60 Irif 9 2 43 17 22 13 11 227
335 Rad Res Co 1
39 Cml gad Dot 3 1
18 PI Det 1 1
9 MI Dot 2 8 5
19 Idl Hist DOet 2
43 InL Plt 1 2
45 Inf Plt S 1
Div Arty 1 2 8 25 2 8 2
1/11 Arty 1 1 4 5 25 8
2/4 Arty 20 12 2 34 31 34
3/34 Arty 8 1 14 4 2 32 31 10
1/84 Arty 2 4 13 22 20 11
HHCBD 1 4 1 17 1
9 Admin 9 41 3
9 S &T 2 3 11 1

Y7i
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WEI )UI DSC SS LM FC SM BS (V) S AM ACM(V) ACM P

9 Md 4 6 3 2 36 1
709 Haint 1 43
9 Avn 6 1 2 12 436 35 6

3/5 Cav 4 6 7 26 1 A I 29 50 151
15 ngr 1 1 4 12 1 2 45 27

9 Sig 2 3 4 1 35 18
9HPB 6 1 9 11 1
HHC Div 4 4 9, 9 1 32 6
E Co 50 W 3 19 3 6

1 ACR 6 2 50 54 4 160 21 111 8
1097 Trans 1 2 1 1
OTH1 1 3 5

TOTU. 1 139 1 12 19 419 378 23 1134 335 827 1554

GRLAND TOTAL: 4842

e. Re igious Services:

C atholis Jevish Protestant Totals

Number
of Services 550 3. 983 1,467

Attendance 19,012 659 32,179 51,850

Memorial
Services 23 0 102 125

Hospit al
Visits 235 0 470 705
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There are no Jewish Chaplains assigned to the division; however, Chaplain
Breslau from the 101st Airborne Division visited Camp Mart'n Cox on 15-18
February 1968 and Dong Tam Base on 21-25 February 1969.

f. Red Cross

(1) The Red Cross support rendered during the reporting period was
as foflouse

CASLS WANS/ EBN MuCy
HANDILD GRANTS (ANT) LEAVE REPRTS

February 1251 15 ($2135-.00) 147 796

March 1340 11 ($1695.00) 175 963

APri l 1260 24 (42675.00) 169 892

(2) The amber of cases handled each month remained constant during
the quarter, averaging slightly more than 1250 per month. There continues
to be a large number of requests for reports of family members in CCUS.
Most of the requests are due to non-receipt of mail or delayed mail. The
figires shown above are not considered high for a cnand of this size.

(3) '&1 6 Red Cross Clubnobile girls made a total of 505 visits to

units throughPt the 9th Inf Div durirg this period.

g. Education Center

(1) Dur ing this quarter the following number of soldiers participated
in the division education program:

GED Tests (completed) 132

GED Tests (I or mme
parts) 114

High School Courses 85

College Courses 230

Technical Courses 8

College Comprehension Test 72

Total Number of Registra-
tions 323
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Total Number of Participants 584

(2) The following additional educational material and equipment has
been received by the Education Centert

(a) Seven automated reading machines.

(b) New Testing materials, Aptitude lassification Battery.

(c) Reference Materialn.

(d) USAFI instructional materials fcr 25 students in the following
Group Study areast

1. English H.S.

2. Mathematics H.S. - College

3. Natural Science H.S.

4. Business H.S. - College

. Accounting - College

4. (C) Maintenance of Discipline, Law and Order.

a. Discipline.

(1) Crimes Against Persons and Property: The division has experienced
a decrease in these types of crimes. Statistics are as follows:

Persons and (3 mos) (3 mos)
Property NOV DEC JAN TOTAL FEB MAR APR TOTAL

Total 35 24 16 75 18 15 17 50

Murder 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0

Manslaughter 0 1 0 1 1 0 2 3

Rape 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0

Carnal Knowledge 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Agg. Assault 2 1 1 4 5 3 7 15

CONFMDENTIAL
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Persons and (3 mos) (3 mos)
Property NOV DEC JAN TOTAL FEB MAR APR TOTAL

Assault 6 3 1 10 3 7 1 11

Robbery 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

Burglary &
Housebreaking 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0

Larceny (over $50)3 2 0 5 4 2 2 8

Larceny (under
$50) 1 0 4 5 4 2 2 8

'ongful
Appropriation 5 2 2 9 1 0 2 3

Fraud 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Other 18 12 8 38 0 0 0 0

(2) iscellaneous and Military Offenses: The division has experienced
a significant increase in this category. This indicates a need for in-
creased emphasis by unit commanders in the enforcement of these rules and
regulations.

(3 mos) (3 mos)
NO! DEC JAN TOTAL FE VAR APR' TOTAL

Total Misc
Mil Offenses 14 23 14 5I 16 13 16 45

Disorderly
Conduct 7 9 5 21 6 6 5 17

Non-Narcotic
AbMse Drugs 4 8 0 12 6 2 8 16

Black VArket 0 0 2 2 0 1 2 3

Sexual Offenses 1 2 0 3 0 0 0 0

Others 2 4 7 13 4 4 1 9

101
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(3 moB) (3 Mos)
NOV DEC JAN TOTAL FEB MAR APR TOTAL

Total Military
Offenses 110 113 77 300 -147 184 128 459

AWOL 1 1 .3 5 2 2 2 6

Of f Limits 12 1. 52 79 50 68 89 207

Violation of
Regulations 23 16 4 43 10 6 8 24

Other 37 45 9 91 55 70 15 140

Weapons Viola-
tions (Incl in
others) 2 2 4 4 4 0 8

Uniform Viola-
tions (Incl
others) 37 34 7 78 26 34 14 74

(3) Traffic Offensest The division experienced an increase in the
mumber of traffic offenses in almost every category. The only significant
reduction was noticed in reckless driving (from 19 to 2). This increase
in traffic violations can be attributed to the increased amount of traffic
on the highways and also to the many convoys moving to and from Dong Tam.

Statistics are as follows:

Traffic (3 mos) (3 moe)
Offenses NOV DEC JAN TOTAL FEB MAR APR TOTAL

Total Traffic
Offender (Mil) 87 85 50 222 79 90 77 2k6

Veh Homicide
Involmansl (PO) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Negligent Homicide
(Vii) 0 1 2 3 3 0 0

Drunk Driving
(xii)0 0 1 1 1 1 0 2

CONFIDENTIAL
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Traffic (3 mos) (3 mos)off enses NOV DEC JAN TOTAL FEB MAR APR TOTAL

Reckless Driving
0Fov) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Reckless Driving
(Sil) 0 0 19 19 1 1 0 2

speeding (POV). 0 0 Q 0 0 0 0 0

Speeding (Nil) 38 6 1 75 30 39 22 92

Other oving
Violations (POV) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Other Violations
(except parking)
Mil 13 23 17 53 22 20 29 71

Fleeing Scene of
Accident (Mil) 0 2 0 2 0 1 0 1

(4) The prisoner population during this period remained within the
normal range of experience. The division prisoner population in the UARV
Stockade is 49, the same as for the preceding quarter. Of this total, 8
are in pretrial confinement, 7 have been stentenced by gereral court-martial,
33 have been sentenced by special court-martial, and 1 has been sentenced
by summary court-martial.

(5) Sixty-two CID Reports of Investigation were received this quarter.
Very noticeable is the number of cases closed this quarter, six more than
during the preceding quarter.

(3 mos) (3 moo)
CID Case NOV DEC JAN TOTAL FEB MAR APR TOTAL

Opened 27 21 14 62 16 31 15 62

Closed 14 18 13 45 12 19 20 51_

b. Military Justice: During this period, five enlisted members were
tried by general court-martial. This is a- decrease of four cases tried by
general court-martial from the previous quarter. No significant disci-
plinary trends or problem areas were noted. In some cases more than one
offense was charged and a breakdown of the offenses charged and tried by
general court-martial during this quarters follows:

N ID

CON ID?.NTIA,
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Offenses Charged Number Charged

Involuntary manslaughter t 2

Aggravated Assault: 1

Hurder: 2

Attompt to excape from lawful confinement: 1

Conspiracy (to escape from confinement): 1

c. Prisoners of War:

(3 mos) (3 mos)
PWRF.,P T NOV DEC JAN TOTAL FEB MAR APR TOTAL

PWs 64 -43 22 129 12 54 58 124

Returnees 2 2 0 4 0 0 0 0

Civil Defendants 26 52 27 105 23 51 88 162

Innocent Civil-
ians 321 352 272 945 130 269 270 969

Medical Evacuated 0 19 13 32 2 10 2 14

TOTAL 413 468 334 1215 167 384 418 969

-D4 D
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BINH BINH

271 MF D'f'O L F

D~INT BIJ HUL

LONG HC

Series L7014 Sheets

that comprise TACI

DOWNGRAIh AT 3YEAR INTERVALS 6228 1, II, III, IV 630o I, ii, III
LLA IZD AF.TR 12 Ya;ARS 6328 111, IV 6331 IV

DOD DIR 5200.10 6129 I, !1, 111, IV 6430 1, 111, IV
6229 1, 11, 111, IV 6430 1, 11
6230 111 6431 I
6329 1, 11, 111, IV 6530 I, IV

6531 I11I, 111, IV

Incl 51
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ARTI,.LY SUPPORT

SUMMARY OF ROUNDS FIRED
ARTILLERY WITH THE 9TH INFANTRY DIVISION

1 February 68 - 30 Aril 68

DIVISIN ARTILLERY

105mm H ITZER 155mm HOWITZE 8", HOWITZR

YISSIONS ROUNDS MISSIONS ROUNDS MISSIONS ROUNDS

15467 280862 6279 59168 1794 8953

NON-DIVISION ARTILLERY

105m HOWITZR 155mm HCYdITZMI

1:ISSION ROUNDS MISSIONS ROUNDS

4859 32798 1737 28234

FIRED IN SUPPatT OF ARVN - RF/PF

105mm HOrITZER 155 - HOWITZER

MISSIONS RCUNDS MISSIONS ROUNDS

3003 13491 189 3406

Inci 6 JCWN GRAIED AT 3 YEARl INTERVALS
DLCLALSIFIED AFT'ER 12 Y'-;ARS
DOD CIR 5200,10

J 'E
C ONIFIDF:NT IAL
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Gj AIR O1i ,ivVx'qAL SUPPORT CHAT

MONTH k EBRUK Y MAR..ii . APRIL TOTALS

MISSIONS 260 250 173 713

SORTHES 502 532 336 1370
BOMB 367,50 486.25 285.50 1139.25

NAPAW
(TONS) 241,25 18..0 157.50 582.9

DEST 46 235 1029

ELiDG
DAM 43 283 193 969

BUNKS
DEBT 360 4743 84 1218

BUNKERS
DAM 186 345 244 775

KB& (BC) 26 45 27 98

KBA
l(O-ss) 32 82 80 194

SEC
EX, 25-, . 35 18 78

DET 11 25 14 50

S ANS 1
DA )7 61t 14

DOWNGRADED AT 3XE flTERVAIS
DECLASSIFIMD ATM 12 YRS

Inclosure 7 DOD 5200- 4,

CON FIV ENTIAL
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Class V Supply

I February - 24 Febr.ary 1968

ITEM AUTH AMOUNT DRAWN

81 ' Illum 4,664 4,664

81 ,X HE 1,0950 13,388

105WM HE 75,342 58,428

Gren HD Sink Yel 6,200 4,096

Yine Claymore 4,774 3,072

.L. iLium 'D WS Clust 955 949

Sig Illum GD WS Para 927 932

Flare, Surface Trip 8,571 4,432

25 Fe iary - 24 March 1968

Mini Gun Ammo 170,679 279,675

40M HE 45,847 36,564

81 W Ilium 4,840 1,984

81MM HE 14,355 8,655

IO510 . HE 72,035 59,202

Gren HD Frag 26,420 12,486

Gren HD Smk Yel 6,370 5,814

DOWNGRADED AT I YR INTERVALS
DECLASSIFIEL AFTER 12 YRS

Incl 8 DOD DIR 5200.10
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30 April 1968

ITEM AMH AMOUNT LRAWN

66MM HE At 2,451 1,126

Minc Claymore 4,902 2,406

Agent CS-I 25,370 32,680

Sig Ilium GD '5 Ciust 980 849

Sig Ilium GD WS Para 1,633 1,454

Flare Surface Trip 12,446 5,117

4.2" HL w/Fuze PD 1,788 5,117

4.2" Ilium 1,767 1,520

105MM SK WP 462 792

Rkt 2.75 HE W/MTR Drawn as Required

25 Varch thru 24 April 1968

40MM HE 46,562 28,798

61 Y Ilium 2,731 2,963

81MM HE 27,308 14,455

105MM HE 50,754 74,856

105MM Ilium 2,539 1,170

!C5MM 6K WP 14271 1,766

4o2" Ilium 561 230

Chg Prop 8" GB 480 825

Gren HD Frag 19,431 11,530
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30 April 1968

ITEM ALIH AMOUNT DRAWN

Gren HL Off 850 820

Gren HD SK Yel 6,3D0 2,418

Rkt- HE 66mm AT 1,457 1,395

Mine Claymore 2,917 2,107

Chemical CSI 15,440 lbs 15,600 lbs

Sig Illum GD WS Clus 1 ,008 552

Sig Ilum GD 1 S Para I ,620 1,071

Flare A/C Para 1 ,835 42

Other Ammunition Drawn

N0MECLATURE AMOUNT IRAWN

Ctg, 81MM HE w/o F%,o" 858

Ctg;, 81M ;K WP w/Fuze PD 1,522

Ct& 81MM HE w/o Fuze 1,316

tg, 811 SMK WE w/Fuze PD 3,060

Ctg, 90i Cannister 72

- Ctg, 90KM- HE w/Fuze PD 180

Ctg, 90MM HVAP-T 50

Ctg, 9MM HEAT w/Fuze PID 658

3
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30 April. 1968

NOMCLATURE AMOUNT M AWR

Ctg, 90. Cannister AP f/Rifle 349

Ctg, 105M Illum 10,194

Ct9, 105M Leaflet 436

Ctg, 105MM ShX, HC 2,274

Ctg, 105M SMK, Red 80

Ctg, 105 SMK, Yellow 6,930

Ctg, 105MM AP w/Fuze V2 309

Ctg, 106 WM HEAT f/rifle 50

Ctg, 106M. HEP-T f/rifle 362

CtE, 4.2" Mortar HE w/Fuze PD 18,582

Ctg, 4.2" Mortar HE w/o Fuze 3,096

Ctg, 4.2" Mortar Illum 3,206

Ctg, 4.2" Mortar SYK, .. P, P 994

CtF, 4.2" Mortar SYI, "WP 822

Proj, 155M Illum 2,168

Chg, Prop, 155WM White Bag 46,775

Proj, 155YM HE w/o Fruze 58,959

ProJ, 8" HE w/o Fuze 9,032

CONFI O ENfAL
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30 April 1966

&perimental. Ammunition During Period

).N0oKU kTUM AUTH DRAWN_

Ctg, 40MM Multishot 8,277 3,240

Ctg, 40MM CS 776 648

Tactical CS Laiincher E-8 463 212

Ctg, 90MM RR, HE 190 110

Ctg, 4.21 CS 500 520

Sig, SMK White 3,831 720

Sig, SMK, Green 6,174 1,502

Sig, SMK, Red 1,392 788

Sig, SMK, Yellow 1,494 754

Aerial SYK Marker, White 107 32

Aerial SMK Marker, Colored 116 0

E-1 58 Cannister Cluster 86 73

Cap, Desensitizing Fuze, XM5 1,168 1,168

Ctg, 106MM, APES 948 660

5
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DEPARTMENT OF THE M
MEiDQU RTEWS, 2ND BRIGADE, 9TH INF~AY.'Y DIVISION

iPO SAN FRANCISCO 96372

AVDE-47MH7-A 29 upril 1968

8UBJECTi Operational Report of 2nd Brigade, 9th Infantry Division
for Period Ending 30 -lDril 1968, Rcport Control Symbol
CSFOR-65 (Ri)

THRU Commanding General
9th Infantry Division
.APO San Francisco 96370

TO, .Issistant Chief of Staff for Force Development
Department of the irmy
Washington, D. C. 20310

Referunce, AR 525-15, dated 26 January 1968

SECTION I

Operatlobis, Significant Activities

1, (C) Introduction, The MOBIL& 4VI~iE F0c (MRF) is a joint
task force comrtosed of RIViR FLOTILi.. 01 and elemcnts of the 2nd
Brigade, 9th Infantry Division. The .1rmy clement 'is composed of
Ee--dquqrters nnd Headquartcrs Comsany, 2nd BrxIZ-de, two infantry
maneuver battolions, and a direct suD-ort artillLry battalion. Thu
Brigede's third ma ncuvcr battalion is used to provide a security
force at DONG T.hi Basc Comp. Ench mneuver battalion spends approx-
imately two months with the MRF and then apnroximately one month
runder the oper'ational control of Task Force Funston at DONG T.?1.

The n? nor=ally engages - in strike opcr'tlons lasting normally
from one to three d.ys. During the period covered by this report,
thic MRF has oper-ted In six provinces of the MEKOING Dr.LT... LONG
.,N, GO COiiG, DINH TUOL(', KIi HO.., VINH LOivG, and PiOiAiG ]iINh. The
2nd BrigodL was involved in combat oprations during the entire
period with the Lxception of I to iTFebruary 1968, when the NEF

DOwNGtLD D ,.T 3 i1b I1'TLRV, IS

2---,DECL-IFIrXD-Ti R 12 M
ii4 IA5001
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moved from DONG T-ii to C¢.N THO and 4 to 6 March 1968, when the MRF
returned to DONG T4Ji from C,4N THC, Training was conducted concur-
rently with combpt oper! tions and during periods when the battalions
were rotated on base defcnse at Dong Tam or preparing for future
operations,

2. (C) Org.n zation,

a. As prfvlously stated in paragrarh 1 of this report, the
Army component of the Mobilt Riverine Force consists of the Brigade
Headquart(.rs and Headquarters Company, two of its three maneuver
battalions ane a direct sup-ort artillery battalion minus one firing
battery. The Brigade's third maneuver battalion is employed as a
security force at DONG T"M Base - the 9th Infantry Division Forward
Command Post. The third artillery battery is direct support to
this battalion

b. Presently, the Brigade's organization for combzt is the
resultant of two significcnt factors; the first being insufficient
quantity of birthing spaces on the MRF's barracks ships to accomodato
a third maneuver bttalion, and secondly, the Brigade's mission of
providing DOG Ttd' Basc with a battalion-size security Clement.
Future (short-range) plans for the MRF provide for th,: addition of
two Auxiliary Personnel Barracks, Ships (APB) and onc Auxiliary
Personnel Lighter (APL) to house and transport the Brig.Ade's third
maneuver battalion, along with additional berthing for two more
River Assault Squadrons.

c. The characteristics and naturL of the MRF, as a "Mobile
Striking Force", are such that both of the Brigade's maneuver bat-
talions are fully com-itted in offensive initiatives against con-
cntrations of Sizeable_ enemy units, In addition, one maneuver
battalion is always tasked to provide onc Infantry company to secure
the MOBILE RIVIR HiN B.wE while the s-cond maneuver b-ttalion is
tasked to provide up to one comnany to secure the fire support baso
(FSB). With the active participation of a thirdmnfuver battalion
in MRF operations, the MRIF would be capablc of intensifying its
strikes,- with maximum tocticrl flexibility to sever enemy routes of
withdrawal, fix and destroy him.

3. ' (C) Personnel .nd ,dministrationi

a. Personnel.

(1) Unit 8trenaths The average assigned strengo-th of
major snbordin .tc units of the Brigade during thL period 1 February
thru 15 April 1968 wast

2
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UNIT OFF Ex TOT"L

HHC, 2nd Brig.'dc 27 115 142

3rd Bn, 47th Infantry 37 697 734

4th Bn, 47th Infantry 40 704 744

3rd Bn, 60th Infantry 36 670 7).6

3rd Bn, 34th Artillory 41 463 504

(2) The field maneuvcr strength of each Infantry bat-
talion was approximv.tely threo-fifths (3/5) of its assIgncd strcng,
The remaining personnelC werL Involvd in administrative and other
matters such as hospitalization, details, R&R, leave, in transit,
siok call, profiles and light duties as a result of wounds, To im-
prove and increase the fitld mancuvr strength, comianders and their
staffs were direOted to initiate aggressive administrative measures
to imnrovo their personncl management programs*

(3) Casualties as a reault of hostile action for the
period (1 February thru 15 April 1968) were as followsi

WIT ~~PERIOD W i a

3rd Bn, 47th Inf I thru 29 Feb 128 18 0

1 thru 31 Mnr 71 8 1

1. thru 15 Apr 68 16 0

4th Bn, 47th Inf 1 thrr 29 Feb 75 9 0

1 thru 31 Mar 108 10 0

1 thru 15 .pr 91 15 0

3rd Bn, 60th Inf 1 thru 29 Feb 197 22 0

1 thru 31 Mar 70 12 0

1 thru 15 &pr 44 7 0

3
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(4) Total orsualties as a result of hostile action for
the period wcroi

. W_

117 852 1

b. .1dministration.

(1) Awards and Decorations.

Number of Awards and Docorations rcommended,
(pending approvali)

CML _ DFC &.CM (V)

DSC 2 8% 1.CM2

Ss3 j2 BS (V) 21 oTh-IIL; 3

LM 0 BS

(2) To minimize requirements for troops to return to
the division hcadqUaztxo to ol pexrsonnal and administrative problems,
reprcsentrtivcs of the division sDecial staffs were attached to the
Brigeo to augment its administrative capabilitics, The staff reprc-
scntn tion consists of a .p st.1. section, finance team, public inform-
ation detachment and a re-enlistment NCO. Priodicnlly, other 'uams
such as AG, J..G and IG are dispatched from division to serve the
troops as required.

(3) Insufficient administrative transnortrtion
imparod the attainment of timely responses and services concerning
postal activities, administrativL ncrsonncl movemcnt, and other ad-
ministrative requirements. Individui-s n-Dtici Axting in a fi¢e day
out of country R&R could be expected to be absent from their unit
for a period of ten to thirteen days due to inadequate transportation
assets and/or arrnngemnts. Close %nd eXtOnsiv. coordination is
prescntly being undortak( i to reduc- and subsoquently eliminate
the noted problem are.as,

(4) HiLlth rumn.ined "excellent" throughout the pericd.

CONFIDENTIAL
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The Brigndc's r-lanac rnte was Lxtreml.y low and most of thL man-
days lost we-ru due to foot probltems. As surgic. facility with a
30 bed capa-city was installecd on one of the barreck ships (USS
Colleton).' This ff'Oility is USL 10rimnrily as n medical ocaring
st'ntion for the. MAF.

(51 Mor;=tlc riemain-d. 't~xc1leflt;" throughout the period.
Excelle-nt livin3 conditions COUDled with outsttanding lefArshipl
rnd continuous success during3 combc t opierr.tions contributed towrard
moint-'ining nn extremely high Str~tL of morralc throughout the comman4.-

(6) Since thL conocption of the MOBILa Iz~ FORQ;,
numerous visitiora (both military anid oivilian)t have visited the
KR? to view its features and fncilities. To date, thc majority of
these visits hav(. bcn-bcnceficial to the MRF, In that reognition
Is given to Its past accomnlffshMentS and Drcscnt r quirerJFnts, Per-
son~nel resources !'%rt occasionally diverted from other missions In
prcpnratton for visitors; hoirver, thL diversion did not.Severcly
af,"act the accomplishment o ' their missions.

4., (C) I ntt:1I Ig nci

a. The enemy forceS, ordcr of battle and dispositions,
prior to each oomb-.t operration of thL Brig- dc are- -presnt-d. in
para~rnph eight of the- Comb-t A'Ltcr .. ction Rceport attached as In-
closures to this Oprational Report.

b. During the- rf-ortcd period, the eneMY continue~d to
selLet the time, Jloc-tion and conditions for decisivc combat cngage-
ments with friendly forces. Ei; further demonstrated his will to
accept combat only qhen he occupitd wecll -or(partd defcnsivc: positionsB
and./or durin- late pe.riods in the rafternoon. This reporting period
was chara~cterized by a significant increas' In his e.r.--loyment of
automatic Wedpons and in the calibe'rs of diroct and indiroct fire
werApons. Enemy raid tyrpe operntions Incrohsed against isol-
ated fire- base.s and district towns.

c. The Vict Copig's psychologica l warfare cff'ort, that of
recruiting and proselyting activIt!es directed against the rural
population, Increased significaently, concurrn~t1.rth his threats
against mnjor urb.-n nrcas. Indications arc theit the enemy is'con-
centrrating on controlling the rural population.

5
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d. Comnlctc reorg-niz= tlon of enemy forccs has also occur-
red during the period of this renort. Intelligonce indicates that
all Main Force and Provincial M4obile Battclions have split into at
least two elemf-nts. This, couplcd with thL incrcased recruiting
efforts has' allowed him to IncrLeaschis effective combat strength
by approximately one-third, recoverirn the losses of: the TET
period. These trooDs, however, are not the equivalent callber of
thosc lost. It is ipterestins to note that District Compv.ies are
recently r(fcrrcd to as Battalions with the probable Intention of
orcatin3 an atmosphere of additional strength. In almost all cases,
the strength of thu company has nor significantly Increased. There
have been numerous re-orts of NVA units opercting or passing through
KIEN TUONG Province and massing along the LONG ..N, KILN TUONG and
DINE TUONG border area. The enemy is attempting nn economic stran-
gulation of provincial towns and to dieiu$ the economic stability
of the tresent GVN. There are increasing renorts of underground
politic.l org~nizational mcetings in order to prepare for the even-
tual take over of the government. More recently the enemy has been
concentrating his efforts in troinlng troops and resupply activities
with less emphasis on stand-off rocket and mortar attecks, .,lso
therc has been an increase in swimmr/sappor and sapper activity.

0, Inform-.tion and intelligence is txchfjngcd liberally
between all agencies and the Brigade by mcens of liaison offioer3,
message traffic, and personal (staff) coordirintion and liaieon.
Significant intelligence Informrtiorlmate'ri-l was obtained from
the following sourcest thL 9th Mlitr.ry Intel1ligence (MI) Detachmenrt
located at DONG T.-M, Prisoners of war (POW's) and sympathizers, 7th
LRVN Division agent net, 525th MI Detachment, Field information -r-
ports from Naval Intelligence Liaison Office, spot remorts, Intell-
Igencc summarics, and electronic means, In most casLs, information
and Intelligncc were not particularly effective because they worc
hot timely.

f. Enemy capabilitics and limitations exhibited during
the reporting period remain .the sano, The enemy retains the
capability of conducting platoon and company size attacks on out-
posts and villages as well as battallon size attacks on District
and Provincial Towns and military installntions. He can also con-
duct stand-off mortrr cnd rocket harassing attacks.Indlcations are
Infiltrtion, proselyting and resupnly activity will also continue
on a large scale, in addition to the interdiction of minaJor lines
of commurctions. His desirc to gain control of rural population

6
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will continue to be a priority mission, even though he is not cap-
able of maintaining the dcsired degree of political and military
control, DesDitc his militnry and politic-l objectives, the enemy
remains vulncrr.blc to massed 'artillery fire, aerial observation and
elcctronlc surveillance, Considcrina the enemy's capabilities it
is thought th-t his possible courses of action will include contin-
ued recruitment, tr.Ining nd rcsuoply nctivities, in addition to
the initintion of .a.tt .cks aTf-inst minor t'.rgets in strength, inten-
sifying harsssMLnt of major lines of communicetions rnd military
instllations, If at all fensible, the enemy will initiate an
offLnsive on the same sc.le as his TET offensive.

5. (C) Comb-t Op rrtions, • A summ-tion of the concept and execution
of (.ch of thL Briga.de opurations is pICs~ntud as followss

a* Oprztion COROWD X.

(1) Dtes. 18 Janurry thru 12 Februnry 1968.

(2) Nission To conduct riverinc, search and clear,
patrolling c.nd Interdictory operr.tions before, during and after
t ) TET Truce, in Giao Due District, DINE TUONG Provinov, and My tn
District, East KILN PHONG Province; to locate, fix and destroy enemy
forces before and Eftcr the Truce period and to deny or disrupt
enemy lincs of com.-unictions during the Truce,

(3) Loc-tioni DI14H TUONG Province, and KIEN PHONG

Province, Republic of Viebnam.

(4) Commrndors Colonel Bert A. David*

(5) Forces involvd,

(a) US$

1 2nd Brignde, 9th InfP-ntry Division.

.a Task Force 117 - U.S. Navy element.

(b) Others, 7th .-RVN Division

7
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(6) Concept and LXLcutiolns

(a) See Inclosuro # 2 (Combat Opf r-.tions After

Action Report COROLDO X).

(b) TWh. latter pErlod for wnich this Combat
After iction Rcrort is prcpf.red coinoideg. With the brgigning of the
TET offensive. The Brigade operated during the offensive in three
general areass MY THO and its environs; the area around C-I loa,
nnd in VINH LONG and the awvas south and west of the city* From
29 Jnnu-ry thrv 6 Fcbruwryi the Brig-do accounted for 252 VC killed
(by body count) .at a loss of 1i USA killed. On 31 Janu-ry the
Brigade, minus one company (which deoloycd to VIiM2 LONG airfield)
moved from the R..CH RUONG to MY THO city. Follo"ing becach
assaults on 1 Fubruary, the Brigde undertook to cle'r the westcrn
portion of the city of all.entpiy clements, and within thirty-six
hours it had coMrnlted its mission. On the 2nd of February the
the Brigr~de movd into the C.I LIY area to cut off enemy escape
routes and eng-ge enemy elements moving into th. 470 Base area. On
5 February it relocated to VINHELONG, where for the next three days,
before returning to n.nother seareh and clear mission north of EX
TH0, it cngaged and destroyed major elements of the VC 306th MP
Battalion, rclieved cncmy pressure on the city from the south, and
reopened major wtcrways extending south from the TIEN GI"NG Biver,

b. Opration €OROM.DO Xl

(1) Dates, 13 Fcbrunry thru 4 Ma rch 1968,

(2) Missions Conduct rivcrine, airmobile, search a.nd
sweep operations in C"I ..RNG District, PHONG DINH PrioVinco to loonto
fix -Lnd destroy elements of VC 303, 306 and 309 MEiB-tt, W 1ion and
!r.'Y DO- Battalion I and 1I in zone.

(3) Loc-tionl PHONG DINH Province, Republic of
Vietnam,

(4) Commanders Colonel Bert A, David.

(5) Forots involved,

(a) US,

8
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1. 2nd Bri~adc, 9th Inf--ntry Division.

2 T-ack Forc 117 - -U.S. Navy elcmunt.

(b) Otherst 21st .RVN Divisions

(6) Ccncept a~nd cxccutioni

.( a) Sce Inclosurou 3 :C~omb-.t Op:rtions ft(,r
*.tion Rcnort COR0N.,.D0 XI).

(b) Opration COHON...DO X1., as origin 'lly concaiv-
Ld, would be condUCted In three DhaSLs involving de..loymEnt, employ-
mcnt and vredep.loym(nt of the Mobile Riverinc Force, The first
ph,:se consisted of deployment of the NRF from DONG T-Mt to C.di THG,
after w~hich both Army and Navy elements wre F-m~loyed In tactical
o-oera'tions. The- cm)Iloymfnt inhasc terninatud with thu_ redeployment
phaSL; wherefore the MBF re~turned to the DONG T,.M area.

(c) During tht~ pe-riod 13 Februc'!ry thru 3 March,
the MRF anchored offr C4LN THO arnd the Brigade oper ted continuously
in C~hI 1LJ'G District, PHONG DINHI Province. Qper-.tion CORiiDO XI
brug'n with the implementation of OPORD 15-68'and e-mployment of
waterbornte /Rivferinc) insertions of Infrntry units along the BLCM
CGiN THO. During subsequentl operations, the MRF cngac3(ed Viit -Cong
Main Forcc Batt-lions which h-d mftssed on the- uc(stern periphcry of
C.,N THO city. ThesLe opf.r -tions accounted for 297 77C kllled (by
body count) resultin: from i serics of rivcrinL-Pnd crrmobile In-
se'rtions and sweeps throughout difficult terrain VIest and south-
west of the city. On 22 February the MRF madc its deepest southern.
pcnctra tion into PhC11G HIEP District whe-re it cng-gcd headquarters
and sun-ort elenents of the VC MR III Headqua7rters along thi KINH
S"IbN2hNOY. In six hours of fighting the MRF accounted for 66 enemy
killcd at a loss of three wounded. Complete tactical surprise was
achieved when ;lements of the VC company sf-curing the ME III Hend-
quarters wert; caught unaware b the MRF deployment some 20 miles
inland from thL B-S.C Rive;r.

(d) On 2L4 February, the HRF employed the cordon-
and-search technique to seal off the- isl-%nd of CU LuO MY: close to
the eastcrn shore of the B.Sas.C River, tbn kilometers south of CaLN
THO. Largo-scale Naval pa7rticination Lstablished the cordon by
deploying River .ssfult Cr-ft (IL'C) a-round the Island beLfore. dawn,

9
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The Brig-do's mqnvuvur brptt,1ions (3-47th and 3-60th Inf!%try*) wero
Introduced into the northern and southort- ends of the Island, raB-
peotively, a completc acnroh of island followod. The inhabitants
wcre dircted to So tc onG of two oollcotion points established on
the islnnd. Bufqrc the opcrtIon' was complcted 43~5 dctainces9 were
procesed: two 'v'crte oli-.Sfitd cis PO'AB' and 23 were o1assifled as
civil deficndtents, In addlilti 49 bunke~rs iqcre dcstroyed. The joint
cordon and BL-.rch oTeer,)tion rcpr1esuntcd a signiflcr~nt innovation in
MEF qm,-ratlons.

(c) Comb-it opoetions in 0per-tion COO.IXL XI
tv:rmin tcd on 3 M-rch 1968', at which timc the )F rf dploytd froni
C.a.N THO to the vicinity of, DONG T.d1.t ThE; oipertion tfrminntcd on
4*MarchI1968 with the KRF r'suminZ a Rapid Reaction Forc (RRF)
mission while rotating two of the Brigndc'E mancuver bittalions. Tho
3-47th Infrantry debcrkcd fror. the US Ship Collcton and the 4-47th
Infqntry stnrted i~mbarkation~ aboard the same

q.. oper~ation TRUJONG CONG DhINH.

(I; Datoss 7 March 1968 thru Presenit.

(2) Missiont In coordinntion and coopvrlntion with
elcments of the 9th Jnf, ntry Division (U.'S.) anrd 7th ixEVN Division.,
coixiU'ttzrctic-nl operrtions: in cast, south centr-al and- cantral
rINE TUONG Province to locate, fzx and destroy enemy cltmcnts In,
konco

(3) Location, DIL±i TUONG Provincc, Republic of
Vietnam.

(4i) Comrmrndcro Colonel Bert .1 Dnvid.

(5) Forces involvedi

(a) US,

1 2nd Brig--d(, 9th Infantry Division.

.~Taak ?oroo 117 - U.S Navy eLemcnt.

2Elcmont of 1st Bri,-r-dc,.9th Infaintry Divis!

(b) Others 7th .,,RVN. Division

(6) Conep arx eecutin±><

10
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(a~) SL- -InclusurL #~ 4 (Comb:-.t Opritions ifter

Mb Cpcr-tion TiUCiG C0L,G LIN1%, a combinud .i.RVN/
US opur-'tlon, compriscd suvurnl tnetic-l opcr,' tions in Ljl~JiI THUON(U
Frovincc, IV Corps Tcacti.l Zonu., Thc 7th .JIVN Division partiiptitfd
In Of'LnsiVu opur-,tions with u-lumunts of ths- 9th Inf')ntry Division
c .nd thu M'RF to locntt -ind dustroy f-IlfMy ulumuMntS within the Provincc..
Onu of thu- 9th Inf-.ntry Division's missions w~s to Drotuct the
u-ngInCur Lrfc'rt -tnd improvfu sf-curity along rout. 4+ which Is thL
Eccncmic lifo-line of thu_ D.ltr,'S Inh.bit-'nts ' nd i prime InturdIc-
tiori t-rg( t of thf- mnuly.

(c) Thu t*IF's pnrticiD-tion In optration TxU01i'c
CONG illyn COM-iinoud on 7 1N-rch 1968, with thL iaplumtnt-tion of
NRF OPOhDi 20-68. The m-ncuvuxr battt'lions wert dc'nloyud by rivurInc
.iMCumcnt into C11O G-0C District, L .st DINxi TUONG Provinct. to conduct
rcconnaiss.,,ncu-in-fcrccour-tions ,nd dEtstroy unumTy LluMCntS III
zone., Thu Brig-dugs initiri. 0OnuICtion w2 s nmuridud whun intulligcncco
ruports of concntr-'tcd tncrny ,ctivlty In n-n :-dj'-.cnt vzrct cc ustd
rcdc nloync nt/cr'loync'nt of th( mrincuvu r bfttfklions * Sklbsuquu-nt opcr-
' tions wf-ri initi--d ~s thL Brig-dcls trL'. Of OT)CrltiOn (..0) Wc-.s
fuxtfndud I1 fust -'nd Into cuntr-l D1Nh TUCvDG Provinoc.

(d) Duriig the. first WuuLk of oixcrition 1xiUiOG
COi'G DINri tht Brig-dec st:'blishu-d cont-'-ct with elcoints of thL
261st ftnd 263rd VC Bcttalions, .nd possibly the 514fth VC B-.ttalion
t-s well. ThLSc_ "cont*-icts" wcru nu-Vur uxTloitcd to a prf-found rtLgult,
duc to the nonavri'bility of sufficicnt troop rusourcs ruquircd
to Drovid(: thL cornmtndcr v'ith tactical fluxability. Thu u-nunY
would fruqiuntly rur -.in ccncu'.iuEd until late In th#u afturnoon, and
thun hu would cnj -g. friendly forcus with hc--vy volurius of fIrL.
Tht Lnumy knows th-t hc c-tn Lst-blish contact quickly ,nd thcn
withdrx w nt his will- unlur thi covur of darknusE,

(L) Thu- iurn indur of the m,.nth of M'7rch saw
littic si~nific-nt LnurnY cont-ct, Eng-LNUuunts wcurL fru.qUunt, but
Insubstantial. Intu lli cnCL rf-orts coiitinucd to confirm th, u.ncmy's
prcsuncu- In 'mrcrs 2cucssiblL to thu Moblm Rivurinc Forcc, but the
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enemy was never entr'appe)d in large units.

d. Gencr'1. During thL period 1 FEbrua ry 1968 to 31
.March 1968, the 3rd Brttrlion. 34th iirtillery, utilizing A Battery
In an airmobile and land-mobile configur-tion and B and C Batteries
In a iwaterborne configurn-tion, paurticipated In 17 different oper-
ations, rcsrondLed to 2567 fire missions anci. fired 95,514 rounds,

(1) Viet Cong imbusha On the night of 31 Janua ry 1968
and ea:rly morning of 1 February 1968, B and C Br tcriLs and Battaw
lion Head4quarte rs were ambushcd on the RILCH RUiG Cidi-L after ox-
tr-'cting from Fir. Support Bases Floridn (XS99O551)' and Alabama
(XS94450 3). Friendly casu,7ltif.s vert 1 WIA from the 1097th boat
compnny, 1 W;IA arti)lcry, and 1 ICIA from naval uscort.

(2) Sust'-ined or~cratinnal moveme-nt: On 12 Februatry
1968 the Mobile.Rivcrinc Force vras en3-ged ir oper'itions in the Ap
Bac arc-- of DIN'H TUONG Province-, The- bargezc artillery, consisting8
of BattAlon Headquarters nnd B !and C Bntteries, hnd established a
fire support base at tho LONG DINH Bridge vicinity (XS381495). The
order for Lxtrnction w4!7s issucd and :tt approxim-tely 1300 hours the
battnlion wa.-s ordercd back to Its b'-se in DONG ThN. Thf- extraotion
was inititted, howver prior to closing Into DONG TAN tho unit was
diverted and given the mission to deploy immedifately to. CAN THO
vicinity (WR859i35). Resup'ily boats were dispatched from the
colt~nn into DOIJG TAN~ while the main body proceeded Uest on the
MEKONG RIVER towa:rds CALN THO. A 5000 gallon diesel refuelor tanker
war urocurLd -Ind lofided orn LCM-8 boa-t for boat re fueling wflec in
route. The naval escort joinod the -rtillcry convoy a short time
after refueling in DONG TiN. The e ntire movement took aporoximatoly
30 houirs and th. LCM-8 boats did not experience any major mainten-
ance proble-ms. W11ater navigation fespl~cinlly durinv thf- night hours
was no hindcrance and all elements of the column remaine-d in commun-
icrations aind arrived at their destination. The accomulishment of
this long susta-ined move-ment without prior notice- opEns thc; possib-
Ility of suD-.ortIng opLer-tions in the extreme southern a-reas of the
MEKONG DLLT.- where- it would be difficult to empl!7cu regular land
bised artillery.

(3) Airmobility of the. ba.rge artillery. On the morn-
Ing of 20 Februa-ry 1968, C Bntte ry wns informed to prepare for a-n
airmobile o~er-tion from the fire sun-.ort ba-se ntar the C-iN THO
Airfield (WR83114) to PRONG DIN~H Province (WR947726) * Airmobilo
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equipment to include a 1/4 ton truick and 3/4 ton trailer were flown
in from DONG TAia on the evening of 20 February 1968. Thu battery
prepnred ifor the opfr,tion on'21 Februnry 1968 and it was decided to
lift all e-,iTment, with the cxoOption of the fire direction center
vehicle, from the barges themselves. At 0100 hours 22 February 1968
the bnttalion along with both batteries (B & C) displaced from the
CAN THO Airfield site and proceeded to a beaching sito vicinity
WR961997. This move was made for tactica] reasons and to expedite
the airlift by providing a shorter turn around time for the CH-47
helicortcrs. The battery beached in position at 0645 and was anchor-
ed by 0700. The first aircraft sortie arrived at 0710 for the
battery commnder and his party of 33 men. The remaining sorties
arrived at 0800 hours. The battery closed into its airmobile.site
at 0930 hours and was completely laid rnd ready to fire at 1030
hours. Many problems wore encountered on this first airlift such
as early arrival of sorties and an occupation site which would not
support the howitzer bcses (a new one iwrs selected upon arrival).
The operation illustr-td the vrsatility of barge artillery. The
actual pickup of thL guns and equimcnt ws made directly from the
barge decks, Initinl Cl .ss V and resupply sorties were lifted off
the decks of the MRB LST. The accomplishment of this airmobile
mission demonstrnted that deep penetratidns into the MEKONG DELTA
can be accomplished by airlifting artillery in the above manner.

(4) Land dcnloyment of bTttalion operations centers
During the later part of March the 2nd Brigade conducted opdrations
in DINH TUONG Province north of NY THO. Since the maneuvering elem-
ents deloyed a considerable distrnce inland, it w-s not feasible
to emoloy the barge artillery batteries (B & C). As n result'A
Battery and the Battalion HLdqunrters and Opt.r-tions Center deploy-
ed by rond at dawn to the soccer field south of Tan Hiep on Route
4 (XS474551). The road ma:rch took apgroximately 1 1/2 hours and
proceeded without inlIdnt. Duster elments (twin 40mm cannons on
,tracks) and quad 50 caliber machine gun vehicles were employed as
FSB security along with two platoons of infantry. Ccrmand budkors
were built. During their. constricti h the' fires of artillery. fk-m'-
fire sux-<ort b-Ibes at TN HIEP, T.-N .N and BIhN PHUOC wore controlled
-by the use cf ridias mnunted in three j ton trucks, Huadquarters
2nd Brigide was co-loc:.tud with the artilllry battalion headquarters.

(5) Enemy mort-r attack on Brigade FSBi In the early
morning hours of 9 Ma rch 1968 the Brigade and Artillory Batballoy
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and B Battery were mortared at Fire Support Base Halloran (XB576408),
Two artillery b-rges were destroyed along with four Mi02 howitzers.
Bravo Battery had I KIA and 6 WIA.

o, Tactics qnd Teohniques, The missions assigned the
Brigade during the rcoorting period were search and clear, search
and destroy, and cordon and search missions ag-inst VC guerrilla
and Main Force units within the Delta, The Mobile Riverine Force,
of which the Brigade represents the Army complement, is ideally
suited for its role in eliminating tho enemy in the MEKONG DhELTa.
To accomplish the Brigc.do's assigned missions and defeat the enemy
in his environment, the Brig-de made maximum use of the mobility
Provided by the ships and boats of Ta.sk Force 117 to insure that
full.supnort for Infantry Be ttnlions was provided during operations.
Within hours of rceipt of movement orders, the ships and boats of
TF 117 carried the BrIgado's combat and combat support elements in-
to AO's locrted virtually throughout the coentrol Delta area, Upon
employment of the Infantry olements within the AO, Naval boats of
the task force provided direct -.nd indirect fires to the maneuver-
ing elemcnts, in addition to Lstiblishing blocking positions on
Waterways ad.lacent to the AO.

(1) Tactics. The tactics employed included roconnais-
sancu-In-force opcrations (formurly titled, search and destroy),
cordon and searcft and comba:t air assaults,

(a) Reconnaissance-in-force, Both battallons of
the Brig,.de conducted extensive reconnalssance-in-force operations,
When airmobile assets were available, the b-ttalions air as-
saultvd into multiple landlng zones, and once on the ground, they
began swoeping OIL two or more axLs with a comwany size force on
each axia All compa nies were normally kept within suo-orting or
reinforcing dista.nce of c-ch other. This technique of sweeping an
arcq, provided tho Mttalion Commander the flexibility to reinforce,
attack or encircle an enemy forcz. once a comp!%ny m-Ade contact.

(b) Cordon and search. The conduct of a joint
Army and Navy cordon and search operation was one of the highlight-
Ing features of combat operations conducted during this reporting
Period. Thu characteristics of this type of oper.tion have demon-
strated a unique technique of the MRP. In addition to "sealing off"
ai- area, the ass.ult suaport n-atrol boats of the MRF are positioned
to reinforce/support infantry elCmEnts during their search. with
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both indire.ct and d4.rcct fire~s.

(a) Combat air assraults, Oprtions during this
period continuLC, to illustr-tL thw-t !,irmobilc assets, vwhen rcndily
avallable, may influence the course of a trcticrl situ-tion, Combnt
air assaults comnie.mfnte-d rIVerinc opcr~'tions and made more offoc-
tive the Introduction of R-nrid Re..ction Fores Into AO's to rein-
force a unit In cont-.ct, oxnloit the enecmy situ'-tion rand establish-
cd blocking positions. The Brig7ade also expanded its employment
range within AC's by Lmnloying Its eleme-nts In ::imba7t air assaults,
During several operations, battalions and comp:anies conducted river-
inc movement to pick-up zonfes (PZ's) locnated nce r aocssible water-
ways whence they prepa-red for ard executed airmobile assaults into
the AC. The combination of riverinv and cirmobile dcployme.nt per-
mitted the Brig-'de to introduce its fighting clcmcnts into areas
where cxistingq wrtcrways were not nnvigrble. Frequently, PZ's were
oo-locaited with fire suD-aort bases; from these PZ's onm battalion
conducted a rapid airlift Into landing zoncs which tactically'com-
plemunted beach loca.tions for the. othe.r ba~ttnlion.

(2) Techniqucs.

(a) "Eagle Float" - This techinique involvcs om-
ploying infrantry elements on Armored Troop Carrie;rs (ATC's) In
waterways adja cent to ond within the AO, A series of multiple . In-
scrtions are made at ranrdom, a nd not Rt preselected locations, to
deceivc the enewmy as to the true -trea: of inte nted, beaching (assault
landing),* This tcchnique also permits the commander to exploit
targets of opportunity which decvelop durin;3 deploym+.nt to thu objc-
tive area.I

(b) Another new te-chnique wihich enh-nces the
Brig~do's capabilities is one which Navy bonts (monitors a~nd/or
ASP's) Omnloy during movement of troops through waterways and
canals* Tis technique is similar to the role armore~d cavalry plays
In its oondact of route reconnaissance missions, It Involves ste-
tiOning a RiverIne_ Assault Reconnaissance Element (BARt) In the val,
of convoys of troo-a-laden ATC's. The AARE dire'ots reconnalssanen 4
fires Into likely ambush pos;'itions and has frequently drawn 4.nemy
fires from the bfanks of c-anals being transited. Its fire power
Is substantial and more than adequrate to suppress fires from enemly

positions when and If they arc detected,
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(c) Employment of Irt Suntort Bases (FSB), The
artillery FSB (floating barge-mounted aitilleury and Forward BrigadeCommand Post) Is always moved Into ita suapport position at the
latost possible time, and its movcmi.nt Is planned as much as possiblo
along routes which lead into more then one possible area of opera-
tions. Th. artillery fire suD-iort 1 aEiSC arc. sittd wh.rc their rangL
will. pro vide coverage to morL than one arfa of' co nctntri'tion, It
is not until thL actual tntrance of th. rivc~rins. ascault craft and
their embarked Infant.ry that the e-nemy can be sure where_ the force
Is soilml.. The fore-goingr Is a "tchnique" the refinement -of which
has mat~z'ially helped tht infentry to aChiLve surprise in an area of
operations. When self-propelled artillery units art Lemployud In
support of the Brigade to reinformo Its fires, LandinCg Craft Utility
(LCM) are used to dLploy the artillery Units by rivfer4Ln inovement to
either a P(SB or to a beach site from whEnce the units conducts ar.
overland moveme.nt to prtsel(_oted FSB which affords covcr-ge of the
AO.

6. (C) Trainin ,

.a. During brief ptriods, wVc~n the Biitardc rotated Its
mane-uver battcelions and/or nOrepz-red for futuru comb-.t opLrations,
treining wns cone Ilctcd In are.as dtmmendli improve-Mcnt noted during
pre4vious ope-rations. Comrw'nd cmph-sis was placcd on small unit
tactics and weaponry.: All (elements of the. Brigsrd4e he.ld training In
care, cleaning, maintcen-.nc and inspction of the M416 Rifle. micaporis
training included zeroing of Individual weapons, and zeroind, bore-
sighting and fomiliarization firinS of othc~r oraar:nic wefapons.

b. The 'Brigade also conducted training in dFlamc;t and Riot
Control Agcent "CS:' cm' loyment tcchniquc., Flame training waa con-
ducted to familiarize Dersonnel with the M7A2 Portabl. Flame Thrower,
and-methods of fixing a-nd firing thicke.ned fufls, Training conductcd
on Riot Control Agent - CS cM-Dloymc~nt, during tactical operations,
emnhasizcd techniqu.8 for employing the- E8 (16 tube) Tactioal CS
Launoher and the E158 Tactical CS Ca~nnister Cluster.

(1) Navy LleineLLS Of the J"'F eXPerimented In mounting
E8 Lpunchcrs on turrets of their nssault boats. This tcohnique,
though not yet cmT)loy(d In actual combpt, Would CCMDlCMent Naval
fire CMnloyc~d ag-'inst likely ambush positionS established on or near
wpaterways. This emrloymcnt technique Is Plso capaltle of routing
enemy forcs from fortificd fighting positions on or In close prox-
imity to beaching sites.

1.A'
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(2) Brttlion comm'jnders ond their staffs were famil-
jarized with techniques of emlQying the E158 Tactical CS Cannister
Cluster to complement direct and indirect supnorting fires, Instruc-
tions were also presented in delivery and arming procedures. As a
result of the comm-nders' expressed interest in this munition,
E158's are propositioned abo'-rd the logisticri. ship and at the
Brigadc's FSB for immcdi-.te pick-up and employment,

7. (C) Logistlcs;

a. General. Logistics su~port for the 2nd Brigade is
char-'ctcristio of the force which it suinorts. Army logistics arc
Insop,.rable from Navy logistics within thc Mobile Riverine Force.
Overall resgonsibility. (per Army/Navy agreement) for logistical sup-
port of the Mobile Riverinc Force 'is with the Navy. This concept/
thoory and practice have come closer together through the months,
The theory of naval logistics support 'ias prompted by a desire to
provide the composite (Army/Navy) strike force with regular high
volume flow reg:-rdlcss of the location of the operating base, This
theory (of maintaining a water LC) hs proved to be both an asset
and a liability to the MBHF The Navy is supported by the Army
through the 34th Support Group and the 1st Logistical Command at
VUIG TAU. Logistics support within the 2nd Brigade is provided by
a forward dct,-chmc.nt of 9th Supply and Tr.nsport-'tion Battalion which
is locted aboard thL support Landing Ship, Tank (LST) within the
Mobile Riverine Brise, and by a detachment of tye 709th Maintunance
Battalion which is loc-ted abo:,rd the -US Askari. Suiplies aro
sent by a resupply LST from VUNG TAU to the Mobile Rivcerine Base
locrted at any suitable anchorage in the MEKONG DELTAS they are then
off-loaded onto the MEB's orga.nic sup'-ort LST and placnd under the
control of 9th 8 & T Detachment (Forward). By cxception, the 2nd
BrIz"dc also receives su-nnort from 9th 8 & T Battalion at CAMP
MARTIN COX. TOE items and criticnl short-ges arc obtained through
S & T, directly from CAMP MARTIN COX or after subsequent shipment
to DONG TAM Br'se. During the reporting period, almost n.II classes
of supply were delivered from VUNG Ti.U by resupply LST, Several
o .ptiona occurred which required assistance from higher headquar-
tort to eliminate spccific critical shortnges In II and IV items.
Fatigues and jungle boots were delivered from CAMP Mi.TIN COX,
through DONG TAM, to the MEB to relieve critical shortnges. Because
of the tempo of operations during the reporting period, certain
tomporary shortages In Class I and Class V items occurred. these
short ,gs wore also dealt with on an exception b"sIs.
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b. During the r,-orting period t!cticnl oper-tlons were
intensifild duo to tht enemy TET offensive! logistical activities
increased concurrently, Grenter volumes of supplics and maintenance
were handled tbn in previous periods. Normally, approximtely ten
days of sunplies are malntained aboard the support LST to "meet ro-
quirmenrts of the Army and Navy. These includes a three-day safety
level which allows f6r changes or delays in the resupply schedule
from VUNG T&U. The stockage objective, for Class V items maintainea
aboard the supwort LST was Increased by approximatoly 25%, and 3,249
tons of all clr.sse's of supply wore handled the S &T detaohment
aboard the' LST. Of the 3,249 tons of supplics, 2,778 tons or 85%
were Claes V supplics and 391 tons or 12% of thL tonnage wore oper-
ntional Class I supplits, The massive volume of Class V oonsisted
of nerrly 63% 105mm .Artillery requiroments for the firing battbries
of the 3-34th Artillery. The remaining small tonnage consisted of
Class III, II rnd IV items; Class III products wore handled directly
by the Navy* Large -volumes of Class III (AVGAS and -MOGAS) arrive
at the MRB for us# by the Army.tlements, and are issued directly to
using units from floating refueltrs or t-nkers.

c. Internal Supply .nd Resutply.

(1) All. clnpes of suoply arc stooko, bn board the
support LST from which the two waterborne maneuvr bc.ttallons re-
quisition through the 9th S &-T Detachment. The third manouver
battslion 6f the Brigade also has begun to channel supplies through
the LST in anticipatlon of the Brigade's plans for cmployin* all
three maneuvcr b-ttalions with the MEP. Although supplies (TOE jrnd
individual replacement items) for this battalion have already enter-
ed into the system, Class I, III, V, and expend'ble II and"IV daily
operational itt.ms arc not included. These supplies are obtained
throughDONG TAM,

(2) Rcsupnly within the Brigatde varies according to
the operatianal requircments and the transportation available. Two

inor mo,.ns were used with many variations. Basically, combat units
.*cre either re'su'nlied by boat or by hellcopter. Depending on cir-

cumstances, units were sometimes. rcsupnillvd directly from the support
.. ST -by helicopter, or the supplies were pre-staged at a designated
lcation (either by boat or helicopter) and then flown to the combat
'units. A combination of direct airlift from the )LST and staging
sites was used with success. The staging site was generally with-
in the area of a secured Fire Suprort Base or at some fixed install-
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atlon such as VINH ',ONG, CiAN THO, or DONG T.JM, Resupnly bost was
often augmented by use of Boston Whalers to beach sunpDlics for wait-
Ing units. In any event, resunrly by bot can be cf .ctd only if
the units are 1c" -ted close to a navigable watervway.

d. Mterial and Services.

(1) Supply.

(a) Class It A totrl of 346,064 meals (combat
individual) were issued, reflecting a peak operfational period for
both Army and Navy elements, On two occasions Class I stocks of
"C" rations diminished to the extent thnt it waos necessnry to obtain
a resupply from the Ist Logistical Commond at CIN THO and the 9th
S & T at DONG TuiM. Opcraitionnl ratinns were sup7lLMantcd by issue
of 46,742 cans of chocolate milk and 178 % s uunary packs.

(b) Class II and IVi The M&F drew items of Il
and IV suplic;s from VUNG T..U, CaMP MaRTIN COX nnd DONG TiM, The
bulk of thcse items w s obt-ined from VUNG ThU. A number of criti-
cal short-ges in individual clothing and equipment oucurmed during
the early phase of the reportcd period. However, almost all short-
-ges hod been relieved by the end of the period. Some of th short-
ages resulted from a heavy influx of personncl replaccnents in Do-
comber and Janurry,. These short-gcs had no severe impact until
local sources were deoleted. The only shortages which VIere not
completely relieved were small regular trousers, and 10 jungle
boots. It is anticipated that these itms will -arrive near the end
of this reporting period.

(c) Class IIIt No significant probliems were on-
countered, although a Navy WGAS tanker was sunk by encmy flre on
15 April. The AVGAS tanker is used to refuel Army H-23 helicopters
in the area of operations to minimize "down-time" for refueling.

(d) Class V, These supnlics presented no
problems during the reported period, From time to time brief short-
ages wore experienced which required assistance from 1st Log Command
or 9th Division Sun-oort Comm~nd Forw-rd at DONG Ti.M, Shortages
were coused by higher expenditures during the VC TET offensive,
Rcqulr~d loads were reconstituted in all cases and operations were
not adversely affected6

(/9/ 7/ /
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(e) ,Jateri Fresh w-.tcr is produced by

chlorination ond distillntion processes on board each barrncks ship;
it is then lo.ded on board each Armored Troop Carrier (ATC) as a
part of the bnsic load, Collapsible water plastic watcr jugs have
proved useful to provide water to the troops, Also sup-,ly of water
to troops using the five gallon collapsible jugs permits L,.ximum
water to be carric.d with minimum weight. Unfortunately, the plastic
jugs often collapsounder their on weight. it 2j gnllon collapsible
jug would be more practical since the stress on the nlastic material
would be greatly reduced. The additional weight incurred would be

negligible. Troops carry empty jugs which are then refilled,
Presently, fivL gallon water ca-ns must be used to effect resupply,
due to the quanity of plrstic jugs broken during the past month.
If fewer jugs were broken, the weight of essential wntcr could be
greatly reduced,

(2) Services.

(a) Laundry, showers, and PX facilitiLUe are
provided by each ship.

(b) Grvfs registration services were provided
from aboord the suiport LST by Army personnel from the 9th S & T
Bettallon. During the reporting pcriod, a shortage of reefer space
developed when as many as 23 bodies were handled simultaneously.
EXzprience Indic.tcd thTt two reefers were rcquired, giving the MEF
a capacity of storing 10 bodies until transport-tion can be secured
(or 20 bodies if doubled up in each reefer box for short-periods),
In addi-tion to reefer space, some Drobltns were apoarent when the
MRF had no organic transportntion to ev-curte remains to the Saigon
mortuary. Headquarters IV Corps provided transuort-tion assistance
when the 2nd Brig-de was OPCON to IV Corps (particularly at CjN THO
In other cases, only makeshift arrangements could be made dcspite
assist-nce requcsted from higher headquartLrs. Initially transport-
ation was provided by the Brigd.'tility helicopter, but' the prpc-
tice of providing the Brig'de with ii utility helicopter was dis-
continued e.a.rly in the reoz'ting poriod. Evacuation procedures
were moAdified during this neriod. Initially IMA's were evacuated
directly to thL suv'v'ort LST with subsequent verification of death
by a physician. Coordination for obtaining a physician to verify
death becae tenuous so that during the remainder of the period,
KHA's were evacuated with wounded through medical channels so that
death was verifi(d by a physician. This hnR proved more satisfactry
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and will prevent dce-th from beIng __Clrrcd exce-pt by competent
mEdical authorities,,

(3) Mpint(en-nce;

(a) During t1 L- reporting Df-riod, Brig-de mainten-
once was ha-ndlcd on a priority bnsis duE;- to thL lrack of sp:-cc aboard
the ARL 30 (USS i'OKRI). MNAintL n-nce 7.-7s nerforme-d on boaird when-
ever rossible but somc-maihtfenfnc ite-ms Iere evacu-ited to DONG.
Td4 or CJ.NP MARHTIN COX when sp.ci or cquipment on hand precluded
on bo,.rd m-Intcn'-nc., IL specin l solution of on-site; mrintcnanco
for dcaljn~d artillery howitzLrB proved useful In continuing avall-
ability of artillery despite intcnsified opra-tionts.

(b) Maintenaince services during the reporting
pcriod we~re rcnrikably effective despite some bnsic problems. iA
limited size detrtchmeint with grossly liadequate space and certain
repair pirts shorta~ges performed the herculean task of the Brigade's
mainten!ance-_including maintennc for the. att-'chcd floating art-
illery units. The vigor Of SU'-1 rting Llements of the- 709th Main-
tenr.nce Baxttalion chacterizcd the maintenance effort. One notable
annd norsistent shorta-ge iwa-s tha.t of repair pa rts for Boston Whalers.
The tr-.nsistorizEd ignition syste-m has plagued nll nttcMpts to
m .Intain nn rtccent-nble- l-vl of opcra tion_il motors, Rcrair of boats

* and other equipment has been hrtpcred by lack of sp,:ce. Only one
boa t at a time c-n be- hcandle.d b-ciuse of spatce limit- ions. A

*florting ma intcna nce b-arge was obt'-incd, but because a7f Its size
(too large) it could not be towed alongside of the Aall,30 (USS
-SK,.RI) consequently maintenanc space remains a scvere problem.

(4) Trnnsport:ationt

(a) As n result of the Brig7ade's continuous oper-
ations arnd moveme;nt throughout the MdEKONG DELTA,$ administrative
tr-nsrort!Ation requiremcrnts pre-sented a significant problem due to
the ribscnctcof rcgul-r utility flights. Periodic-1lly, no or irisu-
fficient nir assets Were avAlable for administrative flights. All
avallablo air Lasscts, Including comma nd and control aircra:,ft,
'utility aircraft and light helicopter companies In sunport of the
Brigaide, were. used to trr.nsy.ort personnel, equipment -ind mail itcms.

4.11 requireme~nts we-re eventually fullfillcd.
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8. (C) Civil Alff'-irgs

a. C. OPERA-TIONS. Civil i.ff -Irs rotivities for the M.SF
ware plaqnned and developed to meet the requirements a.nd limitations
Imposed by the force's unique oxg'-nz-tlon 2 nd method of employment.
The following m".or retivitios were conducted during the period
covered by this report.

(1) Disnster flelief. Thc MOBIL-, AIV.Aii-j B..o. -(MRB)
wL-~s )ositionvd on the SONG Tli;,i GI~.4G ~iiV"~ ne .r the City of VIN4
LONG on 6 Febru- ry 1.968, the f list &qy th. t GVNT of flials ^rnd. LS
radvisory personnel were -2blf to -zcocovi0Y. theI city following the;
VC TET offensive. The MRF c vil. iffAirs offi.cer contacted the
Province -'nd City GVN of fici'ls- -,nd the CORDS Province offiCe to
,7saist In nlrnning for dis--ster relief :7nd refugee control. Yt wa~s
determined th-t thL ust-'blished CORDS igcecs could meet all of the
irmedi':tt nL'- ds of the city of relitf with the follo'ine e.xceptions.
an odditionnl qu- t1.ty6f ten medium gcnterl purpose tents we re- re-
quir~d- for refugCe shelter a. ri'tions were rcquircd to feed 900
persons for - pcriod of two weeks at the VI~iii LONv~x MILP&i. :Hospital.
The-se items v,,(rc re-qufsti.d from 9th Division r&.sources, -nd vere
received t. VIJ-Ji LrOkG within three dlys of thL r'.q.este on 8
FEbru-ry. 1968, one of the m-tneuver battelions nspstcd approximately
40O0 rufdge,-s wrip gought shelter on four ferryboats -nchorcd at a
sa fe loc-tion 6n thc' river, Nedic''l tre'-tmtnt w-s pzovidcd for 90
p'-tients -n. 850 pounds of food v'-s; distributed.

(2) KECeeDiT-Ps The long r':nge mobil~ty of
the XWIF, co-,-- I with .thf- f et tht It Is the only US m- 'neuver
force oncrrnting In this portion of the KMKONG DL LT.-, cn'blts the
force to frequaently conduct MD-.P's.-nd DtTCs4 P's In loc-les where
the ronul-tionhetvs neve-r received modern mtdic-l or dcnt-il treatment.
No -'1ttcmpt c-n be m-de.by the ) RP to cest-blish pcriodic mEdicail
support-for the. popul-tion of any given loc-tion. Ho-evef-r, It is
-felt th- t the politic'l bencfits'gained by thee operations murit
their continuntion even If the definitive mudic-' benefits do not,
During this pecriod, *29 N.DC..Pts -ind DL102C.-.P' were. conducted treat-
Ing 1.885 priticnts.

(3) Commodity Distributions. Distributions of comn-
moditits were norm.,klly limzited to foodstuffs, h&lth Items, rnnd
tQqls. Except in thoelc-se of minor heqlth items distributed in con-
junction with MEDCJLP coordin-tion Is affected with loc-l GVN
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offici-is prior to m-ing commodity distributions. Totals of 12,093
pounds of food, 471 individu-l health kits, *nnd 500 farm tools were
distributed during this period.

(4) Cordon and Se'rch. On 24 Februnry 1968 -q cordon
tnd sc-rch opefr tion unique to the- ca pabilities of' the MRF was con-
dUCted on CU LO MiY ISL.iAD, VINH LONG Province. 'll eivili' ns on
the isl-nd (anrroxim'-tcly 6000 persons) vT(rc- directed to move to
two colletion rDoints, aftr which a comnlctc sc-rclh of the isla--nd
-~s onducted by the the m-nUVer battnlIjons. Initi-l screening was
cnnducted nt these noints Which rcsulted in 433 detainces being
tr-.nsfcrrcd to the ma-inl-nd for further intcrrog-tioi. ThosL who
rem-Aned a~t the. collection points wcrer -nrovided v'ith fo-d. -nd the
opportunity to receive redicrxl cre,if tiey so desired. The I'EDO.,Pts
and DBITC P'5 were. intere~sting in th-at the people living on this
isl--nd nrobably had never seen -i doctor or dcntist before. (according
to the Senior Sub-SeLctor -'dvisor) . While, the. MedIC-l v:alue of this
isolotcd visit might be- questioned, It wns well received arxi served
as n vtlunble. indiction of the frindship of US personnel.

(5) Processing Innocent Civili'-ns. The- unusual ter-
rain of the MEKONG DrLT-- and the. unique concepTt Of em'nloyment of
the NRF nccessita-te the use of -. convertd 1-nding cr: ft for the
Combined Tactic~l Screening Center (ForwaT rd Collection Point),, While
the ove:rall opcr-tion of this fPcility IS Lsscnti-l1y an S2 function,
tie S5 must maiintn 'In a consider-h~ -bLintere-st in thf. humanita:rian
LspeLcts of the oper-.tion and a lso nvail himself of' the opportunitieS
for psychologic-l opcr-tions, Followinp initia l screening of detain-
ces, the S5 assumes control of those persons declarr-.to be Innocent
civilians. The ultimqtLe go-Al is to return these civilians safely
to their homes. Rol-rover, there Is -. variable ncriod. of time rang-
Ing upwasrd to sev,,rel ho-urs Orri!ag whyich thF-sfe Persons must be
detained for their ow~n safety or because- of' a tcmnorary lack of
transrortation. During this period innocent civili .ns are assured
of' fair and humanL treatment through the use of signs and leaflets
as well as the use of an ARV-'\ interrrectr. The '6etaintc Is made
as comfortablc as possible under th(e circumst-nccs by providing him
with adequate food, medical treatmcnt If required, washing facilit-
ies, fand Individua~l healIth kits containing a toothbrush, toothpaste,
comb, and soap. A tape rEcorder is use to provide, Vietnamesu and
American music, which Is interruptcd periodically for FbYOP messages.
In addition, PSYOP movies Provided by JUSPRO are show n during the
deteainee's stay at the ce~nter. 'lihen the- detainee is release~d in
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order to be transTorted to th( area of his home, he is given a
leaflet containing one hundred piasters and a letter explaining
the reasons why he had to by detained. A total of 528 innocent
civilians were nrocessEd during this pcriod.

(6) TET Aggression Relief Project (TARP). Soldiers
and sailors of the MRF contributed $404.74 for disaster relicf for
the people of Vietnam. This project specifically concerned relief
from the destruction caused during the VC TLT offensive. The MRF
participated in thL he-viest fighting in the city of MY THO during
the TET offensive and it was decided to use this money for relief
projects in the MY THO area. An orphanage/school complex rcceived
heavy damage during the battle for MY THO. Prior to the T-T offen-
alv there were 25 orvhans and approximately 400 other children
(mainly refugL-s) attending this school. Currently, there are 20
orphans and only 200 refugee children attcnding the school. All
of the money collcted, as wcil as additional food, clothing and
school su',3lies hes bcn turned over to the school's officials. All
facets of this Droj(.ct havL been coordinated with local US advisory
elements as the transient stp.tus of the MRF rZecludes its providing
the constant liaison .-equir d by a project of this nature. It is
anticipatud that this will bL a continuing project until the Viet-
namese school officials become self-sufficlent once again.

(7) IMPACT Teams. Enemy activities during the TET
offensive damaged or destroyed many of the RF/PF outposts along
Highway 4 in DINH TUONG Province. Three Improveme nt Action Teams
(IMPACT) were formed from 2nd Brlade resources to assist In the
upgrading of theLse outposts. Each team consisted of.an experienced
Infantry Lieutenant and NCO. The teams de,3loyed throughout the
Province and conducted detailed surveys of each outpost. Rcquisi-
tions wert, submitted through US channels for required barrier
materials including 144,500 sandbags, 867 rolls of concertina wire
467 rolls of barbed wire, 12,850 pickets, 1100 sheets of steel
roofing, 27,706 board feet of lumber, and various munitions. Thu
teams are currently monitoring .the receipt of these supplies and
assisting the RF/PF troops in constructing 49 outposts.

b. LIMIT.2TIONb. The following limiting factors affeat
civil affairs operations conducted by the MRFe

(1) Transooxtatlon. Although the MRF is 100% water
mobile space limitations on board the assault boats and restricted

A7&A,'")_EV 7? 7-t4t
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airmobile assets reduce thu ef. Lctiveness of thc civil affairs
effort. CA teams are normally trPnsnorted throughout each operation
on the medical suorpot boat. This boat must be tositioned to
provide optimum sunl-ort of the battalion troops in contactl this
may not be the most advantageous location from a CA standpoint.

(2) Security. Most MRF operations are condit.ted in
contested or VC control.led arcss. CA teams must be provided with
security forces in orr'Lr to conduct their activities, which rcducc-s
thu range of their operations from central locations in the battalion
area of oTration.

(3) Sun-'ly. CA te-ams are limited in the quantities of
sunplics which they may take into the AO. Siace limitations on the
medical sur-ort boats force the battalion 55 to be excedingly scl-
ective in sunplics to accompany his team,

(4) Duration in the AO. Elements of the MRF normally
remain in any given AC for one to three days. This time limitation
restricts thc naturt of civic ection Drojects '"hich may be completed.

a, Nh;W OH Iie4tOVL:D ±'iCC!. Lb. As experience is gained in
MRF operations and new tools become available, new and/or improved
procedures are dcveloped.

(1) Compilations of data from the Hamlet Evaluation
Survey (HES) system are nowT provided on a monthly basis to the MRF
by CORDS for all provinces in which the NRF operates. This data
includes cstim -tcs of the st .tus of pacification for each non-VC
controlled hamlet within each district. This Estimate is made by
the individual best able to provide it, the District Senior Advisor,
HES data is used to determine appropriate tasks to be assigned to
each battalion prior to an operation. HES date gives the battalion
CA officer and insight into the status of pacificc-tion i:ithin his
AO prior to insertion.

(2) It is impractical for MRF CA officer to establish
close liaison with GVN Province and District officials for each of
the many artas in which the MRF operates. However, liaison is
established shortly after insertion of MIRF elements in a given
Province/District. Valuable information may bc Lxchenged in this
mannez without the risk of a st..curity compromise fqx the operation.
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(3) A F6YO/Civil Affeirs Navel Officer was assigned
to River Flotilla One in early April. Modifications to existing
procedures art now b ing med to fully exploit the increased capa-
bilities this orgEnlzotional change has produced.

(4) During the periud covered by this report an im-
proved storage facility iros made available in the MRB for CA activi-
ties. It is now izossiblt to maintain an adequate basic load of
CA suonlies withain the MRB thereby increasing the capabilities of
th MRF to nerform civic action projects.

(5) Increased command cmphasis of civil affairs activi-
ties at all levels within the M1RF has permitted quantitative incre-
ase and qualitative imorovcment of the overall MRF civil affairs
program.

9. (C) Psychological Operationss

a. General: During the repozting period 7,432,083 leaf-
lets were disseminated, 113 hours of loudspeaker broadcasts were
made, 12J hours of VN radio timc and 11 hours of movie time were
logged in suvoort of Brigade tactical operetions. PSYOP suprort
was directed toward Vitt Cong units to decrease their effectiveness,
Increase their defections, and demorallze t'niir units. PSYOP sup-
port was also dirccted toward civilians and detaines toi explain
the U.S. presence in the operational area, explein the rolt of the
UWN, control the populace activitics during operotions, induce the
people of Vietnam to become informers and gain suport for the GVN.

b. Operationst

(1) Gcncralt The TET Offensive gcr.rally brought
BrigsdL PSYOP activities to a halt. Six rapid reaction lcaflets
were immediately rtquestcd and five new taeDs wert dLvelor,-d util-.

izing themes sur.gcstEd by the Joint U.S. Public Affairs Office
(JUSPAO). However, there werc no means availeblo to employ the new
tapes, and the requested leaflet vwere not available for two weeks,
As a result of the TET Offensive, the Brigade's twice-weekly sched-
uled U-10 missions vtrL also canceled during the first week of
FEbruary. No organic aircraft were availsble to the Brigade for
PSYOP. Navy Assault Support Patrol Boat (.i.SPB's) wire used for
loudspeaker missions, but tht majority of combat operations were
near cities, thereby Toaocing the:effoctiveness of watorborne
bro'idm-sts. It wns not until 15 Fcbrulry, when the MRF novcd Dcpue

/'6W! 7/ / 74C
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In the vicinity of CA~N THO that th( Brigpadc PSYOP program was able
to gain its momentum.

(2) Opserition C~rOi'O..j. XI.

(ea) Generals PSYOP missions In support of the
Brig-degs operations during Operation C0hCl -uO AI consist.d mainly
of waterborne spetkcr broadc :-sts. This iprove.d to be e.ff'etiVf. since.
a majority of the people live along the wate~rways, wLhere- most of
the Brigece's onerations occurred. The~mes for the watcrbornc broad-
casts -t"erfe: "Explanation of U.S. PresiencE.,' "VC De~secration of TET,*"
.INLF Suicide; Missions," "Curfew Hours," ;Clear the loaterWays," and
"Search of SamDans. 1- c-47, U-iO,..-rzd UiiiB aircraft veLrs used for
both leaflct drops and loudSnLeter broe.6cists In teare;a of oper-
ation. Aerial leaflet and broadcast themecs iyurtes "VC Lea-ders DupL
Soldicrs Into Killing. Innoccnt Civilians, ;'FLF Suicir -e Luttacks
During TET,~' 'R( turn to Your PeoIDl," and "Comnatriotp - Did You
-_sk tht; VC to Liberate You?" Artillery was also used to cmploy
leaflets (twice) during combEt opcrations.

(b) On 7 Ftbruvcrly 1968 a FSYOiF progrr-m was prc-
sfented to de-tainees a )-rchcnded durinS Operation CQAr1C±-uO X1. The
Deteine Progzram has opctr te(dansistently sinct. 7 Feubruary and has
been,,- lntcegrated as a rc~ular part of the BrIgSd~e's PoYOF program.

(c) on 21 Ftebruary 1968, a rat,)d reaction tape
was dtevelo-jtd from interrortion of a PW captUred durin.' operation
COAON-DO XI and a UHiiB speanker mission was flown against the 303rd
MF Battalion In PHONG DINTH P-_o-ince vicinity 'JJR7997.

(d) On 24 February 1968, the Brigadv conducted a
Cordon and S~arch oncr~ticn on CU LO haY Island, loceted just
southwecst of C,,N THC. P&YCF suv.3ort was *orovided- -ith aerial loud-
sooakcr broadcasts, aerial ltaflcVt dro-os, 7watterborne louds,'Dcakor
broadcasts, .Sround louddpeakcr, radio broadcasts and han. distribu-
tion of leafletS and magazine.s. Loudspeaker broadcast themes pro-
vided fort an explanation of the Cordon and Starch oper&tion,
Chieu Hol Appeals, and Instructions to the- Inhabitants to uvacuate
the island using one of two established collection points. Le~af-
lets we(,re prin.Ld espeLcially for the, Cordon and Search ope-ration
and tie themes were, twofold: "'Civilians go to Collection Points"
and "VC Rally to Collection Points or Di,
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(3) opration TAUON;G C0ONG DI:'JH.

(a) Generali During onfer-tion TRO,%G COIG DINzit
P6YOP run'port consisted of Artillery lefle~t drops, aerial C-47,
U-10 and UTIIB loudspa&ker broadcasts and lcreflct drops, watFerborne
and ground specaker missions, dutaineu pro-.ram, and movie. and radio
missions. On 5 March 1968, posters werc. placed a.Long HIghway 25
betwun DOjDG T,.M andi MY THO offtring a rewuard for information lead-
Ing to the caoture of individuals re-sponsible for tht. mining of
a bus carrying Vietnamcse orphans.

(b) On 7 March 1q68, leaUfletS *4f-re. distributed
by ground troops in houses, bunhers, and alonS trails In CHO GAi-O
District, DI. ii TUQ.G '.rcvincc.

(c) On 14 Mar'ch 1968, PSYOP support was provide
to Navy TF 117 elCMents during a Riverine Armed Re.connaissance
ElLemetnt ( e)missinn. The; objcct' of the r YOP su.),ort I'as to
make a louds-peeker broadczst to induce the Viet Cong to fight or
join the luga]. governiment Of Vietnam (Chiou Hoi). The lead assault
suoport patrol boat (ASPB) was bro.ilflcasting the messageL, as tho
RARE procteeduft viest on the SAXI~ GINUG RIV,.R. A-pproriniptely 1655
hours thf- RARE t-;as takecn under fire by the- VC anid on(- PSYOF tcam
membe-r v'as wounded in action.

Wd An Lrmf-d Fropagzanda Team (APT) was employed
in suoport of the Brigade's oper~tlons in THUC GI1LNG District,
KIEN HOA Provincec on 7 April. On tiio occassions the- APT was a-ble
to* obtain information 1which sub.seque-ntly le;d to cncmy contact with
two comparies of the 516 Battalion. During this opcr.otion, the
APT distributed leaflets, In numerous village-s. One of particular
interest was PHiJOC Ti-L-N Village which is a known VC Village.
Posters wcre. Ulaced on tree(s and leafleLts spre;ad around the village-.
Themes we-rfi -"End of VC 'e-nS PLS'Ce,:: "Freedom for the- Pcople,"
"Dcath of VC," "9th Division hses Retur Ld,"' and "9th Division will
Return."~

c. Su-)oorts During the re~porting period, thL Brigedc's
psychological warfare program was conducted by an attached Field
Team from the 10th PSYOP Battalion. Aircraft su-oport (U-10 and
C-47 aircrPaft) for ae-rial leaflet mis-ions '4Tas o)rovikded by the 5th
Air Commando §quadron.
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d. Equiments

(1) The AN/UHl5 spcakcr set was Lmployed extensivcly
in ground and waterborne speaker missions.

(2) The Mobile Audio/Visual Unit (MAVU) was used to
present movies aboard the dctainee boat and on the ground; it was
also used for radio broadcpsts. On several occassions, the t'uaVU
was emrloyed on a limited basis for waterborne soeaker broadcasts
bvt its performance vras inferior to the AN/U1H5 speaker set.

e. Problem areass

(1) Adequatc resources (both organic and supporting)
continues to pose difficulties in enhancing PSYOPS. Although the
leaflets emwloyed are of the hifhtst quality, thi reaction time to
requests for new or other leaflets is two to thrce weeks from the
date of rqusts. Svral fec-ors have definite influence on this
problem: they aret frequent distilecemunt of the MRF, telephone
communicptions difficultics vlith the 10th PSYOP Battalion, ard non
availability of transportation assets to cfiect personal laision
and direct coordinpotion with same.

(2) Lack of PSYOF intelligence cau cdaproblms in that
It was difficult to develop good themes without intelliGence and an
ur to date areq study. Much of the PSYOP intelligence received
centers itself in that Northern Corps. Therefore it is comolttely
invaluable and not suitablc to Brigade's area of operation. The
Brigade receivcd very littlr. PSYOP intelligence from Hoi Chanhs or
PW°a. Limited resources ma1:e it impossible for Brigade PSYOP per-
so,4nl to conduct their own interrogation.

i0. (C) Chemical,

a. Durinj the reoorting period sev ral cherical operations
were initiated to complceiant tactical orcrotions. A]I_ chemical
operations and trairing were conducted under the stvff supervision
of the Brigade Chemical Officer.

b. Operations conducted during the period were as followss

(1) E158 bomblet emnloyment, The E158 was employed
against enemy fortified defensive positions to cause his abandoment
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of same and/or to suprcss his fires whilu friendly Clements advanc-d
to destroy him. The E158 was cm,-')oyed from UHiD helicopters, With
a Droset altitude Initiator setting of 1,000 feet; excellent target
coverage was obtained.

(2) CS Persistent Bag dropst Two eight pound bags
of pcrsistent C3-i were- wraopcd to8gether with df-tonation cord to
which a' mechanical ,timiL fusv was attachfud. Sevferal bags prepared
In this manner werL droDed from an altitud(e of 1200 feet to deny
thL enemy acess to terrain: particularly in areas 'rht-rG the-y could
engge thL. boats and shi-ps of the 11RB.

(3) CS Grenade Dropst 'Ih~n cm--loyment of bulk CS was
not fi~rsIblc and Ei58's wtere not rcadily available, M7A3 CS grenades
wecre cmnloyed by air from their packiftg containers. Upon arrival
In thL target area, the containe.rs of' grenades we-re dro'ofed from
an altitude; of 1000 to 1200 feet. The- arec. Of targtet COVeraE.- ob-
taine-d wens cequivalent to that of one E158 CS Cluster.

(4+) DEF0LIATIONi As a re-sult of coj.itiflious eneLmy
thn-ats to e-nga,.c shins of thL MRB, the decision was medL to dc-
foilatc the- vcegctation alorvZ the south bank vicinity of DOV'G TAM.
The defoliation mission was per-formed by Air Force) Ranch Hand Tceams.

a. Durirgr this rcrortin- Drriod no major comsunications
proble~ms occurre-d. S:Inglo-S.de-Band and airborne, relay systems
were vx-tensively emrloycd duyingj the Mobile Riverin' Force's transit
from DONG TAX to CjiN T~i0, The Sinrlc-Side-Band net nDrovided the
Brigadc; communications vith ships of the; NRF and the, 4th Corps
Tactical 0J0eratio;iS Cfent-r (TOc) at C'tN THO. Also, durin3 the
puriod of tra.nsit, the; Bri-adc utilized the- Radio "Wire Integration
facilities at DONG T---i to communicate with the Division Forward
Cormand Post located at D0ONG L~.A. No significant communication
problcms were CezpLrieflc4d du-rirZa the conduat of all operations
In thu VINK LolN z MY TI{0 and CAN~ TtiO are-as. TheL primary me-ans of
communication lies FM voict-, utiliz~n2z the AN/VRC 46 radio. The
BrigpdL and battalion's Command and Control Boats (CCB) were also
omployfed to Drovidc zanual re-lay and automatic retransmission when
required, but this ty-pe of capability was a minimum rrquirement.

b. While In tht; CA&N THO area the- Brig(ade's multichannel
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voice communications system, AN/TRC-24 was centered in a communica-
tions terminal located at C.LN Tho. This termin'l ias provided and
operated by the 9th Signal Battalion, 9th Infantry Division. Using
this system the Brigade provided telephone scrvice to CAN THOI
DW.-G TAi, and C4'IP MARTIN COX. Teletype strvice to SAIGO1., CAtiP
k-LRTIN COX and DONG TAM was also providLd by this system. During
the period uhin the Briga'du conducted tactical operations in tne
DONG TAN/KY THO area the AN/TRC24 system was centered in a 9th
Signal Battalion-lDNG TAM terminal which provided the samu service
as outlined above with teleohone service into 7th ARVN Division
TOC at KY THO.

-, Onc innovation during the period of this report was
the Installation of P.n AB-577/G mast on the stern of the US5 Bcnowah.
A cross frame was installid on this mast to mount four RC-292
antennae, two of which are used for the 2nd Brigade's Command Opur-
ation and IntelliGencc ncts. The oth-r two antennae are used by
the Navy, This system is approximately 90 feet from the waterline
and it increased the Brigade's voice communications range by at
lcsst 5 kilometers.

d. Secure FM voice was provided on the 2nd Brigade's Oper-
ation and Intellig.nce ntt from the 2nd Brigade TOC on the USS
Benowah to all Battalion TOC's, located on the APL-26 and the USS
Colleton, and to the Brigade's and Battlalions' Command and Control
Boats. The Battalions' Command and Control Boats Were utilized
as forward Bettallons Command Posts, The Brigede's CCB was used
mainly as a manual relay and/or automatic retransmission station,
The 2nd Brigpde's Forward Command Post was looate-d on a 3rd Batta-
lion, 34th A;tillury CP Boat which housed FM voice radios, AN/VC-46
radios, and Single-Side-Band cquipm,-nt, AN/GRC-106. A KY-8 was.
also installed on this boat to secure voice servicC on the Brigade
Operations and Intelligence Nct,
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SECTION 11

Lessons Learneds

Commanders' ObsLrvation, Evaluations and Recommendations

1. PERSONNELI None.

2. (C) OPERaTIONS,

a. (C) Use of "CS" against bunkers.

Obscrvation. Employment of *CS" againbt fortified
fighting positions' aused the enemy to abandon the position and
expose himself to friendly fires.

Evaluation. During several offensive operations
against well construtcd/fortifi-d fighting positions, the employment
of "CS" 4 0mm grenades has dislodged cnLy personnel from the posi-
tions wh':n artillery and other indIrect fires couldn't, This docs
not imply that artillery or airstrikes are not effective against
well constructed fortified positions. Neither does it imply that
"CS" employment is the most efftctive moans of drIvin encmy forces
from bunkers. The em-l~oyment of 40mm "CS" grenades complemented
all firus directed against thL positions and caused the enemy to
become confused and dtsperate, rot only to evade thL friendly forces,
but also the irritant agent. The "CS" grenade em-loycd by the
40mm grcnpde launcher affords commander the capability of employing
"CS" at a long (300 meters) and close range. Presently the 40mm
"CS" grenade is rn "Insure" item,

Recommndations,.

(1) That the 40mm "CS" grenade be classified as
a "Standard" item, and a basic load be dutermined and issued.

(2) Further, that during the Intcrim period
(Pending Standarization) more 40mm "CS" grenades be issued to afford
maximum use.

b, (C) Closc air supoort observation.

Observation. Light helicopter fire teams support
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friendly forces in contact during hours of darkness often havcr
difficulty in identifying friendly positions.

Evaluation. Units in contact during hours Qf
darkness often fail to properly mark their position and tstablish
communications with the liZht fire team providing close air suppoit.
Prior to employing light fight teams the ground force commander
must mark the limits of his positions, and verify the enemy force
location. In addition the light fire team should Lstablish commun-
ications with the ground commander. All friendly units in the
immediate area of contpct must monitor the radio net controlling/
employing close air supmort.

Recommendations, Commanders and small unit leaders
should be thoroughly familiar with the ordznce capabilities of
light fire teams and Droer marking technques, and If possible,
that aviators be briefed on the overall tactical situation prior to
establishing communications i-Tith the zround force commander. Adjust-
ments of closu air sup'nortin& fires must bc made by the ground force
commander.

e. (C) Employment of armed propaganda teams.

Obsrvation.. Armed propaganda teams enhance both
psychological operations and intelligence collection efforts.

Evaluation. An armed oropaganda team was employed
in sunort of the Brigade during combat operations conducted in
[IEN HOA Province. The team made valuable contributions not only
in the PSYOP drea, but also in the iatelJlgcnce Collection effort.
On several'occessidns timely and accurate intelligence was provided
by the team after their interrogation of local civilians. The
intelligence collected resulted in the Brigadu establishing contact
with the enemy.

Recommendations. That an armed propaganda team be
attached to the Brigade.

3. TRAININGs None.

4, (c) I NTELLIGP CE,

a, (C) Possible Compromise of Projected Combat Operations.
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Observation, Early coordinration and dissemination
of operation plans and orders may tend to provide the tnemy with
advance/adcquate warning of the intended AO or target.

Evaluation, The Mobile Riverine Force operates
throughout the centra MKOG DELTA as a Mobile Striking Force seek-
Ing targets dve~loved by timely and effective intellIgance. As
such, the Brigade does not have a specific tactical area of oper-
ation and is thcrLfort required to effect coordination for AO's and
specificd strike zones. Early coordination and dissemination of
this information, prior to the commitment of friendly forces is a
particular disadvantage because it allows adequate time for enemy
forces to exit the area or prc arc to defend against the introduc-
tion of friendly forces into the AO. In addition the dcsired flex-
ibility for committing forces in any area of opration selected/
dcsignatcd, as*a result -f immediate and concrete intellignce, is
unobtainable due to the coordination required.

Recommencation, None.

5, (U,' LOGIdTICSo

a. (U) Use of Bandoleers for ammunition magazines.

Observation. Inadequate protection of magazines
caused malfunction of Mi6 rifles,

Evaluation, Dirt, mud, and othcr inert matter
accumulate in ammunition (magazine) pouches during normal field
operations causing a hieh malfunction rate of the Mi6 rifle. Mroopo
presently try to carry magazines in cotton bandolers in order to
alleviate the situation, but bandoleers are difficult to obtain
and are used bcyond the point of serviceability.

Recomm~ndstibn. That a lightweight nylon bandolueo
be issued in sufficient quantities to allow each man to carry
5,56mm magazine high on his body and completely covered.- The
nylon bandoleer would afford good Drotection from mud and dirt
and would dry and diain quickly if immersed in water,

b. (U) Collapsible water jugs,

Observation. Five gallon water jugs often

&'Ozs~s?/ i z s J
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collapse When filled to their c~pacity, by the stress endured.

Eviluation, The pljistic collapsible- -.:Cter jug
permits maxiraum quantitie-s of fluids to b(- trans-Loortf-d in a contain-
c r of !TInimum 4E;Ight. Howtver, the. ITLight of the v.ate-r ccaus(es con-
side;reblE; strss on thc plastic material i-,htm thL jugs arc filled,
whiich in turn su'bsequently ctuse thL juGs to collapse_ and break
aft(er frcqUent usc. A two and one-half (2j) gallon ca'nEscity
collarsible jug, mpft of th( sC.me comuosition Irould be more practical
In terris of reducing the stress on the plrstic matf-rial.

Recommendation. That a two and one-half (21)
iaallon capacity nlastic trater Jug be- procured for field use.

C, (U) Protefctivfe cove-r for LAW,

ObServs3tion. The; abse-nce of an oute-r protectivC
cover induces possible damage, to, and incrLe-sCs theL chances of mal-
function of the light anti-tank epn(A)

Evaluation. Dirt, brush and constant handling of
66mm rocke;ts M472 (LA.) bend; breaks and fouls many of thL exposed
small parts of-the wcapon. Extension of The firing tube- and actual
firing be-comc difficult and unnce~ssarily hazardous. Unserviceable
LAW's must be, de:stroyed thus ecating great expense and loss of
time.

Re'co.-umndation. That a hiah impact watorptoof 00Wb
Drocurcd to Drotect M472 rocket launchers,

6. ORG.NIZ ±'ION, None.

7. OaRsNone.

SECTION III WITHDRAWN, HQ, DA; CONTAINED IN DIVISION REPORT
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Inclosure 6 to Section I: T'..7pvod Usage of . Aerial loudspeaker
System.

7, 0L,-.BS-4 100-watt loudspeaker system, a standard item of
... was modified somewhat to erable its use in different configurations.

'wo sets of one each amplifier and remote were mounted on plywood bases and
attached to two frames, each holding one bcnk of sp-kers, which enable tho
use of a single bank of 2 50-watt speakers in a vehicular mode on two vehicles
This ndificaLion allows greeter flexability in the use of speaker systems
to support ground tactical and psychological operations and medcaps. A
diagrar of the system is attached as TMB 1.

The remaining 500-watt portion of the system was made into a
double bank of speakers to fit on the H-23 helicopter, utilizing a U-frame
and brace to fit the lending skids. The two amplifiers and remotes were
originally placed in a four-sided box-like configuration which fits ecsily
into the cockpit of the helicopter betweenthe operator's legs, cnd produces
excellent results. Kn improved version of this is being constructed at
this time, consisting of two plywood bases each mounting a single remote
and amplifier identicc.l to the p50-watt configuration, mounted back to back
on a wooden frame, and paralleled. A diagram of the system is attached
as T,,B 2.

The systems are designed so that they are, with a 15-minate
preparation time, easily converted again into the original 1000-watt
configuration, and ready to f-, in UHID aircraft.

The 250-watt system, vehiculrr mounted, has been field tested
and found extremely effecti'' at distances of 1500 meters.

The 500-watt system, mounted on the skid of an H-23 helicopter,
was tested and found to be extremely satisfactory from an altitude of
2000 feet, airing a broadcast at an angle of 450 to the ground. As time
and aircraft availability permit, the system will be further tested to
deterine its limits and performance characteristics.
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